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Guidelines Overview

These guidelines are organized into three parts.

The first part, which sets the stage for the other parts of the guidelines, includes a dis-
cussion of various multivariable flight control methodologies with a rationale for choosing
three to be highlighted in Part III. This is followed by a presentation of fundamentals of
control and some design basics.

The second part begins to focus on fighter aircraft and the issues associated with control
design and analysis for these particular vehicles.

Finally, the third part discusses the specifics of three different control design methodolo-
gies using fighter aircraft examples for demonstration.
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Part I

Fundamentals



Part I Overview

This part of the guidelines presents the fundamentals for understanding and solving
multivariable control problems.

The first section gives an overview of multivariable control and the rationale for selecting
the three control methods described in Part III.

The second section discusses control fundamentals, and the third section covers the design
process itself.
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Section 1

Introduction

Flight control laws are necessary for the military fighter aircraft of the present and fu-
ture. In some cases, the control laws stabilize or augment the stability of configurations
that would otherwise be aerodynamically unsta1lle or nearly unstable. In other cases,
the control laws efficiently utilize multiple control actuation devices, including aerody-
namic surfaces and thrust vectoring, to achieve the highest levels of aircraft performance.
In every case, the control laws augment aircraft handling and ride qualities to achieve
satisfactory handling characteristics.

Control laws are algorithms that process sensor information (including pilot commands)
and produce control actuator commands to achieve the desired responses even in the
presence of external disturbances and inaccuracies of the data input to, and needed to
design, the algorithm.

A challenge of flight control laws is their multivariable nature:

"* Multiple control surfaces and thrust vectorihg devices;

"* Multiple sensors, including angular rate gyros, accelerometers, air data, and inertial
navigation;

"* Multiple disturbances, including atmospheric, weapons release, changes in mass
properties, and sensor errors;

"* Multiple controls objectives for longitudinal, lateral, and directional maneuvering
subject to constraints associated with the aircraft and its control devices;

"* Multiple uncertainties associated with the math models used for synthesis and
analysis of the control laws.

Multivariable flight control laws can be synthesized using a variety of techniques. Needless
to say, there are many candidate multivariable design methods. Indeed, a certain senior
member of the controls field, who would probably deny this, has claimed that "there are
as many methods as there are researchers with egos big enough to choose names for their
inventions."

5



1.1 Categorization of Design Methods

Fortunately, the facts are more modest. Most design methods are variants of a few basic
approaches to multivariable design, and each method is the culmination of the work of
many researchers, not the creation of a single person. The major methods have been
categorized in Table 1.1. This table lists broad categories, specific methods in each
category, and some of the principal references that describe them.

The categories include:

"* Formal optimization problems,

"* Numerical optimization problems,

"* Frequency domain methods,

"* Eigenstructure assignment methods, and

"* Fringe methods.

The first category consists of the big workhorses of the controls field - the linear
quadratic Gaussian problem (LQG, H2) in its various manifestations, the worst-case
L2-induced norm problem (Ho), the worst case L.. induced norm problem (fl), and the
mixed-criteria versions of H 2 and H.. developed just recently. It is fair to say that the
introduction of these formal methods, together with the use of state-space descriptions,
provided the first truly multivariable control design tools, circa 1960.

The second category, numerical optimization, consists of more heuristic approaches to
design. They utilize the same optimization philosophy but in parameterized settings
that do not necessarily yield analytic solutions or find global optima or even guarantee
stabilizing answers. Nevertheless, whenever solutions can be found, these approaches
provide very effective tools for the complex tradeoffs present in most realistic engineering
designs. (It is recognized that there is a certain overlap between the formal and numerical
optimization categories. For instance, £1 -problems must be solved numerically with linear
programs. So where do such approaches belong? For these cases, a reasonable assignment
has been made based on the spirit behind the method.)

The third category, frequency domain methods, consists of various adaptations of classical
Bode and Nyquist SISO techniques to multivariable design. It includes early attempts by
the "British school," using diagonal dominance, inverse Nyquist arrays, and characteristic
loci. This category also includes "quantitative feedback theory," which closes sequential
loops around multivariable plants, and singular-value-based loop shaping accomplished
using either direct inversion (LQG/LTR or H,,) or dynamic inversion. Although good
multivariable controllers can and have been designed using all of these methods, only
singular-value-based loop shaping probably qualifies as truly multivariable.
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Table 1.1: Categorization of Design Methods
Formal Optimization Problems
Basic Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) [Athans 1971]
LQG with Explicit/Implicit Model Following [Asseo 1970, Tyler 1966]
Frequency Weighted LQG [Gupta 1980]
Worst-case Induced L 2 Norm (H.) [Zames 1983, Doyle 1989]
Worst-case Induced L,, Norm (41) [Dahleh 1987]
Mixed Criteria (H 2/H,) [Zhou 1989, Rotea 1991, Yeh 1992]

Numerical Optimization Problems
Fixed Structure LQ-Control [Axsater 1966, Levine 1970, Stein 1971]
Fixed-Plus-Variable Gain LQ-Control [VanDierendonck 1972]
Fixed Structure H•, Control [Bernstein 1990]
Fixed Structure H 2 /Ho, Control [Bernstein 1989, Ridgely 1992]
Q-Parameter Design (QDES) [Boyd 1991]
p-Synthesis via D - K-Iteration [Doyle 1983, Stein 1991]
Frequency Domain Methods
Diagonal Dominance/Inverse Nyquist Array [Rosenbrock 1974]
Characteristic Loci [Postlethwaite 1979]
Upper Triangular Structures [Mayne 1973]
Singular-Value-Based Loop Shaping
via Direct Inversion [hung 1982]
via LQG/LTRI [Stein 1987]
via H,, [McFarlane 1992]
via Dynamic Inversion [Bugajski 1992b]
Quantitative Feedback Theory (QFT) [Horowitz 1979]
Eigenstructure Assignment Methods
via Full-State Feedback [Andry 1983]
via Output Feedback [Calvo-Ramon 1986, Sobel 1990]
via Quadratic Weights in LQ [Harvey 1978]
via Numerical Optimization [Garg 1989, Wilson 1990]

Fringe Methods
Model Predictive Control (MPC, DMC, MAC) [Morani 1989]
Covariance Control [Skelton 1989]
Stochastic Parameters (maximum entropy) [Hyland 1982]
Variable-Structure Control [Utkin 1977]
Geometric Methods [Wonham 1979]
Polynomial-Matrix Methods [Peczkowski 1978, Wolovitch 1974]
Lyapunov-Based Methods [Barmish 1985, Boyd 1989]
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The fourth category, eigenstructure assignment, focuses on the internal structure of
closed-loop systems. Its methods are concerned with locations of closed-loop eigenvalues
and directions of closed-loop eigenvectors, as constrained by the limitations of linear feed-
back. Included are methods based on full-state feedback, output feedback, asymptotic
LQ regulator solutions, as well as numerical optimization methods that trade off desired
eigenstructures against other desired properties. (Again, there is a certain overlap here
with the numerical optimization category.)

The final category carries the name "fringe methods." This label is not intended in a
derogatory sense. Rather, it is chosen to communicate the fact that these methods exist
at the fringes of the flight control world, some used extensively in other arenas but rarely
tried in flight control. Examples include the model-predictive-control techniques from
process control, covariance assignment and maximum-entropy-optimal-projection meth-
ods from large space structure control, and variable-structure methods from robotics.

1.2 Evaluation Criteria

Design techniques will be selected based on an evaluation of how well each method
handles the specific requirements of fighter aircraft flight control design. They lead us to
the following list of evaluation criteria:

"* Nominal stability guarantees;

"* Robust stability guarantees (for unstructured uncertainties, for real parameter vari-
ations);

"* Suitability for achieving nominal performance (decoupling/handling qualities, gust
and noise responses);

"* Suitability for achieving robust performance (for unstructured uncertainties, for
real parameter variations);

"* Controller complexity (state dimension, scheduling difficulty, iteration difficulty);

"* Suitability for satisfying practical considerations (actuator limits, elastic interac-
tions, antiwindup/boundary control logic, necessary nonlinear terms, classical sta-
bility margins).

Note that these criteria include the usual nominal and robust stability and performance
topics. But they also address controller complexity and so-called "practical considera-
tions."

Complexity is important because it influences design costs and eventual flight computer
hardware needs. It is measured not only by controller order, but also by the ease with
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which controllers can be scheduled over flight envelopes and the ease with which they
can be iterated (redesigned) when inevitable mission/configuration changes occur during
an aircraft's overall design program.

Practical considerations often tip the scales between success and failure. For example,
design methods should provide direct ways to change inner-loop bandwidths, as this is
the only practical remedy for limit cycles due to rate or position limits of actuators.
Also, there should be ways to introduce notch-filtering actions to alleviate excessive
elastic interactions. Integral actions or boundary limits must be easy to identify in the
controller structure, so that appropriate antiwindup logic and boundary switches can be
added to the design. There are also certain nonlinear modifications for large angles (e.g.,
feedback signal go replaced by g sin 0 cos 0) that must be included in linear designs to
make them flightworthy, even on piloted simulators. (Pilots are sure to try barrel rolls,
inducements to the contrary notwithstanding.)

Finally, even for multivariable systems, control designs must satisfy traditional classical
SISO stability margins since detailed characterisLics of individual actuators or sensors
may change before the aircraft's design is complete. Controllers should tolerate reason-
able loop variations due to such changes.

1.3 Evaluation of Design Methods

Table 1.2 provides an evaluation of some of the major design methods from Table 1.1, as
measured against the criteria described above. Each row of the table corresponds to an
evaluation criterion and each column corresponds to one of the design methods. The table
entries themselves contain short statements about how well the method addresses the
criterion or brief descriptions of the explicit way in which the method's design parameters
can be used to satisfy the criterion. If no explicit way exists, the entries are empty, or
they contain the symbol E. The latter indicates that an easy work-around exists to satisfy
the criterion, even though there is no explicit way to do so. (It is recognized that the
term easy represents a judgment call about which reasonable people may disagree.)

To illustrate this evaluation format, consider column 1 in the table, which corresponds
to the linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) design method. It shows that this method
guarantees nominal stability, but provides no direct way to guarantee robust stabil-
ity for real or unstructured uncertainties (recall the famous Doyle counter example
[Doyle 1978].) For nominal performance, model-following performance indices can ad-
dress decoupling/handling quality requirements, while the quadratic criterion (H2 norm)
itself can address gust/noise response requirements. However, there is no direct way
to address robust performance. The controller's complexity is n states, with moderate
scheduling difficulty and low iteration difficulty via two standard Riccati equations. Fi-
nally, although there is no direct way to address practical actuator limit considerations,
an easy work-around exists - namely, adjusting bandwidths with the control weighting
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Table 1.2: Evaluation of Major Design Methods.
Eigen Singular.-Vaue-Based Mixed

LQG Structure Loop Shaping H0o Synthesis H 2 1Hoo
Assignment Lq7_/LT.I_ Dyn__nv

Nominal Stability guaranteed E Ifull state] guaranteed E [min phase] guaranteed guaranteed guaranteed
Robust Stability for via via Hoo Hoo Ho0
Unstructured A's loop shapes loop shapes norm norm norm
Real parameter variations
Nominal Performance via model via poles and via model via model via model via model via model
HQ/Decoupling following eigenvectors following following following following following
Gust/noise response H 2 norm H2 norm H 2 norm
Robust Performance for
Unstructured A's $A "norm"
Real parameter variations
Controller Complexity
Compensator dimensions n < n n < n n > n n
Schedulin- difficulty moderate moderate moderate low moderate high moderate
Iteration difficulty low low moderate low moderate high moderate
Practical Considerations E E
Actuation limits E (RB] E 1poles] [loop shapes] Poop shapes] E [WA] E [WA] E (WA]
Elastic interactions E EE- [W.,•o)] Poop shapes] _oop shapes] E- fWAJ E [WA] E [WA,1
&ntiwindup logic, etc EEE

Necessary nonlinearities automatic

via viaK HoOO Hc H0o
Classical SISO margins loop shapes loop shapes norm norm norm

and sensor noise intensity matrices, R and 0. Similarly, an easy way exists to allevi-
ate elastic interactions with frequency-dependent weights used to introduce notch filters.
Appended integrators explicitly exhibit integratiou action, so adding antiwindup logic is
also easy. However, there is no direct way to include other necessary nonlinearities or to
satisfy standard SISO stability margins (Doyle's counter example again).

Similar evaluations for other major design methods appear in the remaining columns of
Table 1.2. The columns were arranged in rough chronological order to highlight the his-
torical evolution of multivariable methods toward increasingly more powerful capabilities
for practical design. For instance, the empty cells in column 1 clearly show that the basic
LQG method has significant shortcomings in its robustness capabilities for both stabil-
ity and performance. The eigenstructure assignment method in column 2 shares these
same weaknesses, and, in addition, lacks direct wa.s or easy work-arounds for gust/noise
response requirements and elastic interactions.

Columns 3 and 4 illustrate the first attempts in the early 1970s to alleviate the robustness
shortcomings of LQG and other then-existing design methods. Such attempts include in-
troducing singular-value diagrams as true multivariable generalizations of Bode diagrams
[Doyle 1981]. Applied to loop transfer functions of feedback systems, these singular-value
diagrams provide reliable measures for nominal performance and robust stability guaran-
tees against unstructured uncertainties. The design problem then reduces to specifying
desirable shapes for the diagrams and finding controllers to produce those shapes. The
latter step can be accomplished in one of several ways:
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Direct Inversion K(s) = L(s)G-(s)
LQG/LTR K(s) - L(s)G-1(s) but retains nice LQ properties
HK K(s) " L(s)G-1 (s) but retains nice H,, properties
Dynamic Inversion u(t) = -BtAx(t) + La(t) (A, B in Brunovski form)

Of these, the LQG/LTR and dynamic inversion approaches are compared in the table.
Robust stability for unstructured A's is now handled directly in both cases via the selected
loop shapes. But the two approaches differ in other ways. The most important differences
appear in scheduling difficulty and in adding necessary nonlinearities. For both these
criteria, dynamic inversion is superior because it handles them simply by replacing the
dynamic inversion terms, BtAx(t), with their nonlinear counterparts.

Column 5 of Table 1.2 represents the next step in the evolution of multivariable de-
sign. Having accepted singular-value-based robustness measures, it became evident to
researchers that formal optimization problems could be posed to maximize these mea-
sures. After all, the maximum value across frequency of singular-value plots corresponds
to the induced L2-norm (the maximum gain) of the associated system, and this, in turn,
corresponds to the Ho, norm of its transfer function. Thus, a frequency-weighted H,,
optimization problem can be used to achieve robust multivariable designs. The fact that
such problems have nice state space solutions (just two iterated Riccati equations) counts
as one of the major theoretical discoveries of the controls field [Doyle 1989]. For serious
designers, however, Ho per se is not such a big deal. Comparing columns 3 and 5 shows
that the new theory actually provides no more design power than the basic loop-shaping
paradigm.

The z-synthesis method, highlighted in column 6, generalizes the H.. norm to the struc-
tured singular value i, which provides robust stability with respect to multiple unstruc-
tured uncertainty blocks [Doyle 1982a] and robust performance whenever performance is
measured in the Ho, norm. (The trick is to require stability with respect to the given
uncertainty blocks plus an additional "fictitious" block for the performance variables.)

Arguably p-synthesis provides the most powerful methodology available for multivariable
design today. The drawback, of course, is that high controller state dimensions can
potentially result from multiple D - K iterations. This increases hardware requirements
and scheduling difficulties, or it necessitates a model reduction step as part of the design
cycle. In either case, iteration difficulties are greater. The tradeoff between raw design
power and resulting complexity is important.

The last method listed in Table 1.2 is an alternative generalization of the basic H,,
problem. This generalization seeks to combine Ho norm optimization, which is useful
for robust stability, with quadratic (112 norm) optimization, which is useful for nominal
stochastic performance requirements such as gust and noise responses. (Note in the table
that neither Ho, nor p-synthesis address gust/noise requirements directly.) Useful design
equations for these "mixed criteria" problems have been published over the last few years.
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Their utility for flight control design has been explored in a few cases to date and shows
good promise [Sparks 1990].

1.4 Unsolved Problems

A few words must be said about a completely empty row in Table 1.2 - namely, the row
that requires robustness with respect to real parameter variations. No multivariable de-
sign method available today provides a direct way to address this requirement. Moreover,
it would be misleading to claim that there is even an easy work-around for this require-
ment in any method. The only reliable way to design for robustness with respect to real
variations appears to be to cover them with a larger set of complex uncertainties and then
to use one of the available methods to provide robustness with respect to the larger set.
(Lyapunov-based methods [Barmish 1985], Peterson-Hollot bounds [Peterson 1986], sur-
rogate systems with extra disturbances [Banda 1991], and various other schemes all fall
into this category.) This covering approach has worked well in many design applications,
and it is tempting to claim it as an easy work-around. However, there are no guarantees
that it will succeed in any specific application, and there are numerous counter examples
to show that it can be arbitrarily conservative (i.e., no robust controllers exist for the
larger set, even when good ones exist for the true variations).

Given that the synthesis problem for real parameter uncertainty is unsolved, it is neces-
sary for designers to come up with approximations. The approximations will be iterative
ones, basically the same for all methods. Real variations will be replaced with complex
uncertainty sets whose sizes are initially chosen to cover the real variations but are then
iteratively reduced until the true real-parameter robustness of controllers fails to meet
spec.

True real-parameter robustness can be analyzed numerically with mixed-A algorithms
that are currently available. Mixed-p refers to the presence of both real variations and
complex ones. The real variations correspond to parametric uncertainties, whereas the
complex ones correspond to unmodeled dynamics and to "fictitious" robust performance
blocks. Analysis algorithms for mixed-p setups are currently experiencing rapid research
progress. Some alternatives include: determinantal methods [deGaston 1988], power
methods [Packard 1988], polynomial methods [Chang 1991], branch-and-bound searches
[DeMarco 1990], and other more sophisticated combinations [Young 1992a, Boyd 1992].
(Unfortunately, many other Kharitanov-inspired methods do not apply because aircraft
parameterizations lack the needed special structure.)

These numerical tools for mixed-pt have proved to be effective in many flight control
problems, and no practical difficulties are expected. Still, it is important to remember
that analysis problems for real-parameter variations are fundamentally hard (e.g., NP-
complete and not necessarily solvable in polynomial time). There are even issues about
the continuity of design objectives on real parameter sets. Stability, for example, is not
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always continuous on such sets [Packard 1993]. Such parameter sets can and do contain
isolated unstable points [Ackerman 1992]. For these unusual cases, there is no choice but
to expand the uncertainty set with small amounts of complex variation to get well-defined
analysis problems.

1.5 Selection of Three Design Methods

It is beyond the scope of these design guidelines to cover all of the design methods in
Table 1.1, so only three methods will be covered. The techniques to be covered are:

"* Eigenstructure snthesis.

"* Dynamic inversion, and

"* p-synthesis.

The rationale for selecting these particular three techniques is as follows:

e The techniques are capable of addressing the flight control requirements identified
in Section 1.2.

* No more than one technique is to be selected from each category in Section 1.1.

* The software for implementation of the synthesis techniques is sufficiently mature
for realistic application to flight control law design.

9 The designers have adequate experience with the techniques in flight control appli-
cations.

We selected eigenstructure synthesis because it is less closely tied to a model of desired
handling qualities, the computations involved are quite straightforward, and there is a
fair amount of experience with its application to flight control law design. The method
addresses handling qualities and decoupling performance aspects through eigenvalues and
eigenvectors and has very low controller complexity. There are concerns about its ability
to deal with robust stability and robust performance, and easy work-arounds are not
readily available. The computations involve fairly standard matrix operations that are
available in many commercial and in-house software packages. Our experience with this
technique is limited and more dated compared to the other two techniques selected.

We selected dynamic inversion because it uniquely applies to an entire flight envelope
and not just point conditions, reusable software exists, and we have much experience
with it. Design complexity is low, practical considerations are easily addressed, and
resulting control laws satisfy stability and performance requirements as demonstrated in
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several different applications. There are concerns regarding stability (especially robust
stability) and robust performance, which are discussed in [Enns 1994], although these
same concerns apply to any of the loop-shaping methods. This technique belongs in
the frequency domain category because it can be interpreted as a loop-shaping method.
Reusable software for implementation of this control law was developed at Honeywell and
we have seven years of experience applying it to the F-18 High Angle-of-Attack Research
Vehicle (HARV) and other fighter aircraft.

We selected i-synthesis because it is the only technique that directly addresses the robust
performance problem, commercial software is readily available for its implementation, and
we have much experience with it. It is the most powerful multivariable approach with
regard to stability and performance. However, the design complexity is high in terms of
design synthesis and practical considerations regarding its implementation. It is a tech-
nique from the numerical optimization category because it minimizes the I "norm" with
an iterative numerical scheme. Software to implement the design iterations is available
from two different major software vendors and has been developed in cooperation with
Professor John Doyle, one of the authors of these design guidelines. John Doyle invented
p-synthesis while working at Honeywell, and we have gained much experience since in its
application to numerous aircraft flight control problems.
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Section 2

Fundamentals of Multivariable Control

The fundamental principles of multivariable control are largely the fundamentals of feed-
back. The basic requirement of feedback systems is to achieve certain desired levels of
performance and also to be tolerant of uncertainties. Performance levels concern such
things as command following and disturbance rejection. Uncertainty tolerances deal with
stability and sensitivity of the closed-loop system in the presence of inevitable differences
that exist between a physical system and its mathematical model. As discussed in vari-
ous textbooks [Bode 1945, James 1947, Horowitz 1963, Doyle 1992] and other references,
these two aspects of feedback lead to fundamental tradeoffs and compromises that moti-
vate the entire body of feedback theory.

This section contains an overview of fundamental feedback concepts and some mathe-
matical fundamentals necessary for control design and analysis.

2.1 General Discussion

Control system design is driven by a set of control-law requirements, which are derived
from a specified set of vehicle requirements. Vehicle requirements are themselves derived
from a set of mission requirements that underlie integrated vehicle design. The process
of translating mission requirements into a finished set of control laws is a complex task,
requiring an understanding of:

"* Flight envelope and mission requirements,

"* Vehicle configuration and physical properties,

"* Control design methodologies, and

"* Control law standards for piloted vehicles.

From an understanding of flight envelope and mission requirements, the control designer
selects a set of flight conditions and control modes for design. From the vehicle config-
uration and physical properties (i.e., vehicle geometry, aerodynamics, mass properties,
propulsion, control surfaces), the control designer derives mathematical models of the
vehicle dynamics. Then, using one or more control-design methodologies, we produce a
set of control laws that are evaluated against a set of control law standards for piloted
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vehicles. These control laws are also evaluated for performance to ensure that mission
requirements are met.

Our focus in these guidelines is a specific set of multivariable, control-design methodolo-
gies that have proven to be effective for practical control of military aircraft. For this
reason we will discuss primarily design methodologies, but the reader should be aware
of the link between these methodologies and the larger set of issues that the control
designer must resolve. Practical concerns impose a set of tacit assumptions about the
methodologies - they must apply to vehicle models in industry-standard form, they
must be implementable, and they must be amenable to evaluation by standard tech-
niques. Practical concerns also impose a need for flexibility in the design methodology.
The methodology must have features (i.e., knobs) that enable the designer to realize a
range of design solutions.

The need for flexibility in the control-design methodology is often seen during the process
of control-law evaluation. Ideally, there is no need for adjustment of the control laws as
evaluation proceeds through the following sequential steps:

"* Linear system analyses

"* Batch nonlinear simulation

"* Piloted simulation

"* Flight test

In practice, design iterations are often required. At each step there are numerous criteria
to evaluate, and preliminary control designs often fail to meet one or more of them. Upon
failing some test, the design must be adjusted. Some adjustment may also be required if
vehicle requirements, models, or flight envelope should change during vehicle design or
the subsequent life cycle. For these reasons, the ccntrol-design methodologies must have
some flexibility to allow adjustments.

In evaluating control laws, there are many criteria to consider. Roughly speaking, these
criteria fall into three categories:

"* Stability

"* Performance

"* Flying qualities

These categories are not strictly disjoint, but we can distinguish among them roughly as
follows. Stability criteria concern the basic ability of the piloted aircraft to return to an
equilibrium condition. Performance criteria concern the capability to execute maneuvers
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or other tasks in a controlled fashion to within some specified level and accuracy. Flying
qualities criteria concern the suitability of the vehicle response to pilot commands. All
three types of criteria are important, although stability is the most critical in the event
of subsystem failure or battle damage.

The art of flight control design is to realize a solution that achieves an acceptable com-
promise among the evaluation criteria. A variety of system concepts and mathematical
tools (techniques) are used by the designer to create the design. Each methodology has
its own set of techniques for representing design criteria in mathematical terms. Some
basic techniques are common to different methodologies; these will be discussed in this
section and the next. Methodology-specific techniques will be discussed in the third part
of this document, starting with Section 9.

2.2 Models

All design methodologies we will discuss are model-based. The vehicle model gives a
mathematical description of the relation between control and disturbance inputs and
vehicle response. In this model, control and disturbance inputs and vehicle response are
represented by functions of time that are called signals.

2.2.1 Signals

A signal is a real-valued (or sometimes complex-valued) function of time. We use signals
to represent all time-varying quantities associated with the control system. We will be
working with signals of the following types:

e Control input signals

"* Vehicle state signals

"* Vehicle response (output) signals

"* Pilot command signals

"* Disturbance and noise input signals

"* Internal state signals

"* Fictitious signals used to model uncertainty

Examples of control input signals include deflection angles of control surfaces (elevator,
aileron, rudder) and variables that control engine thrust. Usually, by vehicle state we
mean velocity of the vehicle c.g. ((u, v, w) in body-axis coordinates), angular rates (roll
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rate p, pitch rate q, yaw rate r), bank angle €, and pitch angle 0. Sometimes Mach
and either altitude or heading are also included in the list of states. In addition, states
associated with actuator dynamics and/or elastic modes are also sometimes included in
the (extended) vehicle state-space model.

Vehicle response signals may include any of the internal states in addition to quantities
measured by onboard sensors (e.g., acceleration at a sensor station, air-data pitot static
and total pressure) or quantities computed from states and other model parameters
(e.g., acceleration at the pilot station). Pilot command signals typically include pilot
stick, rudder pedal, and throttle settings. There are a variety of possible disturbance
and noise input signals - wind-gust disturbances and rate-gyro noise are two examples.
Feedback-control laws also have internal states, which are signals generated and stored
in the flight control computer. Finally, there may be fictitious signals used in the model
to represent uncertainty.

All of these signals except the fictitious ones have concrete physical interpretations and
could, in principle, be measured directly by some physical device.

2.2.2 Operators

A physical system may be represented mathematically by an operator. In general, an
operator is a relationship between two sets of signals. For example, we have the operator
relating input and output signals of our vehicle. Another example is the operator relating
pilot commands to vehicle state. Operators like these that are associated with physical
quantities are called physical operators.

In most applications, physical operators are assumed to define a functional relationship
between input and output signals. That is, the operator has a domain (the set of input
signals) and, a range (the set of output signals), and the outputs can be computed from
the inputs once the state of the system at some initial time is given. 'Implicit in this
framework, at least from a mathematical viewpoint, is the assumption that input signals
may be chosen independently, at will. From a p.actical viewpoint, there may be con-
straints on input signals imposed by physical devices that generate them (e.g., actuator
rate limits). The assumption of a functional relationship between inputs and outputs
leads to standard block-diagram representations for systems.

Another assumption about physical operators is causality. Causality means that the
output at time t is determined by the initial state of the system and by the input signals
for time less than or equal to t. In other words, the output at time t can in no way
depend on the input at a future time t, > t. Causality implies a sense of cause and effect
between input signals and output signals.

Of the two assumptions just made, the functional relationship between inputs and outputs
is often only approximately true. For example, the response of an actuator depends on
the load, although a block-diagram model might ignore this dependence. The causality
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assumption, on the other hand, is considered accurate to arbitrary precision.

2.2.3 Differential Equations

Mathematical operators can be represented in a wide variety of forms. One of the most
common representations is a set of nonlinear ordinary differential equations. These typ-
ically provide the highest-fidelity vehicle models used for design and analysis of flight
control systems. The nominal equations are of the form:

S= F(x,u) (2.1)
y = H(x,()

In these equations, x represents a vector of vehicle-state signals, u a vector of control-
input signals, and y a vector of output signals. Several different coordinate systems are
used to represent the state vector x. Specific forms of these equations will be discussed
in Section 4.1.

The operator associated with this system is obtained by integration of the differential
equation for the state x(t) as a functional of the control-input vector, u(r) T < t, and the
initial state x(O). The output vector y(t) = H(x(t), u(t)) is defined in a causal, functional
way on the control-input vector.

An important feature of these nonlinear equations is the set of equilibrium solutions,
otherwise known as trim conditions. The trim conditions are defined to be the set of
pairs xo, uo such that F(xo, uo) = 0. If the control input is held fixed at the value u0 of a
trim condition, the state vector will remain at the constant (steady-state) condition x0 .
The output at an equilibrium point is also constant: yo = H(xo, uo).

Except during highly dynamic maneuvers, the vehicle remains close to the trim set. Basic
performance numbers (e.g., range, maximum payload, maximum speed) can be computed
from analysis of the trim set. For this reason, the trim conditions are examined carefully
by the aircraft design team. Control designers alsu use the trim conditions to derive the
linear aircraft models used for design of control laws. We discuss the process of deriving
those linear models next.

2.2.4 Linearization

Linearization is the process of computing linear dynamic models that approximate non-
linear equations (2.1) near trim conditions. From a trim condition (x0 , Uo, yo), a linear
model is computed as follows. Let x, denote a small perturbation vector in the state
space, ul a small control perturbation vector, and Yj a small output perturbation vector.
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Now express the signals x, u, and y as the sum of trim values plus perturbations:

x(t) = Xo + xi(t)
u(t) = u0+ U(t) (2.2)
y(t) = y0+yl(t)

and substitute into the nonlinear state-space equations. After some standard manipula-
tions, we obtain the linear equations (good to first order):

9 F(xo, uo) D,+ F(xo, uo) U1(2.3)

=O(xo, uo) OH(xo, u0 )
Y1zo o) ,+ u U (2.4)

Once linearization has been performed, the notation of equations (2.3) and (2.4) is usually
simplified by replacing the perturbation variable names xl, ul, and yl with the original
variable names x, u, and y and letting A, B, C, and D denote the partial-derivative
matrices, yielding the standard state-space description:

S= Ax+Bu (2.5)
y = Cx+Du

The traditional (linear) control design process invariably begins with equations of this
form. Equations (2.5) can be integrated explicitly. The output y(t) is

y(t) = Du(t) + C j eA(-r)Bu(T)dr (2.6)

By writing the solution in this form, we clearly see the causal relation between the input
signal u(t) and the output signal y(t). The causal operator relating inputs to outputs is
called a convolution operator and has the form

y(t) = J)C(t- Tr)u(r)dr (2.7)

The function KI(t) in equation (2.7) is called the convolution kernel. The mathematical
theory of convolution operators is extensive but finds little use in practical control design.
For our purposes, it suffices to say that the convolution representation allows efficient
numerical solution of the system equations by computer. For purposes of control design
and analysis, there is another representation of the system operator, the transfer function,
which we describe next.
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2.2.5 Laplace Transform, Frequency Response, and Transfer
Functions

Given a time signal w(t), we may associate with it the Laplace Transform function ti,(s)
defined by:

tb(s) = jr e-Ctw(t)dt (2.8)

The Laplace transform is a powerful mathematical concept that lets us convert the
time-domain convolution operator described in the previous subsection into a frequency-
domain multiplicative operator, called the transfer function. The construction of the
transfer function is as follows.

First we note that the Laplace transform of the time derivative of a signal w(t) vanishing
at t = 0, o0 has a simple form:

W e-stti(t)dt = sib(s) (2.9)

as can be shown using integration by parts. Transforming the system of equations (2.5),
we find: is(s) = Ak(s) + BeL(s) (2.10)

P(s) = Ci(s) + Dfi(s)

These two equations can be manipulated by linear algebra, eliminating the variable i(s),
to obtain a simple multiplicative relationship between g and ta:

g(s) = [D + C(sI - A)-1 B]fi(s) (2.11)

The matrix G(s) defined by

G(s) = D + C(sI - A)-'B (2.12)

that appears in equation (2.11) is called the transfer function of the system. The transfer
function will serve as our primary means of representing system operators for control
analysis and design. Three basic features of the transfer function make it useful in
practical applications.

First, it is easier, computationally, to work with multiplication operators than with con-
volution operators. The information contained in the transfer function G(s) is the same
as that in the convolution kernel K(t). In fact, it can be shown that

G(s) = j -st C(t)dt = k(s) (2.13)

Second, the transfer function has a clear interpretation in terms of the system's frequency
response. For simplicity, consider a single-input single-output system. If we choose a
sinusoidal control input

u(t) = v sin(wt)
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we find that, after an initial transient, the output looks like

y(t) , vMsin(wt + q)

where
G(jw) = Mej4 , j = vCT

In other words, the steady-state system response to a sinusoidal input of frequency w
is completely determined by the value of the transfer function at the point jw. For
this reason, the imaginary axis of the s-domain is called the frequency axis and the
value of the transfer function along the imaginary axis is called the frequency response.
There is practical significance in this observation because the frequency response of a
real, physical system can be measured by practical means (e.g., perturb the input signal
by small sinusoidal deviations and measure the output deviations). This test can be
performed for frequencies within the specified frequency response of the system. (In
theory, a similar physical test can be used to recover the convolution kernel. However,
the input must then be an impulse, which cannot be delivered to a system without
violating its limits. Even approximate impulses can drive the system outside of its linear
range and might even cause damage.)

Third, the frequency domain is the natural realm in which to represent many uncertainties
in system models (e.g., noise, uncertain actuator dynamics). Practical models are usually
valid only for signals of sufficiently low frequency. As the frequency of the input increases,
more and more high-frequency modes of the true system become excited, which are not
properly represented in the model. It becomes increasingly futile to build models that
represent systems predictably for signals of arbitrarily high frequency.

2.3 Basic Properties of Models

The linear models described in the previous section have mathematical properties that
we use in design and analysis. In this section we introduce a few basic properties.

First, we discuss norms. A norm is a measure of size, and we can define norms for
constants, matrices, signals, and operators. In the process of defining norms, we introduce
the notion of singular values, which plays a significant role in modern multivariable system
theory. Finally, we discuss the basic properties of poles and zeros of transfer functions.

2.3.1 Norms of Constants

There are several norms of constants to consider:

"* Absolute value of a scalar

"* Euclidean norm of a column vector
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e Maximum singular value of a matrix

The absolute value or magnitude, IzI, of a complex scalar, z, is Vr•, where 2 is the
complex conjugate of z.

The Euclidean norm, or vector norm, Ilixi, of a complex n x 1 column vector, x, is N'-W
where x* is the complex conjugate transpose of x.

The maximum singular value of a complex n x m matrix A is

a[A] = max -IAxIl (2.14)11-1100 IIXII

Note that if A is a scalar, then a[A] = IhAII = IAI, and if A is a column vector, then
&[A] = IhAII.

The maximum singular value can be regarded as a gain of a multivariable system. Con-
sider

y = Ax (2.15)

where x is regarded as the input and y is regarded as the output. The gain is the ratio
of the size of the output to the size of the input, Lut x and y are vectors, so their size is
measured with the Euclidean norm. So gain can be defined as

"gain of A" = IlY__ = JJAxJI (2:16)IlXll IlXll

This "gain" clearly depends on the matrix A, but it also depends on which x is used in
forming the ratio. Using equation (2.14), we see that the gain corresponding to the value
of x that produces the largest ratio of JJAxJJ to IJIxi is just the maximum singular value
of A. It is only the direction of x that determines this gain, because a scalar multiplier
of x will appear in the numerator and denominator and thus cancel out. Similarly, the
gain corresponding to the value of x that produces the smallest ratio of IhAxJI to lIx!! is
known as the minimum singular value of A. If the matrix is singular, or less than full
rank, the minimum singular value is zero.

There are actually gains for each of m mutually orthogonal directions of the input space,
and all these gains and directions are defined by the singular value decomposition, as
described in Appendix ??.

2.3.2 Norms of Signals

To analyze signals, we often make the assumption that they lie in the function space
L2 (0, co) defined by:

L 2(O, 0)= {f i f2(t)dt < o } (2.17)
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In words, this is just the set of all square-integrable functions. The norm 1f 112 of the
signal f in L2(0, o0) is defined by:

Ilf 112= f2(t)dt (2.18)

Other function spaces and norms are sometimes used to analyze signals, but for our
purposes, the space L2(0, oo) will be sufficient. In practice, all signals we can analyze are
available only for a finite period, so it might seem unnatural to consider signals defined
for all time. To model signals of finite duration T, extend the domain of the function
to oo and give it the value 0 for time greater than T. This artifice of domain extension
simplifies both notation and analysis.

We will usually be concerned with the space of L2 functions of time (i.e., signals), but at
times we also consider the space of L2 functions of frequency. Such functions arise when
we look at the Laplace transform of a signal, considered as a function of s-values on the
imaginary axis, and arise in the study of covariance response of a system to stochastic
inputs.

2.3.3 Norms of Operators

We will usually be concerned with linear time-invariant operators M. When such an
operator is stable (see Section 2.6), it maps L2 functions to L2 functions. The norm of
such an operator is defined by

IIMiII -L2 = sup IIMu112  (2.19)IIuii20 I 1u12

and one can show that

hIMILL2-2 = hIM(s)11 = supC&[M(jw)] (2.20)

where M(s) is the operator's transfer function matrix. The quantity, IIM(s)JIk, is called
the infinity norm of M(s). It is the largest value of the maximum singular value of the
frequency response, M(jw). In mathematics, the space of all stable transfer functions is
called a Hardy space. Hence, hIM(s)Ik,, is also known as the H-infinity norm.

2.3.4 Poles and Zeros of Transfer Functions

Poles of a transfer function M(s) are the values of s for which M(s) is infinite, while
zeros are the values of s for which M(s) loses rank. For the state-space description (2.5),
the transfer function is given by

M(s) = C(sI - A)-1 B + D = CAdjoint(sI - A) B + D 0(s) (2.21)
det(sI-A) ON(s)
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where O(s) is a scalar polynomial of order equal to the number of system states (n)
and O(s) is a matrix polynomial with dimensions consistent with the number of system
outputs and inputs and of order less than or equal to n. The poles of the system are
the roots of O(s) = det(sI - A) = 0, which are just the eigenvalues of A. For single-
input/single-output systems, the polynomial matrix, O(s), in equation (2.21) is scalar,
and its roots correspond to the system's zeros, i.e.,

b(S)i = 0 i = 1,2,...,r (2.22)

There are at most r = n such values of s (n - 1 when D = 0), and there can be as
few as none. These values can be located anywhere in the complex plane, and we will
see shortly that locations in the right-half plane are particularly undesirable for feedback
systems. Note that a scalar M(s) = O(s)/1(s) vanishes at these zeros. Physically, this
means that certain inputs, namely u(t) = • ai exp(zit), are completely blocked by the
system. If we try to apply such inputs, no forced output responses result, only unforced
initial condition responses.

This signal blocking characteristic provides a way to generalize the concept of zeros to
multivariable systems. We here consider only cases where M(s) is square, with m inputs
and outputs, and generically full rank (i.e., invertible at almost all values of s)'. Then
there exist at most n values s = zi, called transmission zeros, at which M(s) becomes
singular (at most n - m values when D = 0). Because M(s) is singular at each zi, there
are corresponding input vectors vi such that

M(s)v~i~..= = 0 i = 1,2,...,r (2.23)

Note that this condition again means that certain iaputs, this time u(t) = • aivi exp(zit),
are completely blocked by the system, and we will see that this too causes difficulties
when the transmission zeros are located in the right-half plane.

Equations (2.5) and (2.23) together lead to a nice computational procedure for calculating
transmission zeros. Specifically, if M(zi)vi = 0, then it follows from (2.5) that there exist
corresponding vectors ýi such that

(A - ziI)ýi + Bvi = 0
Ce, + DvO = 0 (2.24)

Finding zi, ýi, and vi for this equation is a well-known generalized eigenvalue problem
with high-quality numerical routines available from various sources.

'The nonsquare case can be treated analogously, by defining zeros as values of s at which M(s) loses
rank. Unfortunately, zeros defined this way are very sensitive to small errors in the representations of
M and can appear and disappear at will. Also, since M(s) is not invertible, there always exist nonzero
vectors, v, either on the right or left of M, which satisfy equation (2.23). In a sense, then, non-square
systems have zeros and block signals everywhere in the complex plane.
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Figure 2.1: Block Diagram of Closed-Loop System.

2.4 Feedback Loops and Basic Functions

Consider the feedback system shown in Figure 2.1, where G represents the system to be
controlled and K is the feedback compensator. Here y is the output signal, Yc the desired
value (or command) for this variable, d the disturbance, n the sensor noise, and u the
actuator input. Since the system is multivariable, G and K are matrices and all signals
are vectors.

2.4.1 Loop Transfer Function

The loop transfer function of this feedback system is a matrix that defines the loop
transmission around the feedback loop under the assumption that the loop is broken
at some point. For a loop broken at the output, the loop transfer function is given by
Lo(s) = G(s)K(s). Similarly, for a loop broken at the input, the loop transfer function
is given by Li(s) = K(s)G(s). For SISO systems, these two loop transfer functions are
equivalent because G and K are scalars and multiplication is commutative. The loop
transfer function for this case, L(s), is often displayed in a Bode plot, which shows both
magnitude and phase of L(s) as a function of frequency. The frequencies at which loop
magnitude crosses 1 (or 0 dB) are called crossover frequencies. In general, there are
several such frequencies (e.g., if the loop includes phase stabilized flexure modes). Most
often, however, there is only one, and this frequency then corresponds closely to the
usual 3-dB bandwidth of the closed-loop system. For this reason, we will use the terms
bandwidth and crossover frequency interchangeably. Bandwidth gives an indication of the

speed of response or aggressiveness of the closed loop. A high-bandwidth loop responds
more quickly to inputs, and responds more accurately to inputs of higher frequency.

For multivariable systems, the two loop transfer functions, GK and KG, are matrices and
are, in general, different from each another. Here a conventional Bode plot of magnitude
and phase for each element of these matrices is of little practical use. Rather, we must

employ the matrix generalization of Bode plots, which are plots of the magnitudes of all
singular values of the loop transfer function as a function of frequency, as illustrated in
Figure 2.2. Here loop crossover rarely occurs at a single frequency but is distributed over
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Figure 2.2: Singular Values of Loop Transfer Function.

a range of frequencies determined by the range in magnitudes of the individual singular
values. Thus, bandwidth also refers, not to a singie frequency, but to a frequency range
determined by the singular-value crossovers. Note that the notion of phase angle has no
direct matrix generalization for multivariable systems.

There are other implications associated with bandwidth. For example, below the crossover
frequency where magnitude is high, feedback control is effective in suppressing distur-
bances and improving command tracking, while in low-gain regions, usually well beyond
the crossover frequency, open-loop and closed-loop responses are nearly the same. There
are also monetary cost implications. Higher bandwidth systems generally cost more. Be-
cause the system is expected to respond to higher frequency signals, wide-band sensors
and actuators are necessary, as well as computers with greater throughput. All these
hardware elements are generally more costly to build.

2.4.2 Closed-Loop Response Functions

Returning to the feedback system shown in Figure 2.1, we next derive transfer functions
for the closed-loop system response and error response. Algebraic manipulations applied
to the block diagram give the following results:

Output Response:

y = d+GK[y,-(y-+ n)]
= (I + GK)-d + (I + GK)-'GK(yc - n) (2.25)
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Error Response:

"-eyC - = [I-(I+GK)-IGK]yc-(I+GK)-a(d-GKn) (2.26)
= (I+GK)-y(y,-d)+(I+GK)-IGKn

The closed-loop transfer function from command input yc to output y, then, is given by

T = (I + GK)-IGK (2.27)

Besides T(s), a second important transfer functioi that appears in equations (2.25) and
(2.26) is the sensitivity function

S = (I + GK)-1 (2.28)

This function derives its name from the fact that feedback control reduces the sensitivity
of the open-loop system's response to uncertainty in the plant model, G(s), by the ratio
S (see Appendix ??). Simple matrix algebra shows that for the two functions T and S,

T + S = I (2.29)

That is, T and S add up to I and can be considered complements of each other. For this
reason, T(s) is also often called the complementary sensitivity function.

Referring back to equations (2.25) and (2.26), we see that T and S are essential in defining
closed-loop responses. We will also see shortly that they are essential in analyzing robust
stability of feedback systems. Hence S and T play a fundamental role in feedback theory
and in the design and analysis of feedback systems.

2.5 Sets of Models

In Section 2.2 we explained how the basic linear models used in flight-control design
are generated. From a set of nonlinear differential equations, we first compute the trim
set, then we generate linear models at selected trim points. In practical applications,
we must recognize that models are not exactly known - all our equations are merely
approximations of the dynamics of real-world systems. Despite these uncertainties, our
control design methodologies must provide solutions that work.

To address this issue of uncertainty, we focus our design efforts, not on a single model,
but on a specified set of models. The idea is to first prescribe a set of models, then design
a single controller that works for every model in that set. This approach is called robust
control design, and we will have much to say about robust control in the subsections that
follow. In this subsection we concentrate on sets of models that often arise in practice. To
understand the significance of these sets of models, we first review sources of uncertainty.
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2.5.1 Sources of Uncertainty

As discussed in the previous subsection, we approximate the real system with finite-
dimensional linear time-invariant (FDLTI) models in the form:

S= A x + B u (2.30)
y = Cx + Du

where x is the state-vector, u is the control input vector, y is the output vector, and
A, B, C, D are constant matrices.

The technique of representing the system by the iaatrices A, B, C, D is convenient from
a mathematical viewpoint, but its limitations must be recognized.

First, we must recognize that there are approximations in the nonlinear equations from
which the linear equations are derived. Distributed system phenomena are approximated
by lumped-parameter models. In some cases, this approximation is accomplished by
building sets of table-lookup functions (e.g., aerodynamic functions). In others, the
approximation is based on finite-element techniques from structural dynamics, followed
by model reduction (e.g., vehicle elasticity). In addition, many high-frequency dynamic
phenomena are neglected (e.g., unmodeled actuator and sensor dynamics). The set of
models selected for control design should represent uncertainties associated with these
approximations in aerodynamics, structural dynamics, and actuator and sensor dynamics.

Second, there are parameters in the nonlinear model that vary and have a significant effect
on the linearized models. For example, mass properties of a vehicle vary from flight to
flight (due to payload changes) and during flight as a function of fuel use. Air density
is another parameter that is often modeled as a fixed function of altitude, although it
also depends on weather conditions. The set of models selected for control design should
include the effects of realistic ranges of vehicle mass and atmospheric properties.

Third, there are disturbances to be taken into account. Some are external in origin (e.g.,
wind gusts, weapon delivery), whereas others are internal to our system (e.g., sensor
noise). The effects of disturbances on vehicle and control system dynamics should be
modeled and accounted for in the set of models.

Finally, there are implementation issues. One significant factor in this category is time
delay. The effective delay in the feedback path is due to a combination of sensor-data
filtering, data-communication delays, and computation time. The set of models should
include these effects as well.

2.5.2 Constructing Sets of Models

Building sets of models that reflect all the various sources of uncertainty above remains
an engineering art. In practice, one of the most effective ways to do so relies on what
mathematicians call bounded sets. These consist of a nominal center surrounded by a
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Figure 2.3: Representation of a Set of Complex Models.

collection of possible variations that are bounded in magnitude by a radius. The center
will be referred to as the nominal model. It might be the highest fidelity model available
(i.e., the "best guess"), or it might be a reduced-order model used in design iterations.
The radius then describes how far an actual system can deviate from this nominal.

To illustrate this concept, consider the simplest types of models consisting of real num-
bers. A bounded set for these models is just a segment of the real number line

at < a < au (2.31)

where at is the lowest possible value for a and a, is the largest possible value for a. In
this case, the center is

2at+a, (2.32)-- 2

and the radius is

=au - at (2.33)
2

The model set, then, is all real numbers, a, such that

a=c+6 where 181 <r (2.34)

which in set notation is given by

S={a I a=c+6, 161<r} (2.35)

In aircraft applications, the real number, a, may be an aerodynamic coefficient, a stability
derivative, a mass, or some other parameter of a model.

More generally, for models given by complex numbers, the set (2.35) is just a disk in the
complex plane, with c corresponding to the center of the disk and r corresponding to
the radius of the disk (see Figure 2.3). In aircraft applications, a may then be a scalar
transfer function evaluated at s = jw (i.e., a frequency response at one value of w).
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Still more generally, the center and radius of a model set can themselves be functions of
frequency. Thus, the set

S = {f(s) I §(s) = g(s) + b(s), IS(s)I < r(s)} (2.36)

describes a whole collection of scalar transfer functions with nominal value, g(s), and
possible deviations bounded by r(s). This generalizes still further to describe a whole
collection of multivariable transfer function matrices

S = {G(s) I G(s) = G(s) + A(s), a[A(s)] < r(s)} (2.37)

Whether the model set is real, complex, or frequency dependent, it can be represented
in many ways. Different representations imply different centers and bounds for the radii.
The most common representations are additive, multiplicative, and divisive. The additive
representation corresponds to the one just shown above. Multiplicative representations
take the form

S = {G(s) I G(s) = G(s)[I + Am(s)], &[am(s)] < r,(s)} (2.38)

and divisive ones take the form

S = {G(s) I G(s) = G(s)[I + Ad(S)]-1', &[Ad(s)] < rd(s)} (2.39)

Note that, in general, each of these expressions d.•scribes a different set of models even
when the radii are adjusted to try to match them. (Exact matches are possible in the
scalar case.) For this reason, we will find different uses for each of these forms.

Finally, sets of models can involve more than one representation of uncertainty. One
example is the set

S = {G I G = (I + Ad)-' G(I + Am)., &[Ad] < rd, &[A..] <rm} (2.40)

in which both multiplicative and divisive representations are employed. In this case, the
divisive perturbation is said to be an output perturbation because it appears to the left
of G and thus modifies the outputs, and the multiplicative perturbation is said to be an
input perturbation because it appears to the right of G and thus modifies the inputs.
Note that either representation can appear at the input or output.

These and other representations of uncertainty are useful in flight control analyses.

2.6 Stability

We return now to the feedback loop in Figure 2.1 and consider G(s) to be any element of
a specified bounded set of models. Then the first job of controller K is to ensure stability
of the closed-loop system for all of these G's. If all G's and K are finite-dimensional
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linear time-invariant systems, the basic concept of stability is easy to understand: A
system is considered stable if its state vector asymptotically approaches zero when the
input signal is held fixed at zero. A simple computational criterion is described below
for verifying this property when G consists of a single model.

When G is a model set, however, it is not as simple to verify stability, especially when
the set contains structured uncertainty. The small-gain theorem is the most basic result
along these lines, and we will discuss that result shortly.

To analyze general sets of systems subject to structured uncertainty we require the struc-
tured singular value, which is also discussed below.

2.6.1 Nominal Stability

Nominal stability refers to the property that the closed-loop system is stable for one
model, namely 0(s) = G(s), the center of the model set. It is assessed by constructing
a state-space model for the nominal closed-loop system and examining the eigenvalues
of its A matrix. If the real parts of all eigenvalues axe negative, the system is stable.
Otherwise, the system is unstable. (Technically, the system is said to be neutrally stable
if the real parts of all eigenvalues are less than or equal to zero and all eigenvalues with
zero real parts are simple.)

The state-space descriptions needed for these analyses can be easily derived from the indi-
vidual state-space descriptions of G and K. Most modern control system CAD packages
include high-level commands that carry out the closed-loop construction and eigenvalue
calculations painlessly.

2.6.2 Robust Stability

Robust stability refers to the property that the closed-loop system is stable for all G's in
the set. In principle, we can verify this property by repeating the above eigenvalue anal-
ysis for all models. For large sets, of course, this exhaustive evaluation quickly becomes
prohibitive, and for infinite sets it fails completely. Fortunately, control engineers have
long ago solved this problem with the concept of stability margins. By computing gain
and phase margins of SISO feedback loops, they have been able to verify robust stability
for infinitely many models, provided only that the models' gain and phase deviations do
not exceed the margins. This basic idea generalizes nicely to multivariable systems using
the bounded set uncertainty representations introduced earlier.

To illustrate this, consider the divisive uncertainty set for which models are described by
the equation t = (I + Ad)-YG with Er[Ad] < rd (2.41)

A block diagram of this uncertainty representation is shown in Figure 2.4. The first part of
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Figure 2.4: Equivalent Closed-Loop System With Divisive Perturbation.

this figure is the original feedback loop. The second part is the loop with equation (2.41)
substituted for G, and the third part is derived from simple block diagram manipulations.
The important point is that all three parts of the figure are equivalent. Hence, robust
stability of the original loop is the same as robuAt stability of an alternative feedback
loop consisting of the nominal sensitivity function, S(s), with an unknown but bounded

element, Ad(s), connected in feedback around it.

A similar result applies for the multiplicative uncertainty representation, where

G = (I + Am.)G with [Am] < rm (2.42)

A block diagram for this representation is shown in Figure 2.5, which demonstrates that
the original feedback loop in this case is equivalent to an alternative loop consisting of the
nominal complementary sensitivity function, T(s), with unknown but bounded element,
Am(s), connected in feedback around it.

It turns out that robust stability of both of these alternative feedback loops can be easily
verified using a basic theorem from mathematical systems theory called the small-gain
theorem [Desoer 1975]. This theorem applies to general feedback loops of the form shown
in Figure 2.6, where M is a known operator (corresponding to S or T in the two cases
above) and A is an unknown but bounded operator. The theorem states that this loop
is robustly stable for all As such that

1 (2.43)
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Figure 2.5: Equivalent Closed-Loop System With Multiplicative Perturbation.
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Figure 2.6: Robust Stability Setup.
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Figure 2.7: Robust Stability Verification.

In other words, the loop is stable if the operator norm of A is strictly less than the
reciprocal of the norm of M. So the stability margin of M, with respect to uncertain
feedback around it, is just the reciprocal of its operator norm. This statement applies to
very general operators, not just linear time-invariant ones. If we know that M and A
are, in fact, linear time invariant, then an even stronger version of the theorem applies.
Namely, the feedback loop in Figure 2.6 is robustly stable if and only if it is nominally
stable and

1
e[A(jw)] < &[M(jw)] for all w (2.44)

Note that this statement guarantees stability if the norm of A(s) is strictly less than the
reciprocal of the norm of M(s) pointwise in frequency. Moreover, it also says that the
loop is unstable (its responses diverge) if the condition is violated.

Evidently, equation (2.44) provides a very simple graphical test for robust stability of
the divisive and multiplicative uncertainty cases above. Simply compare the generalized
Bode plots of 1/&[S] and a[Ad] and 1/a[T] and a[A,], respectively, to see whether the
robust stability condition is satisfied. Some illustrations of such comparisons are shown
in Figure 2.7.

2.6.3 Robust Stability for Structured Uncertainties

As we have just seen, the small-gain theorem provides a powerful tool to verify robust
stability with simple bounded model sets. Unfortunately, this tool becomes much less
effective when more than one uncertainty block appears in the set. To illustrate this,
consider the two-block uncertainty example from equation (2.40), where we included a
divisive uncertainty block at the output of the nominal model as well as a multiplicative
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block at its input. The resulting uncertainty set was given by

S = {G I G = (I + Ad)-'G(I + Am), a [Ad] < rd, 6[Am] < rm} (2.45)

Using block diagram manipulations similar to those in Figures 2.4 and 2.5, it is still
possible to reduce a feedback loop with this model set to the general small-gain form
(i.e., to make it look like Figure 2.6). However, in this case we get a larger 2 x 2 block-
structured M(s) matrix connected in feedback with a larger 2 x 2 block-diagonal A(s)
matrix. These larger M and A matrices are given by

M =[S ( G-SKG ] A [ A d 0](2.46)
M= -KS (I + KG)-IKG I 10 Am

We can, of course, still use the small-gain theorem to conclude that the closed-loop system
will be robustly stable if and only if '[A(jw)] < 1/a[M(jw)] for all w. Note, however,
that this condition applies for any 2 x 2 A, not just for the block-diagonal one we actually
have. So it includes many more models in the model set than are actually present. This
leads to conservatism: the small-gain test can fail for the larger set, even when the true
set remains robustly stable.

This conservatism becomes progressively more severe as additional uncertainty blocks
are included in the true model set. In general, we get an m x m block-structured M
matrix that must be tested in feedback with a block-diagonal A matrix (m blocks),
and we cannot afford the conservatism introduced by ignoring the diagonal nature of
this A. Fortunately, an alternative stability robustness measure, called the structured
singular value, is available to solve this problem. This alternative measure is based on
the mathematical fact that the feedback loop in Figure 2.6, with linear time-invariant M
and A, is robustly stable for all As in some structured set V if and only if it is nominally
stable and

det[I + M(jw)A(jw)] 0 0 for all AeD and all w (2.47)

The structured singular value is a function of M and V, defined specifically to let us test
this determinant condition. Its formal definition is

= [inf {&[AJ I det(I + MA) = 0}] (2.48)

Note that this function is just the reciprocal of the magnitude of the smallest perturbation
in set V that makes the determinant zero. So, if destabilizing perturbations exist in V,
then 1/yi is the size of the smallest of these, and robust stability is guaranteed if and only
if this smallest size is bigger than any perturbation allowed.2 That is,

1

a[A(jw)] < 1[M()] for all w (2.49)

2If no destabilizing perturbations exist in V, then p = 0.
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This condition is a direct generalization of the small-gain condition (2.44), except that
it now accounts for the structure of A and does not suffer from conservatism. It is used
just like (2.44) in Figure 2.7 to verify the robust stability of feedback systems.

It turns out that structured singular values, M, are much more difficult to compute that
ordinary singular values, a. However, modern control system CAD packages provide
algorithms and commands to calculate bounds for them. These commands typically
handle block-diagonal A structures. They also accommodate structures where some of
the blocks are complex matrices and others are real scalars, and where some of the
blocks are repeated. Their underlying algorithms generally use upper and lower bound
calculations based on certain fundamental structured-singular-value inequalities, namely

sup p(UM) • y[M] < inf JDMD-1] (2.50)
U

where p(A) is the spectral radius of matrix A (i.e., the magnitude of the largest eigen-
value), the Us are block-diagonal unitary matrices, and the Ds are block-diagonal scaling
matrices matched to the structure of A. The right-hand upper bound in this expression
provides the mathematical basis for one of the multivariable design methods used later
in these guidelines, namely the p-Synthesis method using DK-Iteration.

One of the most important properties of the structured singular value is its dependence on
the structure, V, as well as its dependence on M. Formally, it should always be referred
to as gzp[M]. However, as a common abuse of notation, we often drop the subscript. To
emphasize the structural dependence at least once, we illustrate it with two extremes -
the scalar-times-identity case and the unstructured case.

2.6.3.1 Scalar-Times-Identity Structure

Consider uncertainties such as dynamic pressure that scale more than one parameter in
aircraft models (e.g., aileron and rudder contributions to roll and yaw moments). Such
uncertainty can be represented using a special scalar-times-identity structure

A={A = JA I = J< 1} (2.51)

Then, the condition, det(I + MA) 5 0, can be assessed using the eigenvalue decomposi-
tion of M

M = VAV-1  (2.52)

where A is the quasi-diagonal eigenvalue matrix in Jordan form and V is the corre-
sponding generalized eigenvector matrix discussed in many textbooks [Stewart 1973,
Strang 1976, Kailath 1980]. Then

det[I + MA] = det[I + VAV-'6]
= det[I + A].

= 1fW__1(1 + AiS) (2.53)
5 0 for all I11 < max1Ai
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Thus, by the definition of y in equation (2.48),

AsI[M] = p[M] (2.54)

2.6.3.2 Unstructured

At the other extreme, many uncertainties such as neglected dynamics for high-frequency
elasticity, actuators, sensors, multi-rate asynchronous digital implementations, and other
sources are often best represented as completely unstructured. The condition, det(I +
MA) : 0, for this case reduces to

a[A] < 1 (2.55)

and hence
IZU[M] = a[M] (2.56)

Note that this case reduces to the small-gain theorem.

For these two cases, it is clear that

14I[M] • /,u[M] (2.57)

and more generally, whenever we have two structured model sets, V1 and V 2 with V1 g
V 2, then

IZvI [M] • pv2 [M] (2.58)

2.7 Performance

Returning once more to the feedback loop in Figure 2.1 with model set G, the second
job of controller K is to achieve specified levels of performance for a number of criteria
and again do this for all G's in the model set. Performance criteria usually include
some objectives expressed in the time domain, others expressed as random response
statistics, and still others expressed as frequency domain requirements. As a result,
performance analyses of feedback systems generally include all three approaches - time
domain simulation, covariance analyses, and frequency domain analyses.

Each of these approaches is discussed below in the context of a generic feedback diagram,
which is introduced next.

2.7.1 A More General Feedback Diagram

We have already seen how the basic feedback loop in Figure 2.1 can be redrawn as a
generic block diagram, Figure 2.6, consisting of an operator M (derived from G and
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Figure 2.8: Robust Performance Analysis Setup.

K) with diagonally structured bounded uncertain elements in feedback around it. This
simple generic form proves effective for robust stability analyses using the small-gain
theorem and/or structured singular values. It is inadequate, however, when we want to
analyze performance of the feedback system. To do the latter, we introduce the more
general diagram in Figure 2.8. This new diagram consists of a larger operator, still
called M and still derived from G and K, with uncertain elements in feedback around
it, but also with selected external inputs and selected error outputs. The external inputs
comprise a vector of all disturbances and/or commands that drive the closed-loop system,
whereas the errors comprise a vector of all signals that are intended to be small. In fact,
all performance criteria will be expressed in terms of making selected error signals small
enough in the presence of specified external inputs.

To illustrate this, consider the basic feedback loop from Figure 2.1 with G being the
multiplicative model set from equation (2.42). Let commands, yc, be the only external
inputs (i.e., d = 0, n = 0). Suppose we want the command-following error, e, to be small
in the presence of these inputs. Then, using (2.25) and (2.26), it is easy to verify that
the generic diagram in Figure 2.8 describes this situation with A = Am and M given by

[;=M[ ~ M=[ ~](2.59)z v T -T (.9

We will see later that this general setup can be used quite broadly to model performance
objectives. External inputs can be chosen to represent commands, sensor noise, gusts,
and so on. Errors can be chosen to measure command following, handling quality, ride
quality, gust loads, and so on. These inputs and outputs can be scaled to adjust their
relative magnitudes, they can be frequency-shaped to adjust their spectra, and they can
be normalized such that unit magnitudes represent performance within specs. Much
more will be said about this later in connection with specific design methods.

2.7.2 Time Domain Simulation

One of the easiest ways to assess the performance of the closed-loop system in Figure 2.8 is
to integrate its differential equations. Such simulations may be carried out with models of
varying complexity. A strictly linear model might suffice for checking command-following
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capability or responsiveness. A more complex model might include a linear vehicle model
with linear actuator dynamics, but nonlinear control effector position and rate limits. A
highly nonlinear model might include nonlinear aircraft equations of motion, a nonlinear
aerodynamic database, nonlinear sensor and actuator models, and modeled delays.

Whatever the complexity of the model used in a simulation, the differential equations
are integrated subject to external forcing functions that effect responses. These exter-
nal inputs can take a variety of forms, but a few standard ones - steps, pulses, and
doublets - are commonly used throughout the controls community - flight controls or
otherwise. The step is the most general of these, since the others can be represented as
linear combinations of delayed and scaled steps. For strictly linear systems, the princi-
ple of superposition ensures that pulse or doublet inputs provide no more performance
information than a simple step input.

Step responses for linear systems give performance information that allows us to quantify
time constants, natural frequencies, dampings, overshoots, and steady-state errors.

For nonlinear systems, the size and shape of the input is more critical. Responses to small
enough inputs should be in close agreement with those from linear simulations. Larger
inputs and inputs that change directions abruptly are more likely to show signal-limiting
effects, push the range of validity of linear approximations, or cause coupling between
aircraft axes. Indeed, the principal strength of time domain simulation is its ability to as-
sess performance in strongly nonlinear regimes. For this reason, high-fidelity simulations,
often including pilots and hardware in the loop, are almost always the last verification
steps before control systems are cleared for flight. It is important to remember, however,
that simulations alone have limited value when evaluating robust performance over large
model sets. Each simulation run represents only a single model. Extensive Monte Carlo
techniques are required to explore the model set, and infinite sets can never be completely
verified.

2.7.3 Covariance Analysis

One of the simplest examples of an infinite model set that can be explored only approx-

imately by time domain simulation is the set

S = {e(s) I e = M(s)d; d = random process} (2.60)

This is just a known linear system, with a known linear controller, forced by a stochastic
process. We can evaluate the performance of this system by simulating the model with
random number generators used to approximate the stochastics. In fact, by running the
simulation often enough, we can assess performance criteria such as RMS output or RMS
control effort to any prescribed accuracy. Technically, however, it takes infinitely many
time domain runs to compute the statistics precisely.

It is well known, of course, that statistics of linear models driven by stochastic processes
can be computed directly using a method called covariance analysis. In particular, the
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covariance matrices of the states and outputs, P_ and P, respectively, of a linear system

S= Ax + Bd (2.61)
e = Cx

driven by a zero-mean, white noise random process, d, are given by

]Px = AP, + PXA + BFdBT(
p, = CPCT +(2.62)

where rd is the intensity of the process input d. It often suffices to examine only the
steady-state covariance. In this case, the differential equation for P, above is replaced
by the steady-state Lyapunov equation:

0 = API, + PAT + BFdBT (2.63)

Root-mean-square (RMS) performance of the states and outputs is determined by exam-
ining the square roots of the diagonal elements of P. and P,.

Coloring of white noise input is accomplished by augmenting the state-space with the
dynamics associated with the coloring process (e.g., the standard Dryden spectra for gust
inputs). For flight control applications, covariance analysis is most commonly used for
evaluating performance with respect to gusts and sensor noise.

Even though covariance analyses provide precise statistics over infinitely many random
signals, it is important to note that they still apply to only one linear model from the
model set (i.e., for one A in Figure 2.8 at a time). To assess robust performance, for
example, worst-case statistics over the full model set, we must repeat the analyses for
many candidate models and pick the worst result. Algorithms that can compute such
worst-case statistics directly are currently being developed in the research literature.

2.7.4 Frequency Domain Analysis

Besides time domain and statistical performance objectives, most feedback systems also
have objectives that are most conveniently expressed in the frequency domain. Examples
are disturbance rejection requirements for periodic signals, command tracking require-
ments over specified bandwidths, bounds on worst-case signal amplification, and model
matching to equivalent systems. For appropriate choices of signal vectors d and e, these
various requirements can all be expressed as magnitude specifications on the closed-loop
transfer function from d to e in Figure 2.8,

a[Mz(A,jw)] < PerfSpec(w) for all w (2.64)

Again, this condition must be satisfied for the nominal system (A = 0) as well as for all
perturbations {A I AeV, &[A] < r}. Evidently, the nominal condition can be confirmed
by simply comparing singular-value plots of the nominal transfer matrix, the upper left
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Figure 2.9: Performance/Stability Equivalence.

block Med of M, against the specification. Like time domain and covariance objectives,
therefore, nominal performance verifications are easy. Unlike these other objectives,
however, robust performance verifications are easy as well.

Frequency domain robust performance verifications turn out to be easy because the
magnitude condition in equation (2.64) is equivalent to a stability condition that can
be readily tested with structured singular values. To see this, consider the small-gain
robust stability test introduced earlier in equation (2.44). This test ensures stability
if and only if the magnitude of an uncertainty block connected across the terminals of
stable transfer matrix, M, is smaller than 1/1[M]. Hence, we know that if (2.44) is
satisfied, we can connect such a block of size strictly less than 1/PerfSpec(w) from the
e-terminals of Figure 2.8 to the d-terminals without destroying the system's stability.
On the other hand, if (2.44) is not satisfied, then the block would destabilize. So the
robust performance test for Figure 2.8 is exactly the same as a robust stability test with
respect to the original A and a new block of size 1/PerfSpec connected from e to d. This
equivalence is summarized in Figure 2.9.

Note that the total uncertainty structure, including the added block, has a block-diagonal
form, Dtotal = {Atotal I = diag(Ao, A)}, which can be easily tested with structured
singular values. The added uncertainty block is often called a fictitious perturbation, A,,
because it is not actually present in the feedback loop. Robust performance analyses
based on this performance/stability equivalence find many uses in Section 11 of these
guidelines.
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2.8 Fundamental Limitations on Control Designs

In the next section, we begin discussing the control system design process - how tlo go
about designing controllers K for the feedback loop in Figure 2.1 that achieve robust sta-
bility and robust performance for the various objectives of flight control. Before delving
into these topics, however, it is important to understand that feedback loops have limi-
tations. We cannot always achieve all objectives, no matter how omnipotent we are as
designers or how powerful our design tools are. Instead, feedback design is an engineering
art of compromise, trading off some objectives against others to achieve an overall most
pleasing design.

Feedback limitations come in two flavors. First, there are hardware limits of various
components in the loop - actuators that are too weak or too slow to oppose the dis-
turbances, sensors that are too noisy to read signals accurately, computers that are too
slow or small to execute our algorithms, and so on. Provided there is a favorable case of
programmatic cost/benefit, such limits can often be alleviated by hardware changes.

There is a second class of limitations, however, that cannot be alleviated and are not
always well understood by designers. We call these fundamental limitations. They in-
clude three major sources: (1) irreducible algebraic tradeoffs, (2) adverse multivariable
condition numbers, and (3) analytic consequences of stability and causality. These three
sources axe discussed further below.

2.8.1 Irreducible Algebraic Tradeoffs

In the performance analysis section above, we introduced Figure 2.8 as a generic block
diagram to analyze robust performance of feedback systems. For frequency domain ob-
jectives, in particular, the operator, M, in this figure was replaced by its transfer matrix,
M(s), and the structured singular value, pvo,., [M(jw)], was used to verify robust per-
formance. It is clear from this setup that robust performance improves as we make the
entire matrix M(jw) small (e.g., the smaller we make the matrix, the larger the tolerable
perturbations, Ao and A). Recall that M is a function of the nominal plant model, G,
and the controller, K. So the obvious question is: "Can we choose K to make M as
small as we wish?, and if not, why not?".

For most interesting control problems, the answer to this question is no, and one reason
is that'M includes algebraic constraints that prevent all blocks of M from being small
simultaneously. A simple example is given by the M matrix in (2.59). Recall that
this matrix describes the objective of achieving small command-following errors, e/yc, in
the presence of multiplicative uncertainties, Am. We see that the matrix is determined
entirely by the sensitivity, S, and complementary sensitivity, T. If we make T small,
we have good stability robustness with respect to A,,, and if we make S small, we have
good nominal performance (stability robustness with respect to a fictitious perturbation,
Ao). However, we cannot make both matrices small simultaneously because, as shown
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Figure 2.10: S and T Tradeoffs.

earlier, they are complements: S(s) + T(s) = I. It is easy to verify that complementary
property restricts &[S] and &[T] to the region shown in Figure 2.10.

Evidently, to make 5[S] very small (compared with unity), we must let E[T] approach
unity, and vice versa. So there is a fundamental tradeoff between robust stability and
nominal performance, and every controller necessarily represents a compromise between
the two.

2.8.2 Multivariable Condition Numbers

Multivariable systems suffer additional algebraic limitations associated with the condition
number, rc[G], of their transfer matrix. This number is the ratio between the largest
singular value of G and its smallest singular value.

S=&[G (2.65)

In numerical analysis, the condition number is often used to measure the degree of sin-
gularity of matrices. A large number is undesirable because the matrix is close to being
singular. In feedback loops, the condition number is important because it bounds differ-
ences between sensitivity and complementary sensitivity matrices defined for the outputs
and inputs of the plant model. Note that the S and T matrices we have used so far
are defined in terms of the loop transfer function, Lo = GK, for the loop broken at the
output. Hence, they are more correctly called output sensitivity, So, and output comple-
mentary sensitivity, T,, respectively. Analogous functions defined in terms of the input
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loop transfer function, Li = KG, are

Input sensitivity: Si = (I+ KG)-1 (2.66)
Input complementary sensitivity: Tj = (I + KG)-'KG

These functions arise, for example, in stability robustness tests for uncertainties at the
plant input (e.g., M in (2.46)) and for performance requirements placed on magnitudes
of control signals. The important point is that, unlike SISO feedback loops, the Si and T,
matrices of multivariable systems can differ substantially from S. and To. In fact, using
singular-value inequality results from Appendix ??, we can show that

a[Sil :5 r[G]a[S.J (2.67)
a[Ti] •5 K[G]0[To]

So whenever 4[G1 is large, a good compromise achieved between sensitivity and comple-
mentary sensitivity at the output does not necessarily translate into a good compromise
between these matrices at the input. As a result, the overall design can be quite poor.
For this reason, it is important to include all uncertainty blocks, at both plant inputs
and outputs, and all performance error signals, including controls, in the overall robust
performance setup of Figure 2.8. In that way, all algebraic limitations, including those
caused by poor plant condition numbers, are reflected in the overall matrix M(s).

2.8.3 Consequences of Stability and Causality

Note that the limitations discussed so far are due to algebraic constraints built into
the matrix M(s) pointwise at each fixed frequency, s = jw. There are also functional
constraints on M(s) at jw, imposed by values M takes on at other frequencies. These
functional limitations are intimately tied to the fact that our feedback systems are stable
and causal. Our systems are not allowed to diverge for any bounded input, and they
cannot look ahead into the future to determine current control actions. These physical
constraints have the mathematical consequence that all closed-loop transfer functions are
analytic everywhere in the right-half plane. This is a very special property. Technically,
it means that the closed-loop transfer functions are bounded and infinitely differentiable
everywhere in the right half plane. Practically, it means that their values at any one
point, s = s1 , are closely tied to their values everywhere else in the right half plane.

2.8.3.1 Bode Gain/Phase Relations

Among the consequences of this special property are the Bode gain/phase relations
[Horowitz 1963]. These show explicit connections between the rate of change of mag-
nitude and phase of stable scalar transfer functions. In general, these connections take
the form of integral expressions, but they are simple and very familiar to all classical
designers for special rates of change: For example, -n x 20 dB/decade magnitude at-
tenuation corresponds to -n x 7r/2 radians of constant phase. These connections are
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fundamental in SISO design. We cannot, for example, rapidly attenuate from high loop
magnitudes to low ones and still achieve stable crossover. There would simply be too
much phase lag. Instead, the better part of a decade is required to rolloff stably through
the crossover region.

Multivariable loops have similar limitations. If the loop gain, d[GK], is large below
crossover (&[S] small for good nominal performance), it cannot be attenuated rapidly and
still achieve stable crossovers. Again, the better part of a decade is required to attenuate
through the crossover region, and often several decades are needed if the condition number
of the loop is large.

2.8.3.2 Bode Integral

A more precise way to express the impact of the Bode gain/phase relations is through a
conservation law of feedback control, known as the Bode integral:

0 In IS(jw)Idw = 0 (2.68)

This integral applies to all SISO feedback systems with stable loop transfer functions sat-
isfying IGKJ • k/w 2 at high frequencies. In words, the integral states that the natural
logarithm of the sensitivity function of such systems, integrated over frequency, must be
zero. This holds for every stabilizing controller K, no matter how it was designed or who
designed it. Since performance improvements correspond to IS[ < 1 (In ISj < 0) and de-
teriorations correspond to IS] > 1 (ln ISI > 0), it implies that performance improvements
in one frequency range must necessarily come at the expense of deteriorations in another
range. Again, the control design is just a specific compromise between these regions.

2.8.3.3 Right-Half-Plane Singularities

Other consequences of analyticity have to do with right-half-plane singularities of open-
loop transfer functions (e.g., poles and zeros of GK in the half plane). Such singularities
impose specific values on all closed-loop transfer functions. For example, suppose that
the scalar function G has poles, pi, i = 1,...,Np, with Re(pi) > 0, and zeros, zh, j =

1, ... , N,, with Re(zi) > 0. Then it follows that the sensitivity function must satisfy

S(p,) = (1 + G(pi)K(p,))- 1 = 0 for all i and all stabilizing K's (2.69)
S(zj) = (1 + G(zj)K(zj))-1 = 1 for all j and all stabilizing K's

The first result holds because G is infinite at pi, and the second holds because G is zero
at zj. K(s) cannot cancel the poles or zeros in either case without violating stability.
The multivariable generalizations of these constraints are that the matrix S(s) must be
singular at right-half-plane poles of G, and it must have a unit eigenvalue at transmission
zeros. Similar constraints also apply to various other closed-loop transfer matrices.
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Because closed-loop transfer functions are analytic and take on specific values in the
half plane, their values elsewhere are also constrained. For example, the presence of
right-half-plane poles modifies the Bode integral to the following form:

00 Np

lIn IS(iw)[I.dw = 7r Re(p:) (2.70)

Note that this again shows conservation of In ISI, but the net total sensitivity level over
all frequencies is higher because of right-half-plane poles.

In addition, systems with right-half-plane zeros - so called nonminimum phase systems
- satisfy one Poisson integral constraint for each zj [Freudenberg 1985]:

jn I SUW)IOZj (W) = { 0 N =0 (2.71)
0~nSj)O•wd- 7rIn [Bp (zj)] Np > 0

where

B,(zj) = II p- s (2.72)k=1 15A + S sz

is an all-pass product of right-half-plane poles evaluated at the zero in question (often
called a Blashke product), and

Re(zj)0z,() = [w - Im(zj)] + Re(zj)2  (2.73)

is a constraint weighting function. Note that the weighting function is nonnegative for
all w but drops quickly to zero at frequencies greater than [z3 ]. In effect, this makes
(2.71) behave just like a Bode integral except over a shortened finite frequency range,
approximately Iw[ < ]zj]. Sensitivity improvements in some part of this range, say Iwi <
Q, must now be paid for with deteriorations in the remainder of the range, fl < IWI <
Izil. So the ratio of deterioration to improvement is given approximately by the ratio
1/(lJz1 /Q - 1). Evidently, the smaller I jl is relative to S1, the greater the performance
deteriorations must be.3 This fundamental balance between sensitivity improvement and
deterioration is illustrated in Figure 2.11.

Constraints like the Bode and Poisson integrals are much more complicated for multivari-
able systems. However, we can state bounds for them by simply replacing magnitudes
with singular values. For example, the Poisson integral for multivariable systems can be
written as:

J0ln &[S~w)]z, (W)&d) > 0 Ž0 = 0 (2.74)
l [( > f(zj,p) > N, > 0

Although this inequality is not as sharp as (2.71), it clearly shows that multivariable
systems suffer from right-half-plane singularities in essentially the same way.

31n contrast, note that the Bode integral always leaves an infinite range over which to distribute the
deteriorations. Theoretically they can be made arbitrarily small. In practice, of course, we have only
finite bandwidths to work with, and similar ratios apply with Jzjj replaced by the bandwidth of the
control hardware.
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Section 3

The Control Design Process

The control design process can be decomposed into the following broad tasks/steps:

"* Requirements Definition

"* Modeling

"* Control Design

"* Control Analysis and Simulation

"* Control Implementation

These steps are carried out in an iterative fashion until requirements are satisfied. When
requirements are unachievable, tradeoffs or negotiations become unavoidable. Interme-
diate tradeoffs may sometimes result in aircraft configuration modifications, but more
often can be satisfied by simpler changes such as in a control law gain. A flowchart that
depicts the formal control design process is shown in Figure 3.1.

Modern computers, together with control design and analysis tools available today, allow
much of the design process to be automated. If a iequirement can be expressed in terms
of linear tests, the associated design and analysis algorithms can usually be automated.
In many cases, computer tools today generate results so rapidly that interactive use of
them has become a practical reality. Indeed, the speed at which they produce results
often exceeds the control designer's ability to absorb them. This capability was unheard
of by earlier generations of control system designers.

Good control designers today still do, however, share much in common with previous
generations of control designers. It is imperative that they know: (1) whether the models
they are using are reasonable, (2) how to translate design requirements into assumptions
for the design process, (3) how to interpret results that tools are producing, and (4) how
to exploit previous design experience from other applications. Experience and analytical
skills (without the aid of computer tools) are as important today as they were in the
past.

The remainder of this section describes the five major steps in the design process.
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Figure 3.1: Flowchart Describing the Control Design Process.
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3.1 Requirements Definition

Requirements define the problem. Either implicitly or explicitly, design iterations imply
tradeoffs in requirements. An example of an explicit tradeoff is a design requirement
that specifies a given level of attenuation for a bending mode. Design iterations i n the
associated notch filter design focus on achieving the specified attenuation. An example
of a design iteration that is less explicit is the adjustment of a pilot stick gain during a
simulation/tuning exercise. In such cases, it is the responsibility of the design engineer
to understand the design trade that is being made and what requirements are affected. It
is unfortunate that in many instances, such trades are not documented and their impact
is not fully understood.

Although in practice many design iterations proceed first by intuition (like the stick gain
adjustment mentioned above), the formal process demands that all design iterations be
first cast as a requirements trade before design iterations can proceed.

Note that requirements feed the control design steps for modeling, design, analyses, and
implementation. A simple example demonstrates this dependence. The requirement for
appropriate phase margin at the control input necessitates that an appropriate actuator
model exist, that the control design account for the phase margin, that an analysis test
can be constructed to ensure that the desired margin is achieved, and that the software
implementation update rate is high enough that it does not interfere with these margins.

In these guidelines, requirements are discussed briefly in Section 1.2 and more thoroughly
in Sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4. Flight control requirements are discussed extensively in two
references [MIL-STD-1797 1987, Lockheed Martin 1994].

3.2 Modeling

The control design and analyses steps that follow require suitable models. For the first
time through the design process, significant effort is usually required to develop a working
model. And this model must be checked, scrutinized, and refined throughout the course
of the control law development process. The control design model forms the basis for all
designs and analyses. Generally, models for flight control imply a high-fidelity nonlinear
rigid-body model, but sometimes they also include dynamics associated with elasticity.
For many design methodologies, linear models must be extracted from nonlinear models.
Subsequent modeling steps often include the addition of elastic modes (if they were
not included at the outset) to address additional requirements for attenuation of high-
frequency dynamics.

The model development step is not strictly devoted to aircraft dynamics. Actuator and
sensor dynamics must also be addressed and modeled. Well-known gust and turbulence
models need to be parameterized for the particular application as well. Other distur-
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bances, such as weapons release and discretization effects, must also be understood and
modeled.

In these guidelines, models are discussed in very general terms in Sections 2.2, 2.3, and
2.5. Aircraft models in general are discussed in Section 4.1, while models specific to the
F-16, F-117, and YF-22 aircraft are described elsewhere [Lockheed Martin 1994].

3.3 Control Design

The control design step begins with the selection of flight conditions at which the control
design is to be accomplished. Flight conditions are selected to cover a specified flight
envelope. The flight envelope is usually defined in terms of altitude and velocity but
may also include angle-of-attack, power settings, turn rate, and landing versus up-and-
away configuration variations. Typically there are tens of flight conditions that are of
particular interest, although the actual number depends on the size of the flight envelope
and mission requirements.

Next, a particular control design methodology is applied. For aircraft flight control,
much of the design work and capture of design requirements is embedded in the choice
of appropriate controlled variables and in the blending of control effectors. These are
discussed in Sections 5 and 6. Much is said about three specific design methodologies in
Part III of these guidelines. For linear designs (e.g., the eigenstructure and u-Synthesis
methodologies described in Sections 9 and 11, respectively), control designs are carried
out at each flight condition. In contrast with this, the dynamic inversion-based design
methodology produces a controller that covers the full flight envelope, at least to the
extent that its internal database covers it. But even here, flight conditions at which the
design is to be evaluated must still be defined.

As the control design matures and passes most of the analysis tests, the designer may
wish to simplify either the aircraft model or the controller to facilitate more specialized
control analyses or in preparation for implementation. This generally requires some type
of model reduction. There are many ways to simplify a model (whether it is for the
aircraft or the control law), but none are ideally suited for all purposes. The designer
must ultimately rely on a variety of techniques using the one best suited to his/her
specific needs. Several model reduction techniques are described in Appendix B.1.

Regardless of whether the control design needs to be simplified, the next step in the design
process is the development of a gain schedule. With linear point designs, this generally
requires approximating the control law gains and filter coefficients from each point design
with continuous functions that span the flight envelope. Even for the dynamic inversion-
based technique, there will inevitably be some handling-qualities-related variables (e.g.,
stick gains) that need to be scheduled. The three main steps in the gain scheduling process
are the: (1) decision regarding which gains to schedule and which to treat as functions of
the others, (2) determination of which variables to use as scheduling parameters, and (3)
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actual definition of the fit function. Like model reduction, the gain scheduling process
is not highly formalized and relies to a great extent on ad hoc steps pieced together by
the designer. Some gain scheduling considerations and common scheduling techniques
are presented in Appendix B.2.

For some control laws, the gain scheduling process may be the first step in developing
a practical nonlinear control law. Another potentially significant nonlinear design issue
is that of limits. The impact of control limits is often insignificant, but occasionally it
can be very significant such that it must be accounted for in the design process. SISO
examples that illustrate these behaviors appear in Figure 3.2, where pitch rate response
due to pilot control stick is compared for two cases - limited versus unlimited surface
motion. In each case, a proportional-plus-integral control law is used to control a short
period approximation of an unstable aircraft. The pilot input is a doublet starting at 1
second, reversing at 3 seconds, and returning to zero after 5 seconds. The amplitude of
the doublet is varied for the three cases. In the top two plots of the figure, the impact is
not significant, whereas in the middle two plots, the limit makes the difference between
stability and instability. In the bottom two plots, an integrator anti-windup scheme like
that discussed in Section 8.1 is employed to reduce the impact of surface limits.

The multivariable case is even more difficult, because limiting of one effector may have
a significant impact on more than one control performance objective. For special cases,
namely SISO and/or low-order state dimension, there exist limited theoretical results.
Some can be generalized to the multivariable case, but only a few. Approaches used
successfully in multivariable flight control designs include: (1) optimization, subject to
constraints, (2) describing function analysis for stability and limit-cycle analysis, (3)
phase-plane analysis, and (4) a variety of analyses based on much practical experience.
Appendix B.3, presents a number of examples where design and analysis in the presence
of control limits is considered.

3.4 Control Analysis

Intimately related to the control design step is the control analysis step in the design
process. For a requirement to be valid, it must be testable. Thus, as a requirement is
incorporated into a design, the analysis test provides an immediate check on whether the
requirement is met. As such, the analysis test forms the basis for the design iteration
decision. Any failure of an analysis test ultimately leads to a design iteration or a redefini-
tion of requirements. For conventional linear point designs, issues of stability, robustness,
handling qualities, and the like are easily tested. Much of the design iteration at this
level of the design/analysis steps can be automated. But the designer is still obliged
to oversee the design process and take responsibility for the design iteration. The next
level of analysis as the design matures includes nonlinearities. Typically, this demands
closed-loop nonlinear simulation. It can also include describing function analysis, which
is described in Appendix B.4, to assess the potential for limit cycles. Another level of
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nonlinear analysis is pilot-in-the-loop simulation. As with any analysis test, the success
of such analyses must be judged by the control designer and design iterations taken as
deemed appropriate.

These guidelines present analysis-related topics in subsections 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8.

3.5 Control Implementation

Once the design has passed all of its analysis gates, considerable effort is still required to
take the algorithm to a flightworthy state. While it is not the intent of these guidelines
to address these implementation issues, there are some design implications that control
designers should consider during the design process. Among them are the protection of
integrators and the effects of digital control. If these issues are not addressed well before
implementation, it can be very costly to redo the control design and associated analyses.
Section 8 addresses some of these important practical considerations.
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Part II

Flight Control Specific
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Part II Overview

In this part of the guidelines, we address certain flight control-specific topics that are in-
dependent of the particular multivariable design methodology chosen for a design. These
topics include aircraft modeling and requirements, selection of variables to be controlled,
use of multiple control effectors, and issues associated with implementation of control
laws.

All flight control problems begin with a definition of the aircraft and specifications for
desired vehicle performance. Accordingly, the first section of Part II deals with defin-
ing the aircraft in terms of mathematical models. Since each phase of the control law
design often calls for different modeling assumptions, and consequently different mod-
els, we discuss two types of aircraft models. In addition, we discuss typical performance
requirements and models used to evaluate performance with respect to the specifications.

In any control application, we must select the quantities to be controlled and determine
how they are related to the commands that drive the system. Since most aircraft are
designed with moment-producing control effectors, it is natural to choose control variables
consistent with pilot desires for these rotational motions. The second section discusses
appropriate choices for controlled variables for general aircraft applications. The choices
made are applicable to all flight regimes but can be simplified to familiar classical feedback
variables for "typical" fighter flight envelopes.

Because we usually want to control three rotational motions, a variety of aircraft control
effectors can often be used to produce the desired responses. The control designer must
not only decide which control effectors to use but how they are to be used. Most control
design methodologies, including the three chosen for these guidelines, can accommodate
multiple control effectors. Ultimately, the control designer must "tell" the methodology
how to use the effectors via its particular knobs. Ideally, we should make these choices
up-front to separate them from the rest of the design process. The third section describes
several methods for accomplishing this.

In the fourth section, we discuss some analyses that are particular to flight control law
performance assessment.

Finally, the fifth section discusses several issues common to the implementation of control
laws for real-world application.
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Section 4

Aircraft Flight Control Problem and Requirements

The flight control problem definition begins with an aircraft that has a defined mission.
For the aircraft to fly this mission, dynamic motion variables must behave in a particular
way. Sensors must measure some of these variables, as well as the pilot's intended actions,
and actuators must produce changes in them. The control design problem is to develop
an algorithm that closes the loop between the sensors and actuators such that the aircraft
accomplishes its mission. This development includes analysis and simulation to assess
how well the aircraft performs its mission.

Whether the aircraft already exists or is under development, it usually has some unique
dynamic characteristics. It may be aerodynamically unstable or nearly so, or there
may be complex couplings between the various motions. The aircraft may have unique
configuration characteristics (e.g., stealth-driven shape, tailless, forward-swept wings,
oblique wing). It may also have a unique flight envelope (e.g., high speed, high altitude,
high angle of attack, low speed). Finally, there may be special issues associated with
other systems (e.g., propulsion, fuel management, thermal). In any case, these dynamic
characteristics must be modeled, analyzed, and understood for successful flight control
law development.

Mission aspects of interest to the flight control law designer require that the aircraft
perform some specified maneuvers. As discussed in Section 1, the control law designer is
particularly concerned with maneuvers that take place in a few seconds as opposed to min-
utes. These maneuvers involve rigid-body degrees of freedom of the aircraft. Although
rotational motions are the most important, such rotations also induce translations. Com-
mon maneuver requirements include minimum and maximum rates of change of dynamic
motion variables; that is, to achieve mission goals, certain motions must be sufficiently
fast. For example, roll rates, pitch acceleration, time to bank, and other motions are
constrained by aircraft or human limitations (e.g., load-factor or angle-of-attack limits).

Pilots execute maneuvers using longitudinal and lateral stick and rudder pedal motions
and can also trim out stick and pedal forces with trim buttons and a trim wheel. Although
pilots can affect aircraft motion through other means (e.g., throttle, speed brake, flaps,
landing gear, leading edge surfaces), stick and pedal inputs have traditionally been the
primary ones of interest in flight control law development. Based on past experience,
pilots expect the aircraft to respond or handle in a desirable and predictable manner
with a minimum of effort. Handling-qualities requirements are concerned with dynamic
response characteristics of the aircraft following pilot inputs (e.g., time delays, natural
frequencies, time constants, damping ratios).
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Atmospheric and other disturbances also affect aircraft motion and play a significant role
in flight control law development. The flight control law must attenuate the response
of the aircraft to such disturbances, which in turn must be modeled, analyzed, and
understood for a successful flight control system development.

4.1 Models

Different types of models are used for different purposes in flight control development.
Much of the development can usually accomplished using rigid-body models, although
elasticity does play a significant role in some cases. Models can be either linear or
nonlinear, and both are sometimes used in flight control law development. Wherever
possible, a special or simplified reduced-order model is used even when a high-fidelity
model is available.

Two standard models forms will be used in this document: one for nonlinear equations
and another for linear equations.

The standard form for nonlinear models is

.+ = f(x,u) (4.1)

y = h(x, u) (4.2)

where x is the state, u is the control, and y is the output of interest. The functions f
and h are arbitrary and often involve table lookup.

The standard form for the linear models is

.+ = Ax + Bu

y = Cx + Du (4.3)

where x is the state, u is the control, and y is the output of interest. The matrices A, B,
C, and D are constant.

4.1.1 Rigid-Body Models

Modeling of rigid-body aircraft motion is discussed in many textbooks [Etkin 1959,
Etkin 1972, Etkin 1982, Blakelock 1965, Blakelock 1991, Roskam 1972, McRuer 1973].
Rigid-body models are described by six degrees of freedom and include forces and mo-
ments caused by gravity, aerodynamics, and propulsion. These equations of motion are
nonlinear differential equations.

The major assumptions are that the:

* Aircraft is a rigid body,
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Table 4.1: Choices for State Variables
Body Components Flight Path Components

Variable Symbol Variable Symbol

Roll Rate p Roll Rate p
Pitch Rate q Pitch Rate q
Yaw Rate r Yaw Rate r
Longitudinal Velocity u Velocity V
Lateral Velocity v Sideslip Angle /3
Normal Velocity w Angle of Attack a
Euler Roll Angle 0 Bank Angle (about velocity vector) Y
Euler Pitch Angle 0 Flight-Path Angle ^1
Euler Yaw Angle Heading Angle X
North Position _ North Position
East Position 27 East Position 27
Altitude h Altitude h

"* Earth is an inertial reference frame,

"* Aircraft mass properties are constant,

"* Aircraft has a plane of symmetry.

Clearly other assumptions are possible (see the above textbooks) and sometimes these
assumptions do not apply (e.g., hypersonic vehicles, oblique wing configurations).

Aircraft motion can be expressed in either of two coordinate systems:

"* Aircraft system with coordinates b_ (positive forward), by (positive out the right
wing), b, (positive down) that are fixed in the body of the aircraft.

"* Inertial system with coordinates I (positive north), j (positive east), k (positive
down) that are fixed in the earth.

The dynamic motion of the aircraft can be expressed in terms of a system of state
variables. Two choices for state variables will be considered here: The first is body
components and is commonly used throughout the aircraft community; the second is
flight-path components, from which point-mass approximations are easily derived. These
state variable choices are summarized in Table 4.1.

The flight-path state variables can be derived from the body state variables as follows:

V = /u 2 + v2 + w 2  (4.4)
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=sin-' ,U2 + v2+ W2 (4.5)

a =tan- (4.6)
,(U)

IL = tan-, (uvsinO+(u2 +w2)sinocosO-vwcoscosO) (4.7)
S+ + W (wsin 0 + u cosq0cos 0)

7 = sin- (usins - vsin 1 cosu- wu2 + v2 + 2 ) (4.8)

=tan u cos 8 sin V' + v(sin € sin 0 sin 7P + cos € cos 0) + w(cos 0 sin 0 sine_ - sin 0 cos 0) (4.9)
Xu= (ucos 0 cos 7P+v(sin sin 8 cos ' - cos € sin¢) + w(cos 0 sin O cos 0 + sin 0 sin 0) )

The body state variables can be derived from the flight-path state variables as follows:

u = V cos P cos a (4.10)

v = Vsin/3 (4.11)

w = Vcos/3silia (4.12)

tan'( cos - sin p cos /3 - sin - sinn) (4.13)( a- - cos -ysin jisin asin P + cos -y cos a cos y - sin -1sin acos,8 ) 413

0 = sin-'(cos 7 sin p cos a sin/3 + cos 7 cos p sina• + sin -y cosa• cos f) (4.14)

tans (sing.sinc - cosacosp.sinI3)cosx + [cos-ycos acoso - sin-y(sinccos p-+ sino cos csinL.)]innx } (4.15)
- (sinptsin- • •o--- cos a cos/ sin,6) sin-X + [cos-y cos a cos- - - sin-y (sin a cos- + sin-- cos a sin p)] cos--X Ic

In the development that follows, we let T denote the propulsion force along the bk direc-
tion and Ic, mc, nc propulsion moments for roll, pitch, and yaw, respectively. Note that

propulsion forces in the by and b, directions have been neglected. Similarly, we let m

denote the mass of the aircraft, I1,, I1,, I, the moments of inertia, I., the xz product
of inertia, and g the gravitational acceleration. Note that products of inertia Iy, and I,
are zero, due to our assumption of aircraft symmetry about the xz plane.

4.1.1.1 Atmospheric Motion

We model atmospheric motion relative to the earth with three translational velocities
(v, v;, v for wind from the North, East and down, respectively) and three rotational
velocities (wa, w,, wa for wind about axes opposite to the unit vectors for North, East,

and down, respectively). These components are rotated through the body Euler angles
to obtain equivalent body components of atmospheric motion as follows:

sin P cosi€ + sinos sncososcsin -coscos in+ sinsin sin c cos 0 si V

"wa sin sin + sin 0 cosP cc os 7 sin + sin 0 sin [ cos ] cos Cos 0 V a
(4.16)
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Scos cos b cos0sinO sina
S_ - sin + cos + sin 0 cos 7P sin cos cosos 0 + sin 0 sin %b sin cos 0 sin 0 ]

sin 7P sin + sin 0 coscsin cos 7P sin 0 + sin 0 sin 0 cos c cosos0 co

(4.17)

Dynamic pressure is given by

1 P [(u + UT + (v + Va) 2 + (w + WT)2] (4.18)

where p is air density at the aircraft's altitude.

Aerodynamic coefficients are functions of the net angle of attack,

&=tan-, + W) (4.19)

net sideslip angle,

Sion-(v + va) (4.(0+

V = '(+ )2 + (V + Va)+ (4.20)

and net Mach number,

_ V(U +Ua)2 +(V +Va)2 +(W +Wa)2 (.1
V30 (4.21)

net angular rates

= p-+-pa (4.22)

4= q + q a (4.23)

S= r + r" (4.24)

and all of the aerodynamic control surfaces (6). Here Vo3 is the speed of sound at the
aircraft's altitude. Thus, the aerodynamic coefficients can be expressed as

Ck = Ck(&, /M, b, p, ,r, 6) for k = L, D, Y, f, m, n (4.25)

Note that the functions indicated on the right hand side of equation 4.25 are wind tunnel
or analytical estimates, typically in table lookup format. In any case, these functions
are independent of atmospheric motion, which is introduced through the inputs to these
functions denoted by the tilde above (e.g., &, 13). Likewise, we reference output aero-
dynamic coefficients on the left hand side of equation 4.25 to the effective free-stream
motion, which includes both the atmospheric motion and the aircraft motion with respect
to the inertial reference frame.
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The equations of motion in sections 4.1.1.2 and 4.1.1.3 assume that lift is perpendicular
to inertial velocity and drag is parallel to inertial velocity. Thus, we need a rotation from
the effective free-stream directions to the inertial directions, which is given by

CD cos(&-a) 0 -sin(&- a) CI D
cY 0 1 0 CY (4.26)
CL sin(&- a) 0 cos(&- a) I L

Here aerodynamic forces and moments about the mass center are denoted by L for lift
force, D for drag force, Y for side force, I. for rolling moment, mr for pitching moment,
and nc for yawing moment. Lift, drag, and side force are mutually perpendicular, with lift
and drag acting within the plane of symmetry and side force acting outside of this plane
(i.e., by direction). We model these forces and moments with nondimensional coefficients,
dynamic pressure (q), wing reference area (S), mean aerodynamic chord (Z), and wing
span (b) as follows:

L = qSCL (4.27)

D = rSCD (4.28)

Y = qSCV (4.29)

e. = qSbCt (4.30)

me = qSzCm (4.31)

n= lSbCTL (4.32)

The aerodynamic coefficients are functions of aircraft state, control surface deflections,
and atmospheric motion relative to the earth. We define state variables for aircraft motion
relative to the earth but aerodynamic forces and moments relative to the atmosphere.

4.1.1.2 Body Components

Using body components, linear and angular velocity vectors are

V = ub, + vby + wb, (4.33)

= p, + qby + rb, (4.34)

where u, v, w are the body components of linear velocity, and p, q, r are the body
components of angular velocity.

If we denote position and angular orientation of the aircraft relative to the earth by the
Cartesian position coordinates, ý, 17, h, and the usual Euler angles, q, 0, 7k, equations of
motion for these state variables are

I.J - I." = t. + i• + Iyyrý + I.pq - I.•qr (4.35)
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IYA = ma + m, - I..p 2 + IZ, pr - I.zrp + I.,r 2  (4.36)

-- I~ + Iz• = ~n' + n' + I.pq - I..qr - Iyypq (4.37)

i = rv-qw-gsin9 + (T- Dcosa + Lsina) (4.38)
m

Y
iJ =pw - ru + g cos 0 sin 0 + - (4.39)

m

b =qu - pv + g cos 0 cos€- (Dsina+Lcoscr) (4.40)
m

=p + qsin 0tan 0 + r cos qtan 0 (4.41)

0 = q cos q - r sin 0 (4.42)

= qsin0 +rcos(!cos O(4.43)
Cos 0

U =uCos 0 cos 1k + v(- sin O cos .0 + sin 0 cos O sin .0) + w(sin 7k sin .0 + sin 0 cos ?k cos 0) (4.44)

= u cos 0 sin¢ + v(cos 0 cos 0 + sin 0 sin t sin €) + w(- cosO sin 0 + sin 0 sin ¢ cos 0) (4.45)

h = u sin 0 - v cos O sin - w cos O cos 0 (4.46)

4.1.1.3 Flight-Path Components

Using flight-path components, linear and angular velocity vectors are

V = V(cos X cos y1 + sin X cos J - sin 7 K) (4.47)

S= pb., + + rbz (4.48)

where V, X, -y are the magnitude of the velocity vector, heading angle, and flight-path
angle, respectively, and p, q, r are the body components of angular velocity.

If we let ý, 77, h denote position of the aircraft relative to the earth in Cartesian coordinates
and A, 83, a denote body attitudes relative to the velocity vector, equations of motion for
these state variables are

f- - = e, + e; + I,,rq + I-pq - I-qr (4.49)

I = ma + m, - Izp 2 + I~zpr - I..rp + IJzr2  (4.50)

- I•:3 + I,• = n' + n' + I..pq - I..qr - Iyypq (4.51)

11 1-(-D cos3+ Y sin + T cos/3cos a) - gsin -y (4.52)
m

X = mV cos [Dsin l cos A + Y cosp cos l + L sin y + T(sin y sin a - cos j sin /cos a)] (4.53)
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Y = -[-D sin snsini-Ysin It cos 6 + L cos y + T(cos 1A sin a + sin p sin /3 cos a)] g Cos f

(4.54)

.p os a+rsina + - [Dsin13cos ytan- + Y tan-cos y cos 0 + L(tan/3 + tanysin A)
Cos 0 MV

+T(sin a tan7 sin y + sin a tanl - cos a tan 7 cos sin)] - g cos 7 cos tan (4.55)
V

q--tan P(pcosa +rsin a) - o (L+ Tsina) + gcoscOS Cos/ (4.56)
MV Cos P V CosIP

1 g cosysinp (57
S-r cosa + psina + 1--(D sin3 + Ycos /-Tsin #cos a) +± (4.57)

mV

= Vcos 7cosX (4.58)

= VcosylsinX (4.59)

= V sin 7 (4.60)

4.1.2 Elastic Models

Elastic models have additional degrees of freedom associated with elasticity and unsteady
aerodynamics. If the elastic deformations are assumed to be small, the equations of
motion are linear.

The next sections describe two approaches for generating a model for a flexible air-
craft. Section 4.1.2.1 discusses the simpler (and less accurate) of the two, which appends
bending modes to a rigid-body model and modifies the sensor equations accordingly. It
requires a minimum of data and is useful in early efforts before additional data are avail-
able from the aerodynamics and structures specialists. The second method, discussed in
Section 4.1.2.2, is based on an accurate finite-eleinent structural model combined with
appropriate distributed aerodynamic data.

4.1.2.1 Simple Flexible Aircraft Models

During the initial stages of aircraft design, detailed aeroservoelastic models of the aircraft
are not available. Nevertheless, the control designer must be aware of the impact of
flexibility on the control design problem. Often simple models of aeroservoelastic effects
are useful at this stage. As the aircraft and control design becomes more mature, detailed
models like those discussed in Section 4.1.2.2 replace these simplified models.

Simplified models of aeroservoelastic behavior of aircraft vary in complexity and accu-
racy. The simplest are standard rigid-body models with stability derivatives modified
by flexibility-to-rigid ratios obtained from steady-state structural/aerodynamic analy-
ses. More complicated models result from using strip theory aerodynamics. Even more
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complex models include one or more second-orde: elastic modes with additional stabil-
ity derivatives obtained from steady-state aerodynamics. Further improvements to this
model add quasi-steady aerodynamics; that is, add contributions due to apparent mass
(s2 terms) and aerodynamic damping (s terms) but neglect (irrational or distributed)
contributions due to wake vortices except for downwash on the tail. Clearly, s2 terms
have less effect at lower frequencies than s1 and so terms. Additional refinements add
finite-dimensional approximations to the remaining circulatory contributions, which are
known as Theodorsen's circulation function for incompressible, two-dimensional flows
[Theodorsen 1935]. For two-dimensional flows with nonzero Mach numbers, the circula-
tion function is even more complex [Jordan 1953]. The "Cadillac" of strip theory models
employs modifications for sweep, finite wing spain, and compressibility and has given
satisfactory results for aspect ratios as low as 1, reduced frequencies as high as 0.3, and
Mach numbers from 0 to 15 [Yates 1966]. The well-known book by Bisplinghoff, Ashley,
and Halfman [Bisplinghoff 1955] contains most of the theory needed for developing these
models.

Generally, the accuracy of models increases with the cost of generating them. This cost
includes both manpower and data requirements. Thus, tradeoffs between accuracy and
cost force crude models in some cases and detailed models in others.

Flex/Rigid-Corrected Rigid-Body Models: The form and order (number of state
variables) of flex/rigid-corrected models is exactly Lhe same as that for rigid-body models.
The difference between the two is that stability derivatives are modified by factors called
flex/rigid ratios, or F/R factors, to account for the low-frequency effects of flexure on
the dynamics. The calculated F/R ratios use aerodynamic influence coefficients, tuned
to wind tunnel data if it exists, and structural influence coefficients. Typically they are
significant for stability derivatives corresponding to lift and rolling and pitching moments.
These F/R ratios are close to unity for low dynamic pressure.

Rigid-Body-Plus-Elastic-Modes Models: The order of this model is larger than the
previous two by twice the number of flex modes modeled. This model does not include
any unsteady aerodynamics. The number of flex -nodes is typically one or two because
this model is not very accurate at high frequencies without unsteady aerodynamics.
It gives a first cut at flexure contributions at the sensors and actuators. This model
requires only limited information on modal frequencies and mode shapes. Usually, we
know the first modal frequency and can estimate the mode shapes. This model also
requires information on span-wise loading. For example, an elliptical load distribution
for Mach < 1 is often a good approximation, except for low-aspect ratio wings where
the outboard distribution is higher than that resulting from an elliptical assumption.
In any case, we require mass and inertia properties, as well as geometric dimensions
and angles. The computational requirements for generating differential equation models
require evaluating various integrals involving the mode shapes, as was done for the F-4
lateral-directional dynamics [Stein 1971]. These details can also be carried out for the
longitudinal axis.
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Quasi-Steady Models: Quasi-steady models takes into account noncirculatory con-
tributions to forces and moments (apparent mas& and aerodynamic damping) and cir-
culatory downwash contributions, which do not require increasing the state dimension.
Thus, quasi-steady models take the form of rigid-body-plus-flex-modes models but also
take into account some unsteady aerodynamics effects. To maintain the same order
(i.e., eight rigid-body states plus two states per flex mode), they neglect circulatory
contributions to forces and moments that are irrational or distributed with respect to
frequency. "Irrational or distributed with respect to frequency" refers to the fact that
transfer functions from wing motion to aerodynamic loading are transcendental rather
than rational. Transcendental transfer functions cannot be reduced to a finite set of
differential equations in the time domain. Neglecting this transcendental contribution in
the quasi-steady model amounts to ignoring time delays associated with changing forces
and moments on the aircraft. We can also apply the quasi-steady approximation to a
swept wing in compressible flow [Yates 1966]. Similarly, we can also account for finite-
span effects by employing lift-curve slopes and aerodynamic-center locations obtained
from any three-dimensional analytical or wind-tunnel source.

Strip Theory Distributed Model: The "Cadillac" of the simple models includes all
circulation contributions to unsteady aerodynamics. This results in a frequency-domain
model that can be approximated by a finite number of differential equations, as discussed
in Section 4.1.2.2. We employed this procedure for the X-29 pitch axis before a detailed
aeroservoelastic model was available to assess tl.e impact of flexibility on the control
of this highly unstable vehicle [Enns 1982]. Here lift and moment equations employ a
compressibility correction to Theodorsen's circulation function [Yates 1966].

4.1.2.2 Detailed Flex-and-Aerodynamic-Data Models

"Stone's Diagram" shown in Figure 4.1 captures the essence of this subsection. This
figure is taken from Dick Stone's presentation at the 1984 Aeroservoelastic Specialists
Meeting at Wright Laboratory. At the top of the figure, data enters as it might be
received from structures and aerodynamic groups. At the bottom of the figure, is a
suitable design model for the controls engineer. The center portion of the figure shows
the following major steps:

"* Low-frequency "correction" of theoretical data with wind tunnel data

"* Euler inertial-to-body-axis coordinate transformation

"* Rational approximation of aerodynamic matrix

"* Appending force actuator model (if desired)

"* Conversion to state space

"* Model-order reduction
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Figure 4.1: "Stone's Diagram" for Aeroservoelastic Model Development.
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We address each topic in the following paragraphs. In the remainder of the section, we
describe the various "checks" used to maintain the integrity of data and enforce consis-
tency. We emphasize that this figure is not just an idealized approach, but corresponds
to existing tools that have been used successfully on real-world flight control problems.

Distributed Model: The starting point for the distributed model is a generalized force
equation of the form

[Ms 2 + (1 + gj)K - qAi,(k)]qi, = _Ai,-gst(k)wgut (4.61)

where

M = n x n mass matrix

K = n x n stiffness matrix

Ai,(k) = n x n aerodynamic matrix at a number of reduced frequencies

Ain-gust(k) = n x 1 gust vector at the same reduced frequencies

Wgust = vertical gust velocity at a reference point

k = = reduced frequency

V = velocity

Z = mean aerodynamic chord

= dynamic pressure

g = structural damping

j =Vi

and
qn Z 0 7n1 n2 ... 1nf 612 . 6n. ]T (4.62)

is a column vector of generalized coordinates, and the subscript in denotes inertial coor-
dinates.

The generalized force equation is linearized about the trim condition, which could be
straight and level or in a turn, for example. Detailed derivations of the equations of
motion for the unrestrained vehicle can be found in Chapter 9 of the Bisplinghoff and
Ashley textbook [Bisplinghoff 1962].

Note that we have allowed a slight abuse of notation in the equation in that both s terms
(for Laplace transform) and k and gj terms (for simple harmonic motion) are present
in the same equation. Soon, we will replace s with jw for simple harmonic motion.
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Later, we will derive a state-space approximation that applies to nonharmonic as well as
harmonic motion using frequency response data.

We can replace the gjK term that accounts for structural damping, which has been
used since World War II, with more physical models of structural damping. Although
we could also represent structural damping as pure modal damping, this would require
transforming to modal coordinates and introducing damping ratios for each of the modal
degrees of freedom. In any case, the structural damping terms amount to less than 2
percent of critical damping.

The generalized force equation is applicable to symmetric (or pitch) motion of an aircraft,
as well as anti-symmetric (or lateral-directional) motion. We will use the pitch-axis model
to illustrate the following discussion.

The response vector associated with the generalized force equation is

Y = 'qN (4.63)

where 4 = 'the matrix of influence coefficients.' For the pitch axis, qin contains:

z = rigid-body linear displacement (positive up)

0 = rigid-body pitch displacement (positive nose up)

77j = jth flex-mode displacement (positive up)

6k = kth control-surface deflection (positive traiLng edge down)

Examination Of Aerodynamic Data: Part of the modeling process involves plotting
individual elements of the Ai,(k) matrix in polar (imaginary vs. real) form to check
qualitative characteristics. The plots are examined for reasonableness. Qualitatively,
the (i, j) elements of Ai, should be real numbers at zero frequency and continuous with
increasing frequency. If wind tunnel estimates are available, we can attempt to reconcile
theoretical data with them [Giesing 1976].

Coordinate Transformations: When pitch axis equations are expressed in inertial
coordinates (z and 0) rather than body coordinates (w and q = 0), we can apply a
frequency dependent "Eulerian" transformation:

This must also be applied to the response equations. Thus, the force equation retains its
second-order matrix form but now has coordinate vector
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where the subscript e denotes Eulerian coordinates. We next approximate Ai,(kj) at
points kj with a rational function.

Rational Approximation of Aerodynamic Matrix: At this step, we approximate
Ai,,(kj) for a given set of frequencies (typically, ten or less) with a set of continuous

functions fj(s).

Typically, the fit function takes the form

Ain(k)=Als2 + A2s+A 3 +A 4 s ss + A---- + A57 -A (4.66)

where

s j 2V k (4.67)

and the A, are constant matrices that are often determined by a least squares fit. The
highpass break frequencies Aj may be selected on the basis of velocity and chord length
or they may be adjusted as part of the fit process, at the expense of making it a nonlinear
least squares problem.

There are other alternative methods for approximating unsteady aerodynamics: One
involves generalizing Pade's approximation to a matrix setting [Vepa 1975]; another
addresses obtaining approximations involving a minimum number of augmented states

[Karpel 1980].

In performing the fit, it is important to force the w term to have the same magnitude as
Wgust at low frequency.

Ultimately, the proof of the fit is in how well Ain(kj) approximates Ai,(kj). This compar-
ison is often accomplished by first using a numerical "score" from the fitting procedure
to screen fit quality and then relying upon "expert" visual evaluation of polar plots for
selected terms.

State Space: At this point in the model development, our model is a high-order dif-
ferential equation model in second order form. We can put it into standard first-order
state-space form using simple algebra and careful bookkeeping.

Model-Order Reduction: As the final modeling step, we must generate reduced-order
models for control synthesis. Model quality of these control design models must be
consistent with their intended purpose (see Figure 4.2). Desired control bandwidth is
one of the factors used in determining the number of states to be retained in the design
model. The weighted-balancing method for model reduction is well-suited for this step
[Enns 1984].

The preceding paragraphs have given a quick synopsis of flexible aircraft modeling. Now,
let's review the 11 checks in Figure 4.1 that are performed along the way to complete
the modeling process:

o Check 1: Check zero frequency values of transfer functions for the design model
with quasi-elastic predictions derived from alternate methods. This is an important
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Figure 4.2: Outline of Model-Reduction Procedure.

consistency check on overall flexibility as it impacts low-frequency gain.

"* Check 2: Resolve low-frequency values of stability and control derivatives with
independent rigid-body predictions and/or wind-tunnel estimates.

"* Check 3: Verify integrity of data transfer between programs (and often computers)
by generating frequency response of distributed system.

"* Check 4: Verify high-frequency fidelity by comparing flutter-speed predictions from
the distributed and state-space models.

"* Check 5: Verify correctness of Euler transformation.

"* Check 6: Verify shape and smoothness of aerodynamic functions

"* Check 7: Verify fit quality.

"* Check 8: Check stability and control derivatives derived from state-space and dis-
tributed models.

"* Check 9: Compare state-space and distributed frequency response.

"* Check 10: Check mass and stiffness characteristics (set dynamic pressure to zero)
of state-space with eigenvalues from structures program.

"* Check 11: Compare design model frequency response with full-order state space to
ensure compatibility with control objectives.
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4.2 Maneuvers

Fighter aircraft maneuvers are significantly more demanding than maneuvers for other
manned aircraft and hence pose unique control challenges. Fighter aircraft can change
certain states variables rapidly while simultaneously minimizing excursions in other state
variables (e.g., rapid bank at high angle of attack during deceleration). Aircraft possess-
ing these characteristics are said to highly maneuverable and agile. For example, roll
rate, normal acceleration, longitudinal acceleration can be changed rapidly while simul-
taneously keeping lateral acceleration and sideslip angle sufficiently small.

Requirements on the control system are much less demanding for slow changes in flight
condition than for rapid changes between equilibrium conditions. Higher levels of roll
rate, roll acceleration, g-onset rate associated with fighter maneuvers make it increasingly
more difficult to maintain coordinated flight. In particular, transient lateral acceleration
and/or sideslip angle during aggressive maneuvers drives up the control system require-
ments for decoupling and control system bandwidth.

In addition, aggressive fighter maneuvers often imply control power limitations in terms
of actuator rate and position limits. This is especially true for low-speed flight condi-
tions (assuming thrust vectoring is not available). Control power limitations associated
with multiple actuation devices with individual rate and position limits presents a huge
challenge to the multivariable control law designer.

Control laws for these highly maneuverable aircraft often include command limiters to
prevent exceeding certain angle of attack limitations, such as on the F-16 and F-117
where control power is insufficient to prevent departure beyond a known angle of attack
that is flight-condition dependent. Roll-rate-command limiters and normal-acceleration
limiters are also commonly employed based on high-maneuverability goals for the control
law.

Post-stall maneuvers subject the closed-loop system to rapidly changing nonlinear aero-
dynamic coupling and inertial coupling phenomena. The utility of such maneuvers and
aircraft characteristics of interest have been discussed elsewhere [Herbst 1980, Well 1982,
Herbst 1983]. Time-optimal maneuvers have been developed for fighter aircraft with var-
ious initial and final conditions, assumptions, and constraints [Well 1982]. The dynamic
inversion control laws of Section 10 were developed and tested with these types of ma-
neuvers.

Several standard maneuvers for evaluation of control laws have been documented in the
literature [Wilson 1993]. These maneuvers are suggested for control law testing based on
both engineering and pilot points of view.

Further discussion about air combat maneuvers from a pilot perspective can be found
elsewhere (e.g., [Shaw 1985]).
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4.3 Handling Qualities

Much research has gone into quantifying what makes an aircraft possess good handling
qualities. Results exist in terms of either frequency or time response, most of which is
restricted to the pitch axis.

Military specifications for handling qualities take the form of a standard and a handbook
[MIL-STD-1797 1987].

Several different approaches exist:

"* Low-order equivalent systems;

"* Numerator time constant

"* Bandwidth and phase sensitivity

"* Time-domain criteria

"* Neal-Smith criterion

"* Step target tracking

"* Paper pilot and similar optimal pilot models

"* Heading control criteria

"* Ralph Smith's criteria

All were summarized in a conference proceedings [Moorhouse 1982] and further elabo-
rated upon by the original authors in these same proceedings.

4.4 Disturbance Models

4.4.1 Gusts

Two main gust model forms are widely accepted today: Von Karman and Dryden. The
Dryden form is much simpler to use and is described below. The three components of
gust (axial, lateral, and normal) have the power spectra

_ (= a(2Lg 1 + L, 1 (4.68)V 7r 1+ (Lu-')2

2 L_ 1 + 3(L,,-) 2q••_ ,f _t,; = V, (4.69)
V 7r [1 + (Lo!) 2]2
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2 LW 1+ 3(L.) 2  (4.70)V 7r [1 + (L,-) 2]2

Each of these spectra are implemented using a linear dynamic filter with matching spec-
trum for each direction. Since the spectrum is defined by

,D(w) = 1F(jw)F(-jw) (4.71)

the resulting filters, F(s), for each gust component are

F,-gst (s) -o -V (4.72)
V s s+V

F,,_g,+st(s) 2rs + L,) (4.73)

Fi= S ,~ 2 + 2~-s + (-L)2 (.4vwgsts cr + (4.74)
F•_.s•(w.:52 + 2 V + (-L)2

The scales (Lu, Lv, Lw,) and intensities (a,,, o-,, aw) for various levels of gust can be
found in MIL-STD-1797. Independent unit-intensity white-noise signals drive each of
these filters to produce the desired turbulence model.
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Section 5

Choice of Controlled Variables

Three variables are important in aircraft flight control: one for each rotational degree of
freedom. Each of these variables may actually be a combination of signals to be controlled
by the pilot. All must be-compatible with flying qualities and mission objectives. In this
section, we describe one possible set of such controlled variables. But first, we briefly
discuss a common and necessary aspect of controlled variables.

5.1 Minimum-Phase Zero Constraint

Transfer functions from appropriate control inputs to controlled variables must be min-
imum phase. A minimum phase zero is a zero that lies in the left half of the complex
plane. Thus, our constraint ensures that the transfer function of the open-loop plant
from independent (or effective) control inputs to controlled variable outputs has stable
zeros. These zeros become closed-loop poles for dynamic inversion designs [Morton 1994]
and impact the design with any synthesis techniqae. Large magnitude open-loop zeros,
even though stable or minimum phase, often lead to loop gains that are unacceptably
large. This is particularly true with the dynamic inversion design methodology whenever
zero magnitudes are larger than the intended loop bandwidth.

Today, the only way to ensure that controlled variables satisfy the minimum-phase con-
straint is to evaluate them at the time they are chosen using the simple iterative sequence
outlined in Figure 5.1. If the controlled variables selected turn out to have nonminimum
phase zeros, then we must either make a new selection or modify the current selection.
In general, to stabilize unstable zeros in a controlled variable selection, the designer can
either increase the relative contribution of angular rate or decrease the contribution of
other variables. This is true because transfer functions from aerodynamic and thrust
vectoring control effectors to angular rates are usually minimum phase.

The choice of controlled variable is obvious if there is only one response and one control
input (e.g., longitudinal axis with pitch rate response to horizontal tail). In the special
case of two responses and two independent control inputs (e.g., roll and yaw rate response
to aileron and rudder), the corresponding transfer function matrix and its multivariable
transmission zeroes are of interest. In cases with redundant controls, the choice is less
obvious and depends on the control allocation approach.

Suppose that the controls are ganged, as discussed in Section 6, such that

u= (5.1)
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Figure 5.2: Roll-Axis Controlled Variable: LCV.

where 6 is the internal effective actuator commands, u the actuator commands, and G
the ganging matrix. If the number of effective commands (dimension of 6) equals the
number of controlled variables, which is less than the number of controls (dimension of
u), then the square transfer function matrix of interest is the controlled variable response
to 6.

5.2 Roll Axis: LCV

The roll-axis controlled variable, LCV, is defined as (see Figure 5.2):

LCV = (1 - FLAT)LCViO-- + FLATLCVhiq (5.2)

where
LCVoq = p (5.3)
LCVhiq = p.

At normal and high dynamic pressures, the controlled variable is the stability-axis roll
rate, p.. This reflects the desire to roll about the velocity vector, which is consistent
with keeping the aircraft near its current angle of attack and in coordinated flight (i.e.,
#3 small). For low dynamic pressures, the controlled variable is body-axis roll rate, p.
The rationale here is that control with respect to the air mass becomes undesirable when
the velocity of the aircraft is low or approaches zero (e.g., a VTOL aircraft near hover
or a space vehicle). Moreover, quantities measured with respect to the air mass become
more difficult to measure and less well defined or even indeterminate near zero airspeed
(e.g., sideslip and angle of attack). The only sensible option under these conditions is to
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Figure 5.3: Lateral/Directional Control Transition Function.

directly relate cockpit control to the body-axis response (i.e., lateral stick and body-axis
roll rate).

As Figure 5.3 shows, the FLAT function transitions lateral/directional controlled variables
from normal to low-dynamic-pressure/high-angle-of-attack flight regimes. It transitions
from 0 to 1 as q goes from qLAT-1o = 5 psf to qLAT-hi = 10 psf and is unnecessary for
applications where flight is restricted to low-a/high-q regimes.

5.3 Pitch Axis: MCV

In this subsection, we discuss three choices for the pitch-axis controlled variable, MCV.
Each reduces to q for the low-i regime, and each includes the term q+ K,a for the normal
flight regime. The choices are illustrated in Figure 5.4 and are defined as a function of
the switch SW, as follows:

MCV = (1- FLoN)MCVloq + FLONMCVhiq (5.4)

where

MCVIo, = q
MCVhiq = (q + Kfa)f •cos~cosO--lp-g(l+-_L) if SW ==0 (5.5)

+ •cos 0cosO- Ep-gcosO(-1+-) ifSW"==
__ cos-ycosu-pstanfl-KV if SW, = 2

As Figure 5.5 illustrates, the FLON function transitions longitudinal controlled variables
from normal to low-dynamic-pressure/high-angle-of-attack flight regimes. It transitions
from 0 to 1 as q goes from qLONg-,o = 12 psf to qLON-hi = 50 psf. FLON could be set to
1 for aircraft applications whose flight is restricted to low-a/high-q regimes.

For those terms that are common to all three choices of controlled variable,

K. = S(CLo)ref

mV"
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Figure 5.4: Pitch-Axis Controlled Variable: MCV.
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Figure 5.5: Longitudinal-Axis Control Transition Function.
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where (CL.),. is the nominal lift-curve slope (assumed constant) for subsonic flight
at low a. For angles of attack below stall, the term K0 a is approximately nz/V0o,
where nz is the normal acceleration in ft/sec2 . Hence q + K ,,a is approximately equal
q + nz/V0o for normal flight conditions. This combination is sometimes called "Cstar" in
the literature, where the "crossover velocity," Vo, is the airspeed at which pitch rate and
normal acceleration (at constant a) make equal contributions to the controlled variable.
We use a value of 400 ft/sec for VCo, as is used in some existing flight control systems.
The rationale for using this combination as the pitch-axis controlled variable is that it
produces a natural transition in control priority from rotation to translation as airspeed
increases. Some type of priority system is necessary because two degrees of freedom are
being controlled by essentially one control effector.

For angles of attack above stall, nz feedback is either ineffective or destabilizing due
to the lift-curve slope reversal. We avoid this problem by using the K0,a form which is
continuous through and beyond stall. The q+nz/V,0 form would be preferable below stall
for reasons of sensor reliability and acceleration control accuracy, but the complication of
implementing a sensor transition scheme is not warranted for early design study phases.
The preferred value for V0,, (and hence K0, ) in the stalled flight regime may require some
tuning, however, since a value optimized for unstalled flight is unlikely to be optimal for
higher angles of attack. The ideal value of K,, varies greatly with application. In some
cases, it is so large that it dominates the q term (producing effectively an a controlled
variable), whereas in others it is small enough to be negligible (producing a q controller).

5.3.1 Option 1: SWc, = 0 or 1

The second pair of terms in the high-q part of MCV, 2 cos € cos 0 and -2p, are provided
for pitch- and lateral/directional-axis decoupling and avoid large changes in a due to
lateral as well as longitudinal maneuvers. The first term, which includes the direction
cosine between the gravity vector and the body z axis, represents the change in pitch
rate necessary to avoid a change in normal acceleration (and, in turn, a) due to gravity
orientation. Thus, flight will be coordinated if the yaw axis is effective and rudder pedals
are not being used. If neither of these conditions hold, significant sideslip may occur,
making the second term, Ep, significant. This term corresponds to the change in pitch
rate necessary to avoid a change in normal acceleration due to sideslip and is nonlinear,
involving perturbations in roll rate and sideslip. Therefore, it tends to contain high-
frequency components that are difficult to regulate with achievable control bandwidths.

The final components of MCV are intended to produce a combination of good low-
frequency pitch stability (per MIL-F-1797, Appendix A) and a desirable zero-stick-force
flight characteristic. The latter, as a minimum, avoids manual trim changes for straight-
and-level, clean flight conditions, sometimes called "apparent neutral speed stability."
Other trim properties are debatable. Two candidates are:

8 = 0:2
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SSW = 1: gcoso(. +

Note that at small pitch attitudes, both options are equal. Both maintain the controlled
variable near zero at nz = lg, q = 0, and € = 0; both maintain trim a during roll
attitude changes at small 0.

Differences are evident at significant pitch attitudes. The first option tends to hold trim a
for constant stick input at all attitudes if speed changes are slow. This property tends to
reduce a changes during rolls at elevated pitch attitudes, but requires a pilot trim input
change for zero-stick-force, wings-level climbs and descents. It also has a nose-up drift
tendency and a destabilizing influence on the long period for positive pitch attitudes. The
second option eliminates these disadvantages at the expense of some increase (perhaps
small) in roll-induced a changes at larger pitch attitudes. Its primary benefit is the
constant pitch-rate trim property (q = 0 for zero stick input) at small roll attitudes; a
convenient feature for general flying.

5.3.2 Option 2: SW,- = 2

The motivation for this option is the desire for stable closed-loop phugoid or low-frequency
characteristics and thus more well-behaved a dynamics. Comparison of the angle of
attack dynamic equation in Section 4.1.1.3 under straight-and-level flight for the high-q
part of MCV reveals that

MCVh•=&-+-(Ka m L V+ Tsin KY

For sufficiently small V~o, Koa - L+Tsina has a positive slope with respect to a for all a.mV
Thus, the a response is stable if we neglect the velocity term.

We include the velocity-feedback term for stabilization of the phugoid dynamics. It was
earlier noted that open-loop zeros become closed-loop poles when closing a dynamic inver-
sion feedback loop around a linear system. The nonlinear generalization of this concept
is that of zero dynamics, which refer to the dynamics of the system when the controlled
variables are zero (or a constant). Because our controlled variable was chosen for the
short-period frequency range, slightly unstable phugoid zero dynamics result in unstable
closed-loop responses in the phugoid frequency range. The feedback of velocity stabilizes
these zero dynamics and hence the closed-loop responses [Enns 1994]. Currently, fixed
gain K, is used for the velocity feedback gain. Although this works, a generalized gain is
desirable. For the HARV program, true airspeed was used as the feedback velocity, but
it may be advantageous to use calibrated airspeed instead.

Simulation experience has shown that the controlled variable for Option 2 is preferable
to either of those examined under Option 1. The only drawback to Option 2 is its use
of feedback signals that are relative to the airmass, and thus not accurately measured
(e.g., the cos -y, cos IL terms). In contrast with this, all inertial quantities for Option 1
are easily measured (e.g., cos 0, cos 0 terms).
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Figure 5.6: Yaw-Axis Controlled Variable: NCV.

5.4 Yaw Axis: NCV

Here we present two choices for the yaw-axis controlled variable, NCV. Each reduces
to r in the low-q regime. The choices are illustrated in Figure 5.6 and are defined as a
function of the switch SW, as follows:

NCV = (1 - FLAT)NCVI0q + FLATNCVhiq (5.6)

where
NCVo = r
NCVhiq = (r5 + K## + trim) (5.7)

f ycos°0sin 0 if SW= 0 or 1
V cos -y sin y if SW,: = 2

with

trim W-Y x 0 for pedal input =0
-m -2 (K .,,ny - NCVhiq) for pedal input = 0 (5.8)

Note that with pedal input (i.e., pedal force exceeds a preset threshold), the trim value
remains constant. Without pedal input, the high-frequency (above w 3,, rad/sec) content
of the controlled variable equals NCVhiq - trim (see equation 5.7), whereas the low-
frequency content equals K,,ny. This arrangement is designed to meet the following
objectives:

1. Without pedal input, we want zero steady-state lateral acceleration at the center of
gravity (CG) with no manual trim required. This is the most accurate measure of
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long-term directional trim. At higher frequencies (above w,•, and up to the NCV
control bandwidth) we want zero sideslip.

2. With pedal input, we want a satisfactory response of sideslip and stability-axis
yaw rate. The sideslip response should satisfy current Level 1 military criteria for
frequency and damping.

In the following paragraphs, we describe how the indicated controlled variable terms
produce the above objectives.

The high-frequency component, with or without i. pedal input, is the combination r. -
g/V cos 0 sin 0 + Kef3. We provide zero-sideslip turns under steady-wind conditions with-
out pedal input by zeroing r, - g/V cos 0 sin 0, and any sideslip that does occur is atten-
uated by the added sideslip angle feedback. The term r, + K#/3 largely determines pedal
response in that roll angle change is attenuated by the lateral axis. This is a parallel form
to the q + Ka combination used in the pitch axis. To produce a comparable weighting
between translation and rotation (a linear sum of yaw rate and lateral acceleration due
to sideslip), we select the Kp term to be a linear function of ý (as in K,,). We select
the magnitude of Kp so that sideslip response to pedal inputs approximates a second-
order critically damped system. The resulting second-order system should have a natural
frequency and damping above the 1 rad/sec and 0.4, respectively, specified by Level 1
minimums of MIL-F-1797, Appendix A.

The final parameter we explain is the acceleration gain K,,y. We select it to approx-
imate the same steady-state effectiveness as the K,/3 feedback term. For a constant
value for Cr�, a constant aircraft weight, and assuming ny = CyX9S//m, then K =

Kgm/CyJ/q/S sec/ft.
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Section 6

Reduction of Control Dimension

As aircraft become more complex, redundant and/or novel control effectors axe becoming
a common addition to the traditional aileron, rudder, and elevator complement. The most
common approach to using multiple control effectors is by a priori choice.

All multivariable control design methods can accommodate multiple effectors, but design
procedures for using them are often indirect and do not produce controllers that achieve
desired results. For example, the eigenstructure design method takes full advantage of all
available control inputs to achieve the desired eigenstructure but often produces high-gain
controllers with poor stability margins with one control "fighting" another.

Because we are primarily concerned with rotational dynamics in the design of aircraft
inner-loop control laws, we must often combine multiple effectors such that they can be
reduced to a single effective control input in each axis that produces a body moment in
that axis. For the longitudinal axis, our single effective control must produce primarily
pitching moment, whereas for the lateral-directional axes, these effectors must produce
primarily rolling and yawing moments.

In the following subsections, we discuss several methods for reducing the dimension of
the control inputs:

"* Explicit Ganging

"• Pseudo Control

"* Pseudo Inverse

"* Daisy Chain

For the first three methods, the combination of control effectors can be described by

u =G (6.1)

where u is the full set of control effectors, G th.t ganging matrix, and 6 the effective
control input. The daisy-chain method is nonlinear and cannot be described in this
linear fashion.
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6.1 Explicit Ganging

In many applications, the easiest method of reduc.ng the control dimension is to develop
a predetermined scheme for ganging multiple control effectors to produce a single effective
control. Simple examples of this include using left and right horizontal tail to produce
an effective pitching-moment device or using left and right ailerons to produce a rolling-
moment device. Such schemes for combining controls produce the G ganging matrix
directly. For example, the ganging law

Se = 0.5(jei + jer) (6.2)

implies a ganging matrix of

G (6.3)

6.2 Pseudo Control

When it is less obvious how to gang the control inputs together, the pseudo-control
method can often be used. This method (derived from [Lallman 1985, Sobel/Lallman 1988])
uses a singular value decomposition of the B matrix in the usual aircraft state-space de-
scription to determine which combinations of controls are most effective. For best results,
we first scale the B matrix such that the size of the elements are in some way consistent.

The pseudo-control method works as follows. First, we perform a singular value decom-
position on the scaled B matrix.

Bscaled = SIBS, = UEVT (6.4)

where S1 and S, axe scaling matrices. This decomposes the control action into orthogonal
directions or pseudo-control inputs.

Next, we partition the singular value decomposition as follows:

E01 0 0 VOT]

[U01 U 02 U1] 0 E02 0 ]OT2 (6.5)0 0 0. yV

where Zo, contains the largest singular values of the dimension desired.

We now approximate B using only contributions due to the largest singular values to get
B = SFIUEVTS-" I S1U'OV1•o•21 S;1  (6.6)

Letting J denote the pseudo controls, B the corresponding influence matrix, and G the
ganging matrix from the pseudo controls to the actual controls, we see that

Bu = BG8 - .[6 (6.7)
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Now letting
B = SF1 UOIEO° (6.8)
G = SrV0i

and subtituting for B, G, and B gives

BG c (S-1UoOiV T1S,1) (S, Vo0 ) = SF'UoIl3oi = B (6.9)

The reduced-input-dimension state space is now represented as

i = Ax + fB8 (6.10)

and is used for the control design. The ganging matrix to convert the pseudo controls
back to the actual controls is

G = S Vo (6.11)

which can be used to convert the control law produced with any control design method-
ology to match the actual control effectors available.

6.3 Pseudo Inverse

Another method for allocating control among multiple control effectors employs a pseudo
inverse. Here we assume in the following differential equations that the number of con-
trols, u, is greater than the number of states, x:

"+ = Ax + Bu (6.12)=Cx (.2

Assuming a constrained optimization approach, the formal problem statement is:

min, = mi-u Wu (6.13)u u 2

subject to ? = CAx + CBu for specified x (6.14)

This optimization minimizes the weighted square deflections of the controls, u, subject
to the modeled physical system differential equation constraint. We choose the weights
WU such that the controls are used in proportion to their total range of motion:

W, = diag { ( x U. i,)2 ' (U2... - )2 (6.15)

Using a Lagrange multiplier formulation, the problem becomes

min{-u Wu + AT( -_ CAx - CBu)} (6.16)

u82
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Figure 6.1: Pitch-Axis Daisy Chain Example.

where A is the Lagrange multiplier. Solving for u gives

u = G(' - CAx) (6.17)

where the ganging matrix is

G = W 2 Tl(CB)T[(CB)W.yl(CB)T]-f (6.18)

The effect of this ganging is that the control effectiveness matrix from the effective
controls 6 to ý is an identity. That is, 2 = I where u = G6.

6.4 Daisy Chain

The daisy chain is a fairly straightforward idea. It assumes a hierarchy of control effectors
such that when one control (or a group of controls) saturates, another becomes active
to supply the remaining control forces or moments. For example, consider the following
pitch-axis model

4 = M6f'& + Ms568 (6.19)

where b, and b, are symmetric elevator and canarm, respectively. The daisy chain config-
uration shown in Figure 6.1 uses elevator exclusively until it limits or loses effectiveness,
at which point the canard takes over.
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Section 7

Aircraft- Specific Analyses

Section 2.7 described analyses that are common to a wide variety of multivariable control
designs. This section describes analyses that are specific to aircraft flight control.

7.1 Pilot Inputs

Pilot inputs can be broadly classified into two categories: flight test inputs and maneuver
inputs. Flight test inputs relate to baseline control system performance and are typically
directed toward one or two variables (e.g., 3600 roll or 2g pullup). Maneuver inputs
relate to mission performance and involve multiple axes and variables (e.g., acquisition
and tracking tasks and windup turns).

7.2 Automatic Maneuvers

Most flight control systems employ a number of automatic modes. Examples include
heading hold, Mach or velocity hold, vertical speed hold, and altitude hold. To accomplish
such maneuvers, additional control loops must be closed around the inner stability and
control loops. For stability reasons, these outer-loop controls must be sufficiently slower
(i.e., have lower bandwidth) than the inner loops.

A general configuration of an outer-loop control structure is given in Figure 7.1. The

po~iion epilot - atttueohru-

control • •• control ---- 0control command

to inner
loops

ýTjh VTX l~p. X

pilot pro-

inputs pensatgon

Figure 7.1: General Outer-Loop Control Architecture.
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Table 7.1: Low-Order Transfer-Function Fits.
Description Low-order

Transfer Function
I(p Ke-- P

lateral stick TRs+1
nf /e r K nye_-__ y

rudder pedal S2 +2(drnyWdrny S-Wdrny
S<K e-7p3

rudder pedal S2 2(d, s w drS

nzcr Kn e-Tnz A
longitudinal stick s2+2C2fwPs+w=p

q Kq(s+z)e-T•"
longitudinal stick s 2+2C3pw5 ps+w'P

speed of these loops is such that the natural dynamic response of each set of feedback
variables becomes slower.as we move outward (i.e., toward the left) in the figure. The
switch closings depend upon particular mode selections.

7.3 Handling- Qualities

We judge handling qualities by comparing closed-loop-system frequency responses with
those of low-order transfer functions whose parameters are given by military specifica-
tions. Because there are no multivariable specifications for handling qualities, we only
consider those for single input/single output systems.

Table 7.1 defines the transfer functions addressed by the specifications and the related fit
functions. Accelerations are measured at an appropriate center of rotation. Acceptable
ranges for the frequencies, dampings, and delays are given in the MIL-STD-1797.

7.4 Turbulence

Figure 7.2 shows the Dryden gust model described in Section 4.4.1 concatenated with
an aircraft model. We use covariance analysis, described in Section 2.7.3, applied to this
model to quantify the impact of gusts on aircraft performance.
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Figure 7.2: Connection of Gust Filter to Aircraft Model.
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Section 8

Implementation Issues

In this section, we examine a variety of issues associated with preparing a control law
for practical application. Although the development is by no means exhaustive, it does
touch on some of the more important practical considerations. Appendix B provides addi-
tional information on practical implementation issues: model reduction, gain scheduling,
nonlinearities and limits, and describing function analysis.

8.1 Integrator Antiwindup

Integrators in feedback loops "wind up" in the presence of actuator rate or position
limiting. This windup phenomenon is due to the integration of feedback errors that
cannot be driven to zero in response to large actuator commands. Because of physical
limits, actuators cannot respond to very large actuator commands. Limited actuator
responses cause limited aircraft responses, which, in turn, cause large errors. Degraded
performance, especially during pilot command reversal, is the result. In this section,
we examine the limitations of actuator limits and describe methods to minimize their
impact.

Figure 8.1 presents a very simplified aircraft model with a PI feedback control law. Note
the pure integrator in the feedback loop. Figure 8.2 presents results of a linear simulation
of this closed-loop system in response to a pulse command. A 50 rad/sec actuator was also
inserted, but not shown in the figure, causing a slight discrepancy between the actuator
command and the actuator response in the center plot of the figure. This system achieves
good command following and well-behaved integr.Aor response.

Figure 8.3 shows results for a simulation of the same system with a position-limited
actuator. Note the poor command following and larger values for the integrator state.
These results would be even worse if the pilot attempted to change his command to offset
the slow response of the aircraft.

Figure 8.4 presents a simple scheme to prevent integrator windup. By feeding back the
difference between actuator command and actuator position (or predicted position), the
feedback loop drives the integrator state to the value of the actuator, which is at its limited
value. As a result, the integrator does not move far from the value corresponding to the
actuator limit. Applying this scheme to the example problem gives the results shown in
Figure 8.5. Although these results are obviously nonlinear, qualitative performance is
close to that for the linear simulation.
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Figure 8.1: Block Diagram Describing Desired Dynamics.

8.2 Discretization

Because control laws are typically implemented ii, a digital flight control computer, all
dynamic analyses must account for the discrete nature of the implementation. Since
multivariable design is often carried out in the continuous (Laplace transform) domain, we
must discretize the continuous control law. Several discretizations options are discussed
in textbooks [Franklin 1990, Astrom 1990, Ackerman 1985].

Some control design methodologies are carried out in the discrete domain, making the
discretization step unnecessary. This is one area where discrete control law designs have
an advantage over their continuous counterparts. Another is when the sample rate is low
relative to control bandwidth. In most cases, however, sample rate is much higher than
the bandwidth of the flight control system, in which case this advantage disappears. In
any case, many control designers have a much better intuitive feel for continuous control
designs than discrete ones.

8.3 Multichannel Control System

Most flight control laws are implemented with a redundant set of computers (typically
3 or 4) in such a manner that the control system is fault tolerant. Fault tolerance
implies that one or more of the channels can fail with no degradation in control system
performance and is accomplished as follows: Sensed data is passed to multiple channels
(or multiple computers). Each channel processes the control law and derives commands
for the actuators. Actuators are then commanded with a mid value (or mean value) or
some other appropriate command derived from the multiple channels. When actuator
commands disagree (across the different channels), a failure has occurred.

Sensors may also be redundant and inputs to each of the control law channels may be
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Figure 8.3: Time Histories for Simulation With Limited Actuator.
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Figure 8.4: Block Diagram of Ideal System With Actuator Limit.

identical if some selection logic is employed (again, average or mid value). Or if each
channel only reads one particular sensor, inputs may still be different because of sensor
noise or timing differences.

At one extreme, if all sensed values are shared identically by all computers (same hard-
ware), and all computers use the same operational flight program to implement the
control law, and actuator commands disagree (by even the least significant bit), it is
assumed that a failure has occurred.

At the other extreme, computers may process sensor data with slightly different timing
or may actually sample different noisy sensors. In this case, actuator commands will not
agree exactly, even without failures. In this case, if the actuator commands disagree by
some preset threshold, it is again assumed that failure has occurred.

In either case, additional algorithms are used for isolating the failure to one computer or
hardware component, which are beyond the scope of this discussion.

8.4 Need for Cross-Channel Data Link

From an analytical point of view, a multichannel implementation of a control law canbe thought of as a nonminimal realization of the control law. Consider the diagram in

Figure 8.6, where, for convenience, we show only two channels. Assume that the control
system is linear, the inputs to each channel are different because of sensor bias, noise,
round-off, and/or timing mismatch denoted by n1 , n 2. Assume further, that we use the
average of the two control law outputs to command the actuators.

In this special case, it is possible to consider a linear state-space realization of the imple-
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mentation, which is just the parallel combination of two identical systems. It is known
that such a combination will be a nonminimal realization (either uncontrollable or un-
observable, c.f., [Kailath. 1980]). Since the parallel combination is not minimal, some
internal dynamics may or may not grow without bound, depending on the poles of the
compensator transfer function. If a pole of the compensator lies in the closed right half
plane, it is possible for an internal variable to grow without bound.

A proportional-plus-integral compensator is of particular interest here since it has a
pole at the origin. Any small disturbance can potentially lead to significant mismatches
between the two channels, which could then be misinterpreted as a failure.

Classical designers have known for years that integrators in multiple channels must be
equalized to prevent problems of the type just described. Figure 8.7 illustrates one
approach to equalization. The two integrator outputs are differenced, multiplied by a gain
k, and passed back to the integrator inputs. This gain does not change the input/output
behavior (i.e., the output is still the integral of the input). This new realization is still
nonminimal, but instead of a nonminimal mode at the origin, the nonminimal mode is
now at location -k+jO. This implies that k must be positive for internal stability. Because
this equalization requires communication between the outputs of the two channels and
additional inputs to the integrators, it is called a cross-channel data link.

Note that if the compensator poles are in the left half plane, then no cross-channel data
link is necessary because the nonminimal modes are stable and will decay on their own
without a cross channel data link. On the other hand, compensator poles in the right
half plane would require equalization and cross-channel data links to achieve internal
stability.

It is also necessary to provide the equalization for every compensator mode that is not
sufficiently well damped. Thus, a small pole in the left half plane may warrant equal-
ization even if it is stable and its time constant is long. Even integrators that are not a
part of the feedback loop require equalization, which includes integrators associated with
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trim or coolie-hat buttons.

There are many other ways to accomplish equalization, and this is an important part of

any practical design.
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Part III

Methodology Specific
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Part III Overview

In this part of the guidelines, the specifics of three multivariable control methodologies
are detailed.

The first is eigenstructure synthesis, the second is dynamic inversion, and the third is
is-synthesis.
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Section 9

Eigenstructure Assignment Control

In this section, we present a general method for designing controllers using eigenstructure
assignment and the framework shown in Figure 9.1. We first select the desired closed-
loop eigenstructure to meet MIL-STD-1797 flying qualities requirements for closed-loop
frequency and damping of the various dynamic modes. We next design an output feed-
back gain matrix to meet the desired eigenstructure requirements. We then add integral
control to improve robustness to modelling errors and disturbances. Next, we prescribe
tracking requirements in terms of three controlled variables that correspond to the de-
sired response from lateral and longitudinal stick and rudder pedals. Finally, we design
a dynamic feedforward compensator to achieve the desired controlled variable response.

We used several eigenstructure assignment references in developing the methods described
in this section [Sobel 1985a, Sobel/Lallman 1988, Lallman 1985, Srinathkumar 1979, Smith 1991,
Sobel 1987, Garrard 1989].

Controller development takes the following steps:

1. Choose Controlled Variables and Desired Response: For this first step, we
choose a variable for each piloted control input. Conventionally, this ties lateral
stick, longitudinal stick, and rudder pedals to a variable (or blend of variables) for
the roll, pitch, and yaw axes, respectively. The controlled variable must reflect the
pilot's control desires for handling qualities in each axis. Eigenstructure assign-
ment assumes the existence of a precompensator to develop the controlled variable
commands, as described in Section 10.4.

2. Develop Model: In this step, we define an aircraft model using the equations of
motion given in Section 4.1. The eigenstructure design method requires a simple lin-
ear model of the dynamics. Thus, we separate longitudinal and lateral/directional
models and ignore high-frequency dynamics such as actuator and sensor dynamics.

controlled

co• Feedforward -04 Plant repne no-• Gain

Compensator model repne Irotog 8 Matrx

Figure 9.1: Eigenstructure Control Law Framework.
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Finally, we reduce the dimension of the model input and develop a model of the
controlled variable response for incorporating integral control.

3. Design Eigenstructure Feedback: The desired closed-loop eigenstructure con-
sists of the desired modes (or eigenvalues) for the closed-loop aircraft and controller,
along with the eigenvectors associated with these modes. We first choose the de-
sired eigenvalues to meet requirements for the specific aircraft and flight condition.
Desired eigenvectors associated with these modes need not change for different air-
craft or flight conditions because these eigenvectors are simply representations of
the basic aircraft modes. Next, we choose an eigenvalue for the pole associated
with integral control. Once the desired eigenstructure is defined, we compute the
feedback gain matrix using the eigenstructure synthesis algorithm.

4. Design Feedforward Compensator: On.'e the feedback control is designed, we
compute the closed-loop transfer function. We design the feedforward compensator
by performing a state-space division of the achieved closed-loop transfer function
into the desired closed-loop transfer function. Finally, we simplify the high-order
feedforward compensator that results from this design using model reduction.

We now elaborate on each of these basic steps.

9.1 Controlled Variables and Desired Response

We discussed controlled variable development at length in Section 5 of the Flight Control
Specific part of this document. To develop controlled variable commands, the eigenstruc-
ture assignment method assumes that a precompensator exists, as will be described in
Section 10.4.

The desired response of the controlled variables (LCV, MCV, NCV) to their respec-
tive commands (LCVnd, MCVd, NCVd) will be needed later in Section 9.4.1. For
simplicity, we assume that a simple lag with a break frequency of 2.5 rad/sec is a good
candidate for desired tracking response for each oi the three variables; that is:

/ CV ) =H(s)- 2.5 (9.1)
CVcmd desired s+2.5

9.2 Model Development

This section describes aircraft models necessary for the eigenstructure controller design.
We discuss the longitudinal and lateral-directiona' models separately.
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9.2.1 Linear State-Space Models

Linear state-space models must assume the form:

i = AxC Bu (9.2)

where x E R, u E Rm, A E Rxn, B E •R'", C E •R-, r is the number of outputs,
and m the number of control inputs. We separate models for longitudinal and lateral-
directional dynamics. These models should include only the outputs that are available to
the controller for feedback, and these outputs must be linearly independent. (See Section
4.1 for a development of linear state-space equations of motion.)

Note that the eigenstructure synthesis method requires that there be no D matrix in the
state-space equations. We know of no references that describe an algorithm for non-zero
D, and we have been unable to derive one that works. When using a sensor, such as an
accelerometer, that includes a D term in the model, a simple work around that eliminates
this term is to pass the sensor signal through a low-pass filter with a break frequency
that is well beyond desired loop bandwidth. The eigenvalue associated with this filter
should be left unassigned in the eigenstructure.

A common state vector for the longitudinal axis is

Xiong = [q a V 7 ]T (9.3)

which was discussed in some depth in Section 4.1.1. We can eliminate the last two states
associated with phugoid motion for the design since they have little impact on controlled
variable response or short-period stabilization of the aircraft.

A common state vector for the lateral-directional axes is

Xiatdir = [p r P (9.4)

which, once again, was discussed at length in Section 4.1.1.

9.2.2 Augmenting With Integrators

Integral action on the controlled variable can help to reduce tracking errors and pro-
vide additional robustness to modelling errors and disturbances. To achieve this using
eigenstructure assignment, we augment the aircraft model with an integrator, or multiple
integrators when we have more than one controlled variable. As Figure 9.2 shows, the
input to each integrator is a controlled variable. For the lateral-directional case, which
has two controlled variables, we add two integrators.

For the final implementation, we again add back these same integrators to the feedback
controller. The inputs to the integrators in the controller are the controlled variable
errors, not just the controlled variables themselves, as illustrated in Figure 9.3.
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Figure 9.3: Augmented Controller for Implementation.

9.3 Eigenstructure Assignment

Eigenstructure assignment allows the control designer to place closed-loop modes of the
aircraft in desired "directions" and frequencies. Standard aircraft requirements easily
lend themselves to the desired eigenstructure framework because they commonly specify
frequency and damping for basic modes. The feedback gain matrix is computed in a
straightforward manner from the aircraft model and the desired eigenstructure.

9.3.1 Desired Eigenstructure

The first step in designing an feedback controller using eigenstructure assignment is to
choose the desired eigenstructure, which we accomplish by choosing a set of desired
eigenvalues and a matching set of eigenvectors. In Section 9.3.3.1, we will show that the
eigenvector corresponding to a given eigenvalue can be chosen from an m dimensional
subspace, where m is the number of independent control inputs. In general, arbitrary
selection of an eigenvector is not possible. Two basic approaches can be used to resolve
this: (1) partial specification of the desired eigenvector, or 2) projecting the desired
eigenvector onto the achievable subspace. In practice, we often mix these two methods.
There is no need to specify an eigenvector for every eigenvalue. Leaving some eigenvectors
(or some of their elements) free allows the projection of the desired eigenvector onto the
achievable subspace to give an achievable eigenvector that better meets requirements.

The basic modes of an aircraft are standard: longitudinal short period, phugoid, dutch
roll, roll subsidence, and spiral. Thus, desired eigenvectors need not be modified for dif-
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Figure 9.4: Desired Eigenvectors and Candidate Eigenvalues.

ferent applications. Desired frequencies (i.e., eigenvalues) for these modes, on the other
hand, may well vary across different aircraft and/or flight conditions. Figure 9.4 illus-
trates (candidate) desired eigenvalues Ad along with desired eigenvectors Vd for both the
longitudinal and lateral-directional axes. Here "x" denotes an entry that is unconstrained
(i.e., arbitrary), whereas all other values (including "0") denote hard eigenvector con-
straints. The states xP, Xq, x, are those associated with integral control of LCV, MCV,

NCV, respectively.

The specific format chosen for specifying the desired eigenstructure matrix for computer
implementation is slightly different from that suggested in Figure 9.4. To avoid nonnu-
meric input, all arbitrary elements are actually entered as zeros rather than the x's shown.
Unfortunately, this introduces an ambiguity between arbitrary eigenvector elements and
those that are to be explicitly assigned the value 0. To avoid this ambiguity, we introduce
two additional quantities. We first define a row vector N,, whose individual elements N3,
specify the number of entries in each eigenvector Vid that are to be explicitly assigned, as
Figure 9.5 shows. Next, we define another matrix N whose columns Ni specify the state
indices corresponding to the entries in Vd that are to be assigned, also shown in Figure
9.5. With these definitions, the algorithm to be described in Section 9.3.3 carries out the
design.

In the subsections that follow, we describe the standard aircraft modes listed above in
the context of desired eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
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Figure 9.5: Number and Indices of Eigenvector Entries.

9.3.1.1 Short Period

Short-period motion of an aircraft involves an oscillation between the pitch rate q and
the angle of attack a. Velocity and flight-path angle should change very little during
this motion. The two eigenvectors for the short period are chosen to place the motion
into the q and a states, and keep the V and -y response minimal. The selection of one
eigenvector with (q = 1, a = arbitrary) and the second with (q = arbitrary, a = 1)
couples the motion for this eigenvalue pair with the states q and a. We assign the V and
-1 elements of both eigenvectors to zero to reflect our desire that the short period mode
not affect these states.

9.3.1.2 Phugoid

Phugoid motion involves an oscillation between velocity V and flight-path angle -y. This
mode is usually slow enough that the pilot can control it. The motions of q and a due
to this mode should remain small. We choose the two eigenvectors for this mode so as
to couple the V and -y states together while minimizing q and a motions.

9.3.1.3 Dutch Roll

Dutch roll motion is an oscillation between yaw rate r and sideslip angle 0. At high
angles of attack, it is desirable that the oscillation be relative to stability-axis yaw rate
r. rather than body-axis yaw rate r. We choose the two eigenvectors to place the mode
into r, and 8l while holding the response in the bank angle IL to a minimum. We use
equations 9.5 and 9.6, which define p, and rs, to form the desired eigenvectors in terms
of p and r to provide motion in the directions of tie stability axes. In equation 9.6, with

p, = 0, the desired quantities for p and r can be read from the second column of the
matrix.
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[pi cos(a) sin(a) p](.5r, L -sin(a) cos(a) r

[p] cos(a) - sin(ce) 1 p. (9.6)
rJ sin(a) cos(a) ][r.

9.3.1.4 Roll Subsidence

The roll subsidence mode represents the decay of rolling velocity. It is typically measured
in the body axes as the first-order decay of roll rate p. At high angles of attack, it is
desirable that this motion be relative to stability-axis roll rate p,, rather than body axes
roll rate p. To do so, we use equation 9.6, with r, = 0, to form the desired eigenvectors,
much like was done for dutch roll. The roll subsidence mode should not contribute to/3,
but the roll angle y can be arbitrary.

9.3.1.5 Spiral

The spiral mode represents the decay of roll angle. This mode is usually slow enough
that the pilot can control it. We choose the eigenvector with p and r entries arbitrary
to allow motions necessary to roll the vehicle about the stability roll axis. This mode
should not affect the sideslip angle P3, so that entry is set to zero.

9.3.1.6 Integrator Modes

It is not obvious how to pick eigenvectors associated with integral action. The controlled
variables contribute primarily to high-frequency motions, such as p, q, r, but also in-
clude terms with a, P3, p, and even the phugoid states. Candidate selections for these
eigenvectors appear in Figure 9.4.

9.3.2 Basics of Eigenstructure Assignment

Consider the state-space system of equations given in 9.2 with feedback control law

u = Ky (9.7)

Assume that the system described by (A, B, C) is controllable and observable and that
B and C are full rank. Using output feedback, the achievable eigenstructure is limited by
the dimensions of the control inputs (m) and the sensor outputs (r). A total of max(m, r)
closed-loop eigenvalues can be assigned, and the associated eigenvectors can be selected
from a min(m, r)-dimensional subspace.
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In typical flight control applications, r > m, so that r eigenvalues can be assigned and
the eigenvectors can be arbitrarily chosen from an m-dimensional subspace. Note, in par-
ticular, that the longitudinal axis typically has only one effective control, so eigenvector
directions cannot be assigned for each eigenvalue chosen because the achievable subspace
is only one-dimensional. The desired eigenvectors in this case do not affect the feedback
gain matrix computed.

9.3.3 Eigenstructure Synthesis

Once the model and the desired eigenstructure have been defined, we can compute the
feedback gain matrix using a straightforward algorithm described below (derived from
[Sobel 1985a]).

Output feedback eigenstructure assignment allows the placement of r eigenvalues of the
closed-loop system with little control over the remaining n-r eigenvalues, which may well
be unstable. We must be careful in selecting eigenvalues and eigenvectors and diligent
in analyzing the resulting system to ensure that stability and performance requirements
are met. If available, additional sensor outputs may aid in achieving a more complete
assignment of closed-loop eigenvalues.

For complex eigenvalues, the computations below require complex arithmetic. Alterna-
tive computer algorithms using real arithmetic are also possible when complex arithmetic
is not available [Sobel 1985a].

9.3.3.1 Step 1: Achievable Eigenvectors

In this first step, we determine the achievable eigenvectors. For the system described
by equation 9.2, the achievable m-dimensional eigenvector subspace for the i-th desired
eigenvalue A4 is

Li = (A dI- A)-'B (9.8)

We first select the rows from both the achievable and desired eigenvector subspaces that
correspond to the entries in the i-th column of the matrix N (recall Figure 9.5):

Li = selection(Li, Ni) (9.9)

1i = selection(V d, N,) (9.10)

For example, if the fifth eigenvector contains only two constrained entries, say the second
and fourth entries, then L,5 consists of the second and fourth rows of L5, and 15 consists
of the second and fourth entries of V5 (recall Vd from Figure 9.4).

We next compute the achievable eigenvector VAi by projecting the desired eigenvector
onto the achievable eigenvector subspace:

VA1 = 1L p, (9.11)
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where pi is a projection vector that is determined by a least squares error fit:
{ L(LT)-tN,, < m

A (9.12)

Repeating the above procedure for each eigenvalue/eigenvector pair, we assemble the
achievable eigenvectors into a matrix:

V = [VAI VA2 ... VA,] (9.13)

9.3.3.2 Step 2: Similarity Transformation

In this second step, we apply a similarity transformation to simplify computations. First,
we perform a singular value decomposition on the B matrix:

B = UEVT (9.14)

Next, we define a transformation matrix T by augmenting the B matrix with the last
n - m columns of its left singular vectors:

T = [B Um+i ... Un] (9.15)

This choice makes T invertable, assuming B is full rank, and ensures that

T ['I-]= 1 (9.16)

Finally, we compute the transformed state-space matrices:

A = T-1A T (9.17)

i3=TB= [= I ] (9.18)

C=CT (9.19)

so that the transformed achievable eigenvectors become

r = T-1V (9.20)

9.3.3.3 Step 3: Feedback Gain Matrix

In this last step, we evaluate the feedback gain matrix. We first scale the first m rows
of each transformed eigenvector by its associated eigenvalue and assemble them into a
matrix:

Z = [A'zi ... A z,] (9.21)
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where the z, are the first m elements of the transformed eigenvector Vi. Next, we select
the first m rows of the transformed A matrix:

A1 = first m rows of A (9.22)

Finally, we compute the feedback gain matrix using

K = real [(Z - AV)f(CV)-'] (9.23)

9.4 Feedforward Compensation

Recall that the feedback compensator is designed to meet the desired natural frequen-
cies (or modes) of the system and to ensure good stability margins. The feedforward
compensator, on the other hand, is designed to provide good tracking response to pilot
commands.

The method to be described in this section assumes that the feedforward compensator
requires dynamics to meet tracking requirements. If the inner-loop control system is
designed with tracking requirements in mind, it may suffice to design a constant gain
feedforward compensator. One method for designing such a feedforward gain matrix
[Broussard 1978] has been used by other investigators [Sobel 1985b, Smith 1991]. We
do not recommend this method because it is generally better to design the feedback
controller for desired closed-loop properties and achieve desired tracking response with
precompensation.

The first step in designing the feedforward coml. ensator is to develop the closed-loop
transfer functions from the AS and CV,d inputs to the CV output with the feedforward
compensator removed or set to zero. These two transfer functions, denoted by G, and G2

in Figure 9.6, should not include unnecessary high frequency dynamics, such as actuator
and sensor dynamics. Moreover, they should have first- or second-order rolloff at high
frequency to allow computation of the feedforward compensator using state-space division
(to be described in Section 9.4.2).

9.4.1 Desired Tracking Response

Let H denote the desired tracking response from the controlled variable command CV md
to the controlled variable response CV in Figure 9.6. Then, for F to be realizable, H
must have a high-frequency rolloff rate at least as great as that for G, and G2.

A simple lag with break frequency at 2.5 rad/sec was suggested earlier as a good candidate
for the desired tracking response:

_2.5

H(s) 2.5 (9.24)
s+2.5
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C c

CVcmd = CVG =H(.5
Figure 9.6: Framework for Design of Feedforward C ompensator.

9.4.2 Feedforward Compensator Computation

We choose the feedforward compensator such that the closed-loop-command response
matches the desired response. From Figure 9.6, the transfer function from CV.d to CV
is:

CV d(s) =GIF + G2 = H (9.25)

Solving for F gives
F = G•I(H - G2) (9.26)

provided G, is invertable. When G, is not invertable, F is not directly computable. But,
if (H - G2) has a rolloff rate greater than or equal to that for G1, we can still compute
F using state-space division [Enns 1984].

9.4.3 Model Reduction

The feedforward compensator F computed by state-space division is typically high order
having many internal pole/zero cancellations and should be reduced using model reduc-
tion techniques. One method for obtaining a minimal realization using internal balancing
[Enns 1984] is discussed in Appendix B, Section B.1.

Figure 9.7 shows the complete controller implementation.
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Figure 9.7: Feedforward/Feedback Controller Implementation.

9.5 Example

We here present a numerical example to help clarify the steps in the eigenstructure
assignment method just described. The aircraft model is for an F-16 MATV model and
the flight condition is for Mach 0.375, 40,000 feet altitude, and 45 deg angle of attack.

We develop control designs separately for the longitudinal and lateral-directional axes.

9.5.1 Longitudinal Example

The linear model for longitudinal-axis dynamics is

[ -0.2461 0.6399 .000376 0.0& [0.9838 0.0356 -. 000347 0.05327 a

-5.647 -33.754 -0.1195 -25.56 V
0.0162 -0.0356 .000347 -. 05327

-0.2086 -0.2086 -0.9413 1 bHt1

+ -0.00569 -0.00569 -. 008169 J HtrJ (9.27)+ 4.772 -4.772 -3.426 6•TVCý

0.00569 0.00569 0.008169

q 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
a 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 q
V 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 a

MCV 1.0 0.1068 -. 000046 0.02561 V
nzcg 0.2492 0.3221 0.005415 0.0

Lnzaccel 0.1387 0.6094 0.005585 0.0
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0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 r
0.0 0.0 0.0 , t(

+ 0.0 0.0 0.0 [S I (9.28)
0.1508 0.1508 0.1410 'bTVCZ

0.0572 0.0572 -. 2816

Control effectors for the longitudinal axis include left and right horizontal tail (b/t•, '/Htr)
and longitudinal thrust vectoring (bTvc,,). Outputs of interest include all of the states
except -y plus normal acceleration at the cg and accelerometer locations.

Additionally, the model includes actuator dynamics approximated by simple lag filters
for each control input, with a break frequency of 30 rad/sec.

The desired controlled variable response is given by a simple lag.

MCVdesired 25 ( MCV, H(s) MCV,,,,d (9.29)

We reduce the control dimension by a simple ganging of the two horizontal tails and the
thrust vectoring as follows:

[ t,1 30.0 1
bnt, 30.0 j- WS (9.30)

hrvcZ 20.0

These ganging coefficients were chosen to allow all three effectors to reach their maximum
deflection limit when 6 is one, while assisting one another in providing pitch moment.

Outputs appropriate for feedback include q, a, V, and f MCV.

Thus, the state-space model used for the eigenstructure assignment is

[-0.2461 0.6399 .000376 0.0 0.0 q -31.34
.0.9838 0.0356 -. 000347 3.05327 0.0 a -0.5049

I" = -5.647 -- 33.754 -0.1195 -25.56 0.0 V + -354.8 b

J 0.0162 -0.035 6  .000347 - .
0 53 2 7 0.0 7 0.5049

f MCV 1.0 0.1068 -. 000046 0.02561 0.0 f MCV 0.0
(9.31)

r q 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.01 q 1
S0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 a

V = 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 V (9.32)

fMCV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 I JC
f MCVJ

Section 9.3.1 described the desired eigenstructure. Because there are only four outputs
in the model, only four eigenvalues can be assigned. Therefore, we choose to ignore the
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second half of the phugoid mode, which means that the closed-loop phugoid mode will
not be precisely placed where it is desired.

The eigenstructure synthesis algorithm produces the following feedback controller for the
model given in equations 9.31 and 9.32:

K = [ 0.2032 0.2214 -0.001401 0.2518] (9.33)

In terms of the original model given by equations 9.27 and 9.28, the controller is

[30.01 [6.098 6.644 -0.04204 7.556 1
K =,.ig 30.0 K = 6.098 6.644 -0.04204 7.556 (9.34)

20.0 4.065 4.429 -0.02803 5.037

We next develop a state-space description for the closed-loop transfer functions G1 and
G2 using the methods presented in Section 9.4 from the open-loop state-space description
(equations 9.31 and 9.32) and the controller (equation 9.33):

-6.617 -6.302 0.04431 0 -7.895 -31.34 0
0.8811 -. 07624 0.00036 0.05327 -. 1271 -. 5049 0

MCV_ -77.78 -112.3 0.3779 -25.56 -89.38 -354.8 0 [ 1A ]

Mo0.1188 0.0762 -0.00036 -. 05327 0.1271 0.5049 0 [oCV
1 0.1068 -. 000046 0.02561 0 0 -1
1 0.1068 -. 000046 0.02561 0 0 0

(9.35)

We generate the feedforward compensator using state-space division, as described in
Section 9.4, followed by pole/zero cancellation, to give

F(s) = (-0.07968) (s + 0.06682)(s + 0.4835)(s 2 + 2(0.5927)(2.243)s + (2.243)2) (9.36)
(s + 0.1989)(s + 2.5)(s2 + 2(0.3633)(0.08048)s + (0.08048)2)

Finally, we construct the complete compensator by assembling the dynamic feedforward
compensator F(s), the static feedback gain K, and the ganging matrix W, as Figure 9.7
illustrates.

Figure 9.8 shows closed-loop system response to a step command in MCV.

9.5.2 Lateral-Directional Example

The linear model for lateral-directional axes dynamics is

3 -0.7437 0.5440 -2.749 0.0 0.0 p
÷ 0.1584 -0.2160 -1.149 0.0 0.0 rI-- 0.7070 -0.7070 -0.01705 0.0875 0.0 P3

S1.0 0.1386 0.0 0.0 0.0 fI A y [0.7071 -0.7071 -0.007479 0.07067 -0.1 J XNCV
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Figure 9.8: Closed-Loop Response to Longitudinal (MCV) Step Input.
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0.8153 -0.0003738 0.3234 -0.004691
-0.1595 -0.06637 -0.1655 -0.8330 [ 6(

+ 0.0 0.0 0.002820 0.01249 (9.37)
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8T.

0.0 0.0 0.4118 1.824 6TVC 1 J

p 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 p

r 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 r
= 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 (9.38)

LCV 0.7071 0.7071 0.0 0.0 0.0
NCV -0.7071 0.7071 -2.482 -0.07067 0.1 XNCV j

where XNCV is a state associated with the computation of NCV. Additionally, the
model includes actuator dynamics approximated by simple lag filters for each control
input, with a break frequency at 30 rad/sec. Note that the control inputs have already
been partially ganged to form two effective ailerons: differential tail (6,) and differential
wing flaps (6f). The other control inputs include rudder (b,), and lateral thrust vectoring
(,STvc,). Outputs of interest include all of the states except A plus LCV and NCV.

The desired controlled variable responses are giveu by simple lags:
[ LCVdesired 2 0 1 (9.39)

s+.5 2. ]= ~s (9.39)[ NCVdesir+' J 0 2.5 NCVmd NCVcd J

We reduce the control dimension using the pseudo-control method described in Section
6.2. We choose scaling matrices to stress rolling and yawing moments (the first and
second rows of B) and to scale control inputs by their maximum values.

"1 0 0 0

S,= 01 0 0 (9.40)
0 0 0 E

50 0 0 0

0 10 0 0 (
S,.=A ,,= [0 0 30 0 (9.41)

0 00 s15
where e = 10'6. This results in the control ganging law:

[ -48.35 -5.911 1
&P -0.03424 0.5148 W (9.42)1 , -7.391 6.289

'TVC' -0.9671 14.53
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Outputs appropriate for feedback here include p, v, fl, f LCV, and f NCV.

Thus, the state-space model used for the eigenstructure assignment is

p -0.7437 0.5440 -2.749 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 p
S0.1584 -0.2160 -1.149 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 r

/3 0.7070 -0.7070 -0.01705 0.08752 0.0 0.0 0.0 /3
S= 1.0 0.1386 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 p

f LCV 0.7071 0.7071 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 f LCV
fNlvCV -0.7071 0.7071 -2.482 -0.07067 0.0 0.0 0.1 fNCV
XLCV 0.7071 -0.7071 -0.007479 0.07067 0.0 0.0 -0.1 XNCV

-41.806 -2.853
9.744 -12.24

-0.03292 0.1993
+ [. ]. 9.3

0.0 0.0

-4.808 29.11

p 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.01 r
r 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 /3
f = 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 P (9.44)

f LCV 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 f LCV
I NCV j 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.01 f NCV

XNCV

Section 9.3.1 described the desired eigenstructure. Because there are only five outputs
in the model, only five eigenvalues can be assigned. Thus, the spiral mode is ignored.

Here again, we used the eigenstructure synthesis algorithm to produce the following
feedback controller for the model given in equations 9.43 and 9.44:

K 0.08044 -0.05174 0.1092 -0.03204 -0.1784] (9.45)[ -0.1671 0.4164 -0.8528 0.2256 0.7992

In terms of the original model given by equations 9.37 and 9.38, the controller is

-2.901 0.04063 -0.2405 0.2152 3.904
-0.0888 0.2161 -0.4428 0.1172 0.4175 (9.46)= W K = -1.645 3.001 -6.171 1.656 6.345 9

-2.507 6.104 -12.50 3.312 11.79
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We next develop a state-space description for the closed-loop transfer functions G1 and
G2 again using the methods presented in Section 9.4 from the open-loop state-space
description (equations 9.43 and 9.44) and the controller (equation 9.45):

Once again, we generate the feedforward compensator using state-space division, as de-
scribed in Section 9.4, and simplify the compensator using internal balancing.

Finally, we assemble the complete compensator from the elements just defined according
to Figure 9.7.

Figures 9.9 and 9.10 show closed-loop system response to step commands in LCV and
NCV.
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Figure 9.9: Closed-Loop Response to Lateral (LCV) Step Input.
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Section 10

Dynamic Inversion Control

In this section, we present a dynamic inversion control law. Figure 10.1 illustrates the
general control law structure. The Precompensation block takes pilot inputs and creates
commands, LCVcmd, MCV-d, NCV-, for the feedback loop. The three controlled
variables signals, LCV, MCV, NCV, represent the variables we wish to control in the
roll, pitch, and yaw axes, respectively. They are a blend of various sensed quantities and
are formed in the Controlled Variable Definition block. In the Signal Shaping block, we
specify the desired characteristics of the controlled variables. The outputs of this shaping

•des M dVe
block are desired values for the derivatives of the controlled variables, LCV , MCV
NCVdes. These desired signals are fed to the Dynamic Inversion/Effector Allocation
block, whose purpose is to generate actuator commands that achieve the desired aircraft
responses. The net effect of the combination of dynamic inversion and aircraft dynamics

is that the transfer functions from the desired responses (LCVd, MCV , NCV )
to the controlled variables (LCV, MCV, NCV) reduce to three pure integrations, as
Figure 10.2 illustrates. That is, the actual controlled variable rate equals the desired rate
within bandwidth and control-power constraints and airframe modeling accuracies.

A general step-by-step approach to implement a dynamic inversion control law of the
form described above is:

1. Choose Controlled Variables: In this first step, we choose a variable for each
pilot control input. Conventionally, this ties lateral stick, longitudinal stick, and
rudder pedals to a variable or blend of variables in the roll, pitch, and yaw axes,
respectively. Two issues are particularly important at this stage: First, controlled
variables must reflect the pilot's control desires in each axis to meet handling qual-
ities objectives. Second, open-loop responses to controlled variables must have no
right-half-plane .zeros. Because open-loop zeros become closed-loop poles with dy-
namic inversion control laws [Morton 1993], we must select controlled variables so
as to avoid unstable open-loop zeros, as was discussed at length in Section 5.

2. Develop Model: In this step, we define a practical aircraft model. Equations of
motions are straightforward and were presented in Section 4.1.1.3. Because data
tables associated with the high-fidelity aerodynamic models are often large and
cumbersome, we require simplified models (including thrust characteristics) that
can run in real time.

3. Choose Desired Dynamics: In this step, we specify desired characteristics for all
controlled variables. In our application of th• technique, the dynamic inversion part
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Figure 10.1: General Dynamic Inversion Contructure.
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Figure 10.2: Basic Principle of Dynamic Inversion Control.
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of the control law, together with the open-loop aircraft dynamics, ideally produces
integrations in all axes (see Figure 10.2). Thus, given our discussion of feedback
fundamentals in Section 2, the choice of desired dynamics is reasonably simple.

4. Dynamic Inversion: Here we model forces and moments corresponding to current
aerodynamic, gravitational, and inertial contributions as functions of measured
state variables. We then command forces and moments to create desired net forces
and moments, taking into account the current forces and moments.

5. Precompensation: In this step, we tune the handling qualities of the specific
aircraft. For example, we define stick and rudder pedal gains and shapes. This is
not a multivariable task per se within the dynamic inversion framework. Through
an F-18 HARV example, we show how some performance requirements relate to
precompensator parameters.

In the remainder of this section, we discuss critical aspects associated with most of these
steps.

10.1 Models

The primary modeling task for the dynamic inversion control law is the computation of
time derivatives for the three controlled variables: V = (LCV, MCV, NCV).

As Section 10.3 will show, the dynamic inversion control approach relies on a control
effectiveness matrix, which is given by the partial derivatives (with respect to control
effectors) of the time derivatives for the three controlled variables. Because closed-form
solutions for this control effectiveness matrix are seldom readily available, we often com-
pute them numerically: That is, compute the change in V when each control effector
is perturbed from its nominal value. For the remainder of this subsection, we restrict
ourselves to the computation of V.

Because controlled variables V are expressed in terms of state variables x, we can express
Vas

OV(x) X (10.1)

ax at
We derive 8V(x)/ax analytically and code it in software, whereas the quantity ax/8t
is given by the aircraft six-degree-of-freedom equations of motion presented in Section
4.1.1.3 (the flight path state variables set). (It is also advantageous to have the equations
of motion internal to the control law because certain limiters rely on models for p, q, r,
or &.)

We compute aerodynamic forces and moments that drive the equations of motion by
interpolation over the full aerodynamic database. Similarly, we compute thrust forces
and moments from special engine and thrust models supplied by the engine contractors.
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To make real-time control-law implementation practical, we must have simplified models.
One method of generating such simplified models is with the following least-squares
technique.

In its most general form, we can express the complete aerodynamic database such that
aero coefficients are functions of several variables:

Ck = fk(a, #Ip, q, r, 6a, 6,6, M, h,&) (10.2)

where k = D (drag), Y (side force), L (lift), f (roll), m (pitch), and n (yaw). For many
applications, we can neglect & effects. For strictly low-subsonic applications, Mach effects
may also be small. In addition, altitude effects are often negligible. For the purpose of
illustrating the least-squares technique, let us assume that & = 0, altitude effects are
small, and Mach effects are significant. Then, an approximation for the aero coefficients
is

Ck = f•(r,3,p,q,r,6,4,4,M) (10.3)

Now, we specify a particular form for the desired model by assuming that it is nonlinear
in a and M and linear in the other variables:

Ck = Cko(a,M) + CkA(Q,M)i3 + Ck,(ca,M)2--p+ Ckq,(a,M)-f-q

+ Ckr(a,M)ý2-r+Ck 6.(a,M)6a+Ck6•(aM)6e+Cklr(aM)4' (10.4)

which has the vector form

Cko (a, M) T 1

Ckp(a, M)
Ck'(a M) b9•

Ck Ck(,M) b2 (10.5)
Ckr (a, M) b-r

Cka ( a, M)
Ck6e (a,M) 4
Ck6r (a, M) _ r

or, more simply
Ck = Ck(a,M)7 (10.6)

where 77 is the vector of independent variables.

Now, at every (ai, Mj) pair required to cover the flight envelope, we choose to minimize
the following squared-error function over all N combinations of P, p, q, r, 6a, 8e, 6r:

1 N
Jk(ai, MA) = 2Y [Ck - Ck(Cei, Mir]2  (10.7)

Minimizing cost function Jk leads to the solution

Ck(ai, Mi) = [ 7r] [>,CklT] (10.8)
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which, as the subscripts imply, must be solved once for each of the six linear variables
(corresponding to k = D, Y, L, t, m, n) and once for each nonlinear (as, M1 ) pair
desired. We interpolate over the array of Ck(ai, Mi) values and use the resulting values
from equation 10.4 to get the total coefficients. The resulting array of Ck(ai, Mi) should
be small enough for onboard use and storage.

A further simplification that we commonly use is to assume that the three longitudinal
coefficients are functions only of a, Mach, and the other longitudinal independent vari-
ables, whereas the three lateral-directional coefficients are functions only of a, Mach, and
the lateral-directional independent variables. That is, we assume a least-squares models
for aero coefficients of the form:

Cki = fl(a,M,q,) (10.9)
Ck2 = fk 2(&,MIirb.,4)

where kl = D (drag), L (lift), and m (pitch) and k2 = Y (side force), i (roll), and n
(yaw).

In any case, we must check the resulting least-squares model for validity against the
full-database model throughout the flight envelope. If linear fits do not accurately model
coefficient data, we must modify the model form. For example, in modeling engine drag
terms for the F-18 HARV, we used a least-squares fit to a model of the bilinear form:

1
h
M

Do.9 = [A, Dh Dm Dhh Dhm Dmm] h (10.10)

hM

The flowchart of Figure 10.3 presents an outline of the modeling process for dynamic
inversion control law development. Section 10.5 spells out data requirements.

10.2 Desired Dynamics

Two sets of variables feed into the Signal Shaping block of Figure 10.1: three controlled
variable commands that are the outputs of the precompensation operations (to be dis-
cussed in Section 10.4), and three controlled variables that are the outputs of operations
described in Section 5. This block defines the dynamic behavior we wish control variables
to follow in tracking their commands.

Because we have chosen to use dynamic inversion in a manner such that the resulting
transfer functions from the three desired CVs to the three CVs approximate integra-
tors, control variables are decoupled as are the filters in the 3 x 3 desired dynamics
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Figure 10.3: Modeling Steps for Dynamic Inversion Control.

block. Thus, the multivariable design is effectively reduced to three single-loop designs.
Nevertheless, we must still follow general design principles for multivariable control and
perform multivariable control analyses.

Figure 10.4 presents a general flow chart for developing the desired dynamics part of
the control law. We suggest the use of a proportional-plus-integral (P+I) filter in each
of the controlled variable paths. We will discuss the suggested P+I compensation that
was used on the HARV program shortly, but first we we address some issues to consider
during development of the Desired Dynamics block.

10.2.1 Bandwidth Reduction

Real-time simulation efforts have shown that there are advantages to reducing the band-
width gain, KB, in a particular axis when the control surfaces associated with that axis
are limited (either rate or position). Logic to implement decay of KB to some fraction
of its nominal value, as well as first-order growth of KB back to its nominal value after
controls come off their limits, is one possible solution.
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10.2.2 Other Choices

Other options beyond the P+I network are also possible. Note that P+I provides high
low-frequency loop gain, good high-frequency attenuation, and a link to classical control
ideas. As such, it has the advantage that it is easily tunable. For example, second-order
responses are possible by simply changing gains or using a simple precompensation filter.

Using a simple gain for desired dynamics does not necessarily provide integral action in
the presence of model errors. Thus, desensitization and disturbance rejection may be
compromised.

Some investigators have experimented with design techniques such as Ho to provide ad-
ditional robustness. But, because the feedback control is effectively around an integrator
and is single-loop, the additional complexity seems unwarranted.

10.2.3 Suggested Dynamics

Currently, we suggest that desired dynamics be identical for each of the three axes and
consist of a first-order pole at 2.5 rad/sec (or time constant of 0.4 sec).

We can achieve these desired dynamics using the architecture of Figure 8.1. Note that
we use a proportional-plus-integral network with proportional command path gain of 0.5
to achieve a net first-order response. As the figure suggests, the resulting closed-loop
dynamics are critically dependant on the dynamic inversion routine inverting aircraft
equations of motion to produce an integration from desired controlled variable rate to
the controlled variable. This integration, together with the integrator on the error signal,
results in the second-order closed-loop transfer function:

CV ½KBs + K 2 s+!KB KB
= 2 ý ` 4 BK B - - 2 - 2 (10.11)C ~~ S2 +KB + !KB2 2K (+.IKB) 2  S + IKB-- 4 2 2 K

Note that this transfer function has one real zero and two real poles at -IKB. The
resulting cancellation of one of the real poles by the zero leaves a first-order transfer
function.

The loop transfer function for the desired dynamics, together with the pure integrator
ideally resulting from dynamic inversion, is !KBlS at low frequencies and KB/s above
w = KB/4 to provide adequate phase margin at the crossover frequency of w = KB.
Thus, we may interpret the gain KB as the bandwidth (or crossover frequency) of the
loop transfer function. The transfer function continues to rolloff at high frequencies
(w > KB). We choose KB = 5 to give an open-loop crossover frequency (and approximate
bandwidth) of 5 rad/sec. Based on our experience, this choice is a practically achievable
value for a fighter-class aircraft flight control system in the presence of higher-order
dynamics and associated filtering.
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The resulting closed-loop command response pole at !KB = 2.5 rad/sec is compatible
with accepted handling qualities requirements. As an additional note, although the
integrator on the error signal may appear unnecessary given the integration produced
by the dynamic inversion, the ability to achieve a "perfect" inversion (and hence a pure
integration) is limited by modeling errors, actuator dynamics that are unaccounted for,
delays, etc. Thus the integrator is necessary in the presence of these effects.

10.3 Dynamic Inversion

In this section, we describe the nonlinear control technique, referred to as dynamic inver-
sion, that is used here to produce actuator commands from desired controlled variable
commands (i.e, output of the Desired Dynamics block in Figure 10.1). The logic to in-
corporate multiple control effectors (e.g., thrust vectoring) within the dynamic inversion
framework is a separate issue that we will discuss shortly. In this first subsection, we
introduce the dynamic inversion method from a practical level.

10.3.1 Inversion

The purpose of dynamic inversion is to compute proper control inputs that achieve de-
sired responses. The simple case we present next comes from linearized aircraft roll-axis
dynamics:

;3= Lpp + L 6 8a6 (10.12)

Rewriting (i.e., inverting) this dynamic equation for the control input yields

1
,ba=[ Lpp]. (10.13)

To obtain a control law, we replace ba in equation 10.13 with its command 6T, 15 with
its desired dynamics 15des, and p with measured roll rate prnas. Now, assuming that we
have a perfect model for LP and L 6., pmeas = p, and J = 6Td, substituting equation
10.13 into equation 10.12 gives the result that p5 = -de . This says that under the given
assumptions roll acceleration achieved (by the aircraft) is identical to that specified. In
practice, these assumptions never hold. First, j" 0 65 d due to actuator dynamics and
pm..s 7 p due to sensor dynamics and/or errors. In addition, deflection and rate limits
on ba prevent us from achieving perfect inversion. Moreover, equation 10.13 assumes that
a model of the aircraft is available to get Lp and L6.. In the presence of inevitable model
errors, dynamic inversion is not exact. A final assumption is that L6. not be too small
because, as Ls. approaches zero, the commanded control surface becomes unbounded.
This is a real concern because for low ý, ailerons become ineffective and L6. becomes
small, which motivates using an alternative control scheme.
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A slightly more complicated example comes from the lateral-directional axes of an aircraft
(also linearized), for which the dynamics are (neglecting the y and 83 states):

Here the dynamic inversion control is

[1 N6. ]CmN Nd = [ L,_ 14. ]-I { Id,, -[ L , p]~me (10.15)

This is analogous to the earlier roll example but is in matrix form. All of the assumptions
above are still relevant, and the analog of 1/1L, being finite is that the matrix inverse
exist (i.e., the matrix is nonsingular).

For general aircraft flight control, we apply these same principles in a slightly more general
form. Instead of specifying the desired dynamics for the derivative of a state variable
(like p, q, or r), we specify the dynamics for the derivative of the controlled variables V.
The nonlinear equations of motion from Section 4.1.1.3 here assume the form:

i = F(u,x) (10.16)

,Z f(x) + g(x)u (10.17)

where x is the state vector and u is the control vector. Note that our controlled variables
are a function of the state variables:

V = V(x) (10.18)

where V = [LCV, MCV, NCV]T is the column vector of controlled variables, as described
in Section 5. Then

= aV. = 5V X +)u (10.19)-r=f(x) +-yw

or
"V¢ = a(x) + b(x)u (10.20)

with a(x) f(x) and b(x) = -g(x). Thus, under the same assumptions that were
detailed earlier, the dynamic inversion part of the control law is

U crad = 2V (X]-1 " rdes _ V f()

u C~d = [8.9 f [ Vdes a85T x) (10.21)
Sb(x)]-l - a(x)]

The important generalization to notice is that the number of independent control effec-
tors must equal the number of controlled variables: in this case, three. (i.e., the row
dimension of aV/Ox must equal the column dimension of g(x) for the matrix b(x) to be
square.) Because our three controlled variables have a strong angular rate content, and
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conventional aircraft typically have three moment-producing controls (ailerons, symmet-
ric horizontal tail, and rudder), this requirement is satisfied for conventional aircraft.

In reality of course, not all aircraft have conventional controls. Many aircraft, such as F-
18 HARV, F-16/MATV, and YF-22, have multiple control effectors for a single axis (e.g.,
symmetric elevator and pitch vectoring for the longitudinal axis). This corresponds to the
control effectiveness matrix having more columns than rows. In such cases, we require
a method to allocate control commands to the different effectors. Section 6 describes
several methods for handling cases like these. Similarly, it may happen, due to control
effector limiting or ineffectiveness, that the control effectiveness matrix effectively has
more rows than columns. The following section provides a solution to problems of this
type.

10.3.2 Controlled-Variable Priority

This section addresses the issue of the control effectiveness matrix having more rows than
columns. Practically, this means that there are more performance desires than there are
controls to accomplish them. For example, the lateral-directional axes of a maneuvering
conventional aircraft might have: (1) ailerons that axe on their rate limits due to pilot
commands, (2) a rudder on its rate limit trying to maintain coordinated flight, and (3)
available differential horizontal tail that has effectiveness for both roll and yaw control. If
the pilot has two desires (i.e., roll and maintain coordinated flight) and only one available
control effector (i.e., differential tail), a decision must be made regarding which axis to
control with the available control effector.

For aircraft where the longitudinal and lateral-directional axes decouple (symmetric air-
craft, conventional controls), this is only an issue for the lateral-directional axes. For
asymmetric aircraft (oblique wing) and aircraft without conventional controls (tailless
aircraft), we must consider pitch- as well as lateral-directional-axes desires. (Generally,
though, the pitch axis is given priority.)

One way to address problems of this sort is to solve the following least-squares problem:

min J, = min rT W.Wrr (10.22)
•tIL

where
r = b(x)u - [V*d - a(x)] (10.23)

is an error vector that measures closeness to achieving of our desires. The weighting
matrix W, is a diagonal matrix that weights control variables according to a designer-
imposed priority. For the lateral-directional axes of the HARV, we weighted the yaw
controlled variable five times more heavily than Lhe roll controlled variable. This was
done to place priority on turn-coordination performance in lieu of roll performance.

One way to solve the above problem is to characterize the line segments that define the
edges of the achievable control effector space. We do this by introducing a parameter
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Figure 10.5: Aileron/Rudder Control Space.

t that allows interpolation between adjacent corners of the control space. For example,
consider the aileron (68) and rudder (6,) control effector space shown in Figure 10.5.
Then, edge #1 can be parameterized as follows:

6(t) W = o + t(V1 - "o) (10.24)

where

V0 = 8?n7zj and SI= M= (10.25)

Note that these boundaries may be due to physical limits or first-order integration of the
rate limit.

Now, we substitute equation 10.24 for u in equation 10.22 and solve for the t that mini-
mizes J, to get

=([vde - a(x)] - b(x)VO) T WTWb(x)(v 1 - ,o) (10.26)
(V1 - Vo)T[b(x)]TWTWb(x)(vi - vo)

If t < 0, then u = vo is the solution for edge #1; if t > 1, then u = vi; if 0 < t < 1, then
u = vO + t(Tvi - vo).

These same computations must be carried out for each edge, and the u with the smallest
J,, becomes the ucynd. For cases where the number of controls is two, there are four edges
that must be checked. In general, for m controls, 2m! edges must be checked. Clearly,
for m > 4, the number of computations starts to become impractical.
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10.3.3 Summary

This section presented the basics for the inversion part of the dynamic inversion method-
ology. The process can be described at a high level, as the flow chart in Figure 10.6 shows.
The figure indicates that we may slave some surfaces together (e.g., left and right ailerons)
and schedule others (e.g., leading edge flaps). Next we solve the inverse equations of mo-
tion, during which time certain decisions must be made about the matrix to be inverted.

10.4 Precompensation

Precompensation design for dynamic inversion control, is not, strictly speaking, a mul-
tivariable task. As such, its design steps do not add to the multivariable control design
knowledge that is the intent of these guidelines. For this reason, a detailed description is
neither warranted nor presented here. An overview of the precompensation is, however,
presented since many of the military specificatioas are handling-qualities related, and
this part of the control law requires translation of these design requirements into design
parameters. This being the case, the precompensation overview we present is done using
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the HARV design example. Attention will be givcn to the general structure and princi-
ples for gain selection rather than well-defined design steps. A summary of the steps is
given in flow chart form in Figure 10.7.

10.4.1 HARV Roll-Axis Precompensation

The block diagram for the roll-axis precompensation and shaping appears in Figure
10.8. The first block we address is the stick shaping block. This function smoothes the
characteristics of the stick around zero deflection. It is particularly important in fine
tracking of targets for fighter applications. We ube a function that is parabolic around
zero deflection and smoothly transitions to linear stick feel at larger deflections.

The command path for the lateral stick next shows two paths: one for very low 4 con-
ditions (FLAT = 0), the other for moderate- to high-q conditions (FLAT = 1). In both
cases, stick gain (K,...-0o and K,.oZ-hiq) reflects the maximum controlled variable com-
mand (p for Ka.o-loq, p. for KT.1o-hiq) desired for the aircraft. In the case of the HARV,
for normal-q ranges (high-q path), stick gain is sized:

1. So as not to exceed the roll-rate gyro measurement,

2. To be consistent with the roll-rate capabilities of the aircraft, and
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Figure 10.8: HARV Roll-Axis Precompensation.

3. To adhere to the military specification corresponding to stick force.

For example, because full stick deflection is 3 inches and the maximum sensed roll rate
deg is 300 deg/sec, Kott-hiq for a < 30 is set to be 70 (deg/sec)/inch. If the maximum
stick force (per military specification) of 20 lb at 3 in stick deflection is in force, then
stick sensitivity is

70 deg/sec 3 inch 1 0 .5 deg/sec (10.27)
inch X 20lb lb

This is within the military specification maximum of 15 (deg/sec)/lb. For very low high-4
ranges, Krott-.o0 is 33 (deg/sec)/inch.

We limit the command in both high- and low-q paths, and choose the roll-rate limit to
be the smaller of the two constraints. The first constraint limits the amount of roll rate
commanded without causing uncontrolled motion :n the pitch axis. In this way, we avoid
uncontrolled inertial coupling of roll motion into the pitch axis. The second command
limit is similar in that it prevents inertial coupling of roll rate into the directional (yaw)
axis.

We include a first-order lead-lag filter in each of the high- and low-q paths to allow
changing the first-order dynamics specified by the desired dynamics P+I filter. We set
the low-q filter to unity and the pole of the high-q filter (shown as a function of a) to 10
rad/sec (for all a). The zero cancels the 2.5 rad/sec pole of the feedback loop.

We set roll trim limits to 5% of full roll-rate authority and roll-rate integrator gain to
reach the limit in 10 seconds.
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Figure 10.9: I-ARV Pitch-Axis Precompensation.

10.4.2 HARV Pitch-Axis Precompensation

Figure 10.9 gives the block diagram for pitch-axis precompensation and shaping.

The first block we address is the stick shaping blocp, which is much like roll-axis shaping.
Stick gain is a function of q. For very low q, we choose gain to produce a range of 60
deg/sec nose-up pitch rate to 15 deg/sec nose-down pitch rate. For higher 4 (more normal
flight), we choose gain to:

1. Meet pitch-rate and/or a or nz requirements, and

2. Adhere to the military specification corresponding to stick force per g.

Recall that we can interpret the output of the st.'ck gain block as an MCV command;

therefore we must translate the above requirements into MCV units.

We select pitch-trim limits to produce incremental changes of +1 g and -0.5 g. We
translate these to MCV units using the definition of MCV and Ka -, (Anz x g)/V•
with Anz in g's. We choose the speed of the trim integrator so as to reach the positive
limit in 10 seconds at some intermediate speed.

The top portion of Figure 10.9 implements an angle-of-attack limiter. For the HARV,
there are two a-based limits: a load-factor limit and a moment-equilibrium limit. We

translate both to an a limit that is maintained using an outer a feedback loop. We
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Figure 10.10: HARV Yaw-Axis Precompensation.

implement the load-factor limiter by exploiting the approximation:

nz 1SCL(a) (10.28)

g m

Then, if a simple model of CL(a) is stored, we can find an a that corresponds to the nz
limit. The moment-equilibrium limit does not allow angle of attack to rise above a value
where it cannot achieve pitch moment trim for the current aircraft state. Like the nz
limit, it exploits the equation:

l +7(qSZ.(a) - I.p 2 + Izpr - I.rp + Ir 2 ± tvc) (10.29)

Here if a simple model of Cm(a) (with surfaces set for maximum nose-up moment) is
stored, we can find an a that corresponds to the limit. We can also implement a "hard"
a limit, if necessary. We accomplish a control using an approximate dynamic inver-
sion, which forms an MCV command. The F,,,-Io, function determines whether to feed
commands from either the limits or the stick to the feedback loop.

Finally, we implement a first-order lead-lag filter on commanded MCV. Like the roll
axis, this allows changing the first-order dynamics specified by the desired dynamics P+I
filter.

10.4.3 HARV Yaw-Axis Precompensation

The block diagram for the yaw precompensation and shaping appears in Figure 10.10.

The first block we address is pedal gain, which is a function of q. For very low-q,
we choose gain to produce 45 deg/sec of yaw rate for full-pedal deflection. For higher
q (more normal flight), we choose pedal gain to produce an approximately constant
lateral-acceleration response for full-pedal deflection at all velocities. We translate lateral-
acceleration requirement into an appropriate value of NCV.
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The HARV has a thumb wheel for yaw-axis trim. We select trim gain to produce 12
deg/sec of yaw rate at low 4 or 0.2 g of lateral acceleration at higher 4. A limit is added
for protection.

Finally, we implement a first-order lead-lag filter on commanded NCV. Like the roll
and pitch axes, this allows changing the first-order dynamics specified by the desired
dynamics P+I filter.

10.5 Summary

In summary, basic steps for the dynamic inversion control design methodology are:

1. Controlled variables selection. Section 5 discussed the selection and rationale
for choosing controlled variables. These should suffice for most fighter aircraft
applications.

2. Model development. Developing a model for a particular aircraft that is of
sufficient fidelity and suitable for real-time application represents the bulk of the
work in this 5-step process. Section 10.1 presented one method for obtaining a
simplified model.

3. Desired dynamics. Section 10.2 describes a selection for the desired dynamics.
These first-order dynamics should suffice for many applications.

4. Dynamic inversion/effector priority. A decision must be made regarding how
to use control effectors and how to integrate this decision with the dynamic inversion
framework.

5. Precompensation: We design precompensation last and often tune it using pi-
loted simulation. It is not a part of feedback design per Se. We verify command
following performance using simulation by commanding controlled variables.

Once these pieces of the control law are completed, we connect them together as shown
in Figure 10.1. Table 10.1 summarizes the primary data items that must be gathered for
each of the above steps.

10.6 Piloted Simulation Process

High-fidelity, real-time piloted simulation is employed to evaluate and refine control laws
using pilots' feedback. These simulations and pilot comments provide insights into the
strengths and deficiencies of the control laws that are difficult or impossible to obtain in
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Table 10.1: Data Requirements for Dynamic Inversion Control Law.

Description Use

Mass MCV-d, NCV , Models
x-axis inertia LCVcd, MCVcd, Models
y-axis inertia LCV-d, MCV-d, Models
z-axis inertia LCVmd, MCV-''d, Models
xz product of inertia LCVmd, MCV1d, Models
Wing reference area NCV, MCVCd, Models
Mean aerodynamic chord MCVmd , Models
Wing span Models
x-axis dist. from cg to thrust MCVd, Models
y-axis dist. from thrust to x-axis Models
Dist. cg is forward of aero ref. point Models
Dist. cg is below aero ref. point Models
Nominal bandwidths for Desired Dynamics
LCV, MCV, NCV loops (KB)

Load factor limit MCVmd

(CL)re7 f - CL, at a • 0 MCV, Models
(Cy 8)ref-Cy, at a 0, zFt0 NCV
Control effector limits Dynamic Inversion, LCV•d
Control effector rate limits Dynamic Inversion
Cm approximation for moment MCV-d

Equilibrium limit
CL approximation for g limit MCV~d
CD Models
Cy Models
CL Models
Ce Models
Cm Models
C. Models
Minimum size of b(x) Dynamic Inversion
for aerodynamic controls
Control effector priority choices: Dynamic Inversion
. Number of groups of effectors
* Number of effectors in each group
* Priority of each group

Control variable choice (SWc) M GV, NCV, MCVmd, Models
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offline, non-real-time simulations. Specific handling qualities issues that can be better un-
derstood through the use of piloted simulation include: command sensitivities, cross-axis
coupling, pilot induced oscillation tendencies, and performance at the "corners" of the
envelope (command limiting and integrator windup protection logic). The pilot-vehicle
interface (e.g., visual scenes, displays, and pilot inceptor location and characteristics)
employed for the piloted simulation can significantly influence the results and must be
considered in post-simulation analysis.

10.6.1 Procedures

A general piloted simulation process follows these steps:

1. Test Plan and Run Card Definition

2. Simulator Calibration and Checkout

3. Piloted Evaluation And Ratings

4. Data Reduction And Analysis

10.6.1.1 Test Plan and Run Card Definition

The test plan defines the objectives for the piloted simulation tasks and specifies the par-
ticular tasks to be performed to meet these objectives. Specific maneuvers are selected
to challenge the control system and aircraft and provide useful feedback to improve the
control system. Standard Evaluation Maneuvers (STEMS) are available in the literature
(e.g., [Wilson 1993a, Wilson 1993b]). The specific details describing the maneuver; re-
quired performance levels, level of aggressiveness, and desired comments are provided to
the pilot on a set of run cards. These cards are taken into the simulator with the pilot
and are used to ensure that each run is performcd in the same manner with the same
evaluation criteria.

10.6.1.2 Simulator Calibration and Checkout

Simulator calibration and checkout is performed to ensure that the pilots evaluate the
actual control law as defined by the designer. During this phase, the models are trans-
ferred to the real-time simulator, compiled, linked, and compared with offline simulation
results to verify a proper match. After satisfactory matches are obtained, timing tests
are performed to ensure that the models can run i.a real time at the desired update rates
without frame overruns. Any concessions made to the models or in model update rates
should be recorded for post-simulation analysis.
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10.6.1.3 Piloted Evaluation And Ratings

During the piloted simulation, the pilot proceeds through the planned test run cards and
comments on the handling qualities of the aircraft as specified on the cards. Some maneu-
vers require comments only, while others require Cooper-Harper Ratings (CHRs). A for-
mal process for collecting CHRs is described in the litrature [Wilson 1989, Wilson 1990].

10.6.1.4 Data Reduction And Analysis

Following the piloted simulation, pilot comments, CHRs, and time history data are an-
alyzed to define control law deficiencies and their level of criticality. Also, this data can
often be used in conjunction with offline analyses, including the non-real-time simulation,
to determine the cause and potential solutions to the control law deficiencies.

10.7 MCT F-16 Piloted Simulation Example

Piloted simulation for the MCT contract was performed to provide a challenging eval-
uation of a subset of the selected multivariable control law design methodologies, and
thus provide for further maturation of the design guidelines. The F-16 Dynamic Inver-
sion control laws and two primary pilot maneuvers were selected for the evaluation. In
addition, other standard handling qualities evaluation maneuvers were chosen to ensure
a more complete demonstration.

10.7.1 Maneuvers

Maneuver 1 is a flat-turn strafing maneuver. The aircraft is capable of performing flat
turns (i.e., change the lateral flight path with little roll or sideslip). This capability
requires the use of multiple yaw effectors to provide a direct lateral force on the aircraft,
and has been shown to improve the effectiveness of strafing missions. The pedals are
used to command the flat-turn response.

The targets for this maneuver are the columns of a bridge. The maneuver begins with the
aircraft initialized at an altitude of 10,000 feet and at a 0 deg glideslope aimed several deg
off the left end of the bridge. The pilot first acquires the left end of the bridge and then
aggressively tracks each bridge column with a simulated 0.5 sec firing burst on each of as
many of the columns as possible before passing the bridge. Flat turns are commanded
to eliminate small target tracking errors (i.e., keep the pipper on the target) and break
off targets and acquire others during strafing.

Maneuver 2 is high angle-of-attack bank captures. The aircraft is able to maneuver
at high angle of attack (AOA), defined here as AOA near or greater than Clmax, by
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employing pitch and yaw thrust vectoring. Specifically, large, rapid lateral nose pointing
capability providing improved air combat effectiveness is evaluated by performing high

AOA bank captures. Longitudinal and lateral sidestick inputs command pitch rate and

stability-axis roll rate, respectively. Compensation for aerodynamic and inertial coupling
between the axes is required for successful accomplishment of this maneuver.

With the aircraft stabilized at 110 KCAS, an altitude of 20,000 feet, and an AOA of 40
deg, the pilot captures, and holds for approximately 5 sec, bank angles (wind axes) of 45
deg, -45 deg, and 45 deg, passing through 0 deg bank on each segment. This maneuver

is performed at maximum power and in an aggressive manner such that maximum roll

rate is achieved.

10.7.2 MCT Pilot Simulation Test Plan

The primary goal of the MCT piloted simulation test plan was to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the MCT dynamic inversion control laws for the design maneuvers listed above.

The control laws were also evaluated using standard handling qualities maneuvers to

more completely assess handling qualities.

The information below is taken from one of the MCT piloted simulation run cards.
The card contains the information required for the pilot to perform and evaluate the
maneuver.

10.7.2.1 Flat-Turn Strafing Maneuver

Definition: Start at the given initial conditions. Maneuver the aircraft to place the pipper
on one end of the target bridge. Aggressively track the end of the bridge to simulate a

0.5 sec strafing burst. Use pedals to acquire and track the next column of the bridge
and simulate another 0.5 sec strafing burst. Acquire and strafe as many columns of the
bridge as possible before passing the bridge. Use pitch stick and throttle to maintain
constant velocity and glideslope.

Conditions: Mach 0.7, 10,000 Feet

Performance: CHR required. See performance criteria.

Comments: Initial flat-turn nose pointing, Flat-turn target tracking, Yaw/sideslip, Cou-
pled pitch motion, Coupled roll motion, Predictability of nose movement, Number of
targets acquired, Time Delay, PIO Tendencies, Forces, Feel System

10.7.2.2 Flat-Turn Performance Criteria

Desired:
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"* Strafe four targets before passing bridge

"* Light stick forces required to maintain 0 deg bank angle

"* Light stick forces required to maintain pitch attitude and flight path

"* No more than one overshoot to acquire target

"* No PIO Tendencies

Adequate:

"* Strafe three targets before passing bridge

"* Bank angle remains within 5 deg

"* Coupled pitch motion is controllable

"* No more than two overshoots to acquire target

"* PIO ceases when roll input relaxed

Controllability:

* Unexpected pitch or yaw motion cannot be stopped with full opposite input

e Divergent PIO

e Bounded PIO which diverges after input is relaxed

10.7.3 Simulator Calibration and Checkout

The initial simulation calibration and checkout went smoothly. The MCT aircraft models
and dynamic inversion code were transferred to the real-time simulation facility. The
code was then passed through automatic code translators to make the code compatible
with the real-time compilers and executive. During this process, several coding changes
were required to make the program function properly on the real-time computer. These
changes were made in the offline simulation program and then transitioned to the real-
time simulation to maintain configuration control.

Once the code was converted and compiled, a matrix of test cases was run to compare
the results of the real-time versus the offline simulation. The cases were initially run in
non-real-time mode on the real-time computer. After several minor modifications, the
results matched within a close tolerance. Next, the test matrix was run in real-time
mode, using canned inputs instead of hooking up to the cockpit. During this testing, we
saw significant differences in the results of the two simulations that appeared to occur at
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random. An investigation showed that these differences were caused by one of the MCT
simulation subsystems over-running its allotted frame time. Further investigation showed
that the cause of the over-run was that the simulation was running out of memory during
a run. This problem was fixed by borrowing a larger capacity memory board from the
computer vendor.

10.7.4 Pilot Evaluation and Ratings

The pilot evaluation of the MCT Dynamic Inversion control laws was performed in sev-
eral steps. First, an initial evaluation was performed to ensure that that system was
functioning as expected and identify handling qualities problems. Next a secondary eval-
uation was performed to evaluate the initial corrections and provide feedback for final
revisions to the control laws. During the final evaluation, formal Cooper-Harper ratings
were taken to document the control law performance.

For the initial pilot evaluation, fifteen tasks, including the two design maneuvers, were
selected to evaluate handling qualities:

Eight Tasks Were Flown at Mach 0.8:

1. Pitch-Attitude (20 deg) Capture - Moderate

2. Pitch-Attitude (20 deg) Capture - Aggressive

3. Bank-Angle (90 deg) Capture - Moderate

4. Bank-Angle (90 deg) Capture - Aggressive

5. Bank-Angle (180 deg) Capture - Moderate

6. Bank-Angle (180 deg) Capture - Aggressive

7. Flat Turn with Flat-Turn Mode On*

8. Flat Turn with Flat-Turn Mode Off

Seven Tasks Were Flown-At Mach 0.2:

1. Throttle Transient

2. AOA (60 deg) Capture

3. AOA (30 deg) Capture

4. Pitch-Attitude (55 deg) Capture

5. Pitch-Attitude (10 deg) Capture
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6. Bank-to-Bank With Pitch Stick (hold AOA)*

7. Bank-to-Bank With Minimum Pitch Stick

*Design Maneuvers

Only pilot comments were recorded during these initial tests, no formal ratings were
made. The pilot made these general comments after the initial evaluation:

1. It was a successful simulation, the results were good for a first run in piloted
simulation.

2. Pilot-vehicle coupling was noticed, particularly during pitch attitude captures.

3. Cross-axis coupling was noticed, particularly at very high angles of attack (above
60 deg AOA).

10.7.5 Intermediate and Final Evaluations

The intermediate piloted simulation evaluations were made with two pilots. During
the first pilots (Pilot 1) evaluation, it became apparent that the control laws needed
additional modifications, especially at maximum commands. During this session, no
formal CHRs were collected, but comments were recorded to use in improving the control
laws. These corrections were made prior to the final evaluation of the control laws and
are provided in the lessons learned section below. Only Pilot 2 evaluated the control laws
with the corrections in these final evaluations.

The maneuvers listed below were used to evaluate control law performance in the inter-
mediate and final evaluation runs. Formal Cooper-Harper ratings were assessed for the
maneuvers marked by the asterisk (*).

Maneuvers: High AOA Condition, Mach 0.23, 20,000 Feet

1. Open-Loop Pitch Response

2. Open-Loop Yaw/Roll Response

3. Pitch-Attitude Capture*

4. Angle-of-Attack Capture*

5. Bank-to-Bank Rolls*

Maneuvers: Low AOA Condition, Mach 0.7, 10,000 Feet

1. Open-Loop Pitch Response
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2. Open-Loop Yaw/Roll Response

3. Pitch Attitude Capture*

4. Bank-to-Bank Rolls*

5. Pullup

6. Push-Over

7. Heading-Angle Capture - Flat-Turn Mode

8. Windup Turn

9. Loaded Roll*

10. Flat-Turn Strafing Maneuver*

Cooper-Harper ratings assigned during the final evaluation follow.

10.7.6 Cooper-Harper Ratings (CHR)

High-Angle-of-Attack Maneuvers:

Maneuver 3: Pitch Attitude Capture
+10 deg Capture: Pilot 2: CHR 4

Maneuver 4: Angle-of-Attack Capture
50 deg Capture: Pilot 2: CHR 2

Maneuver 5: High AOA Bank-to-Bank Rolls
30 deg Banks: Pilot 2: CHR 4
45 deg Banks: Pilot 2: CHR 4

Low-Angle-of-Attack Maneuvers:

Maneuver 3: Pitch Attitude Capture
20 deg Attitude Change: Pilot 2: CHR 3 (nonaggressive), CHR 4 (aggressive)

Maneuver 4: Bank-to-Bank Rolls
45 deg Banks: Pilot 2: CHR 1 (nonaggressive), CHR 2 (aggressive)

Maneuver 9: Loaded Roll
Three-G Roll: Pilot 2: CHR 4

Maneuver 10: Flat-Turn Strafing Maneuver
Acquire And Strafe Bridge: Pilot 2: CHR 3
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10.7.7 Lessons Learned, Corrective Actions

This section contains a description of the control-law related problems noted by the pilots
during the evaluations with the corrective actions taken to try to improve performance.

10.7.7.1 Roll Axis PIO At High Angle of Attack

Pilot 1 experienced roll axis PIO at high angles of attack during aggressive bank angle
capture maneuvers.

Corrective Action:

1. Increase the design roll-mode time constant. The initial design used a roll-mode
time constant of 0.4 at low angles of attack (below 30 deg) and 0.8 at high angles of
attack (above 45 deg), with values in-between linearly interpolated. These values
are more stringent than the level 1 boundary values for high AOA tracking suggested
in the MCT requirements document, so they were increased to 0.5 at low angles of
attack (below 20 deg) and 1.6 at high anglez of attack (above 60 deg).

2. Adjusted the roll-stick command gradient to reflect actual F-16 roll performance to
roll commands. The use of an integrator in the roll axis in the dynamic inversion
control law drives the system to the commanded values, which led to a much too
sensitive gradient.

3. Investigate software gain reduction function. The MCT dynamic inversion control
laws have a function to reduce the system bandwidth when control power saturates
in an axis, effectively reducing the gain.

Result:

1. Increasing the roll-mode time constant and decreasing the roll-command gradient
improved the roll response at both flight conditions. The roll PIO was less evident
during aggressive high-angle-of-attack maneuvers.

2. Same as 1.

3. The software gain reduction function behaved unpredictably. There was little ex-
perience or analysis of this function during tne MCT program, so it was not inves-
tigated further.

Further Corrections Needed: Investigate scheduling some of the desired dynamics param-
eters to reduce controller bandwidth at low dynamic pressure conditions when operating
at actuation limits.
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10.7.7.2 Pitch Axis Stability Deteriorated Above Mach 0.8

Pilot 1 noted that the pitch axis response became very lightly damped above Mach 0.8.

Corrective Action: Add more least squares data to better describe the aircraft model in
the nonlinear transonic region.

Further Corrections Needed: Perform more complete analysis on the required number and
placement of least squares data points to cover the nonlinear transonic region. Investigate
scheduling some controller parameters to improve stability margins.

10.7.7.3 Nose Movement Lagged During Flat-Turn Maneuvers

After the modified least squares data was implemented, pilot number one noted that
the lateral movement of the aircraft nose lagged behind rudder pedal inputs and jumped
abruptly when the pedal was released. Analysis of the real-time and offline data showed
that the controller was achieving the desired heading angle rate and lateral acceleration,
the body axis yaw rate was very slow to respond and jumped abruptly when the pedal
command was released. The analysis also showed that the controller was tracking the
YCV command accurately, but not the NCV command.

Corrective Action:

1. Implement a lag filter on the rudder pedal command to slow down heading-rate
response and allow the NCV command system to maintain better control of the
body-axis yaw rate and sideslip angle.

2. Modify the proportion of yaw rate to slideslip angle in the NCV command system
(the KBeta gain).

3. Reformulate the least squares data to be closer to the original data set.

Results:

1. The lag filter was analyzed in offline simulation: several filter constants were eval-
uated against proper yaw-rate response. This option was not taken to real-time
simulation because the filters that improved the yaw-rate response also slowed the
lateral-acceleration response too severely

2. The value of KBeta was varied in offline simulations between the original value
(-1) and the final value (0) without finding a value that successfully provided the
desired fiat turn, yaw rate, and sideslip response. This option was not evaluated in
piloted simulation.
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3. The reformulated least squares data corrected the yaw-rate response with some
detriment to pitch-axis stability. Test cases were flown successfully below transonic
velocities.

Further Corrections Needed: Investigate the compatibility of the command variables,
YCV (lateral flight path rate) and NCV (yaw rate and sideslip blend). Determine whether
the implementation of the YCV channel in a nonstandard sense (where the effectiveness
of the controls is not calculated with respect to the derivative of YCV, but rather to YCV
itself) produces control commands that are inconsistent with simultaneously achieving
both YCV and NCV.

10.7.7.4 Insufficient Normal Acceleration Command Available

Pilot 1 noted that the normal acceleration was limited to between 3 and 4 g's.

Corrective Action:

1. A limiting function was removed from the controller software. This limiter was set
for a different type of stick than the F-16, so that the units on the limiter were not
set properly.

2. The stick gain was modified to provide increased command magnitude.

Result:

1. Removing the limiting function provided enough additional command capability to
complete the maneuver set

2. Increasing the stick gain boosted the command capability to an acceptable level,
but also increased the stick sensitivity to an uncomfortable level (see next pilot
comment below). Pilots 1 and 2 noted an oscillation in the g response at maximum
load factors, occasionally reaching ± 1 g. This oscillation was corrected by turning
off the software gain reduction function in the dynamic inversion control laws.

10.7.7.5 Too Sensitive Pitch Response, Pitch Dropback

After pitch axis command limit was increased (corrective action 4b), Pilots 1 and 2
noted that pitch command was too sensitive and Pilot 2 noted excessive pitch dropback.
These attributes of the control laws were not noted before the pitch command path was
modified.

Correction: The pitch-command gradient was fixed to the original values.

Result: Pilot noted good pitch command sensitivity; did not note dropback.
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10.7.7.6 Pitch/Roll Coupling

At high angles of attack, pilots noticed that significant roll rates developed during large
pitch commands, especially at angles of attack over 60 deg.

Correction: Implement a lag filter in the MCV command path (3 rad/sec).

Result: The pitch/roll coupling was virtually eliminated below 60 deg angle of attack
and reduced above 60 deg angle of attack.

Further Corrections Needed: Investigate control allocation and command limiting logic
to ensure that roll control power remains available at maximum pitch commands to
eliminate pitch/roll coupling above 60 deg angk of attack. The current daisy chain
system for control allocation uses symmetric horizontal tail as the first priority pitch
controller, pitch thrust vectoring as the secondary pitch controller, asymmetric trailing-
edge flap as the primary roll controller, and asymmetric horizontal tail as the secondary
roll controller. At high angles of attack, the asymmetric horizontal tails are the most
effective roll controller and the pitch thrust vectoring is the most effective pitch controller.
However; this daisy chain system often saturates the horizontal tails trying to satisfy pitch
commands, eliminating roll-control power.

10.7.7.7 Maximum Roll Rates Too Large

Pilot 2 noticed that roll rates generated with maximum stick commands at the high speed
condition were too large, often exceeding 300 deg/sec. These roll rates were accompanied
by a large amount of roll coast. Both pilots also noted that the roll commands were too
sensitive at high angles of attack.

Correction: Reduce the roll command gradient to 60gradients for the MCT control laws
were taken from the F-16 control laws; however only 60achieved because there is no
integrator in the F-16 roll axis. The MCT roll-axis control law does contain an integrator,
so the control law always tries to achieve the maximum command. Thus, excessive roll
rates were commanded and caused control power saturation, leading to poor handling
qualities.

Result: The command reduction reduced the maximum roll command to normal levels,
which provided adequate roll response while reserving sufficient control power for the
other axes.
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Section 11

y-Synthesis

Currently, structured singular value (p) synthesis is the only multivariable design method
that can be used to directly optimize robust performance. It involves H,,-synthesis
and p-analysis. Performance specifications are weighted transfer functions that describe
magnitude and frequency content of external disturbances, pilot commands, atmospheric
gusts, and sensor noise, as well as allowable magnitude and frequency content of gen-
eralized tracking errors, handling qualities, ride qualities, and actuator activity. The
design technique applies to a set of models consisting of a nominal model plus struc-
tured perturbations, with magnitude bounds and frequency content again specified using
weighted transfer functions. Specifications of performance and definition of the model
set over which performance must be achieved are all incorporated into a single standard
interconnection structure, upon which existing design algorithms can operate.

This section is organized as follows. First, we summarize the procedure for p-synthesis
controller design. Next, we explain each step of the procedure in some detail. Following
that, we provide some examples to illustrate us.t of the design method. Finally, we
summarize the H,,- and p-analysis theory that underlies the p-synthesis procedure.

11.1 M-Synthesis Steps

Fundamental steps in the p-synthesis design procedure that are described in this section
include:

1. Interconnection Structure Definition: Trhe first step in p-synthesis is to con-
struct an interconnection structure, P. This structure is just a state-space real-
ization of the aircraft dynamics, augmented with handling-qualities models and
weighting functions with various inputs and outputs that specify control design
goals. All conventional control designer's "knobs" are embodied in the definition
of the interconnection structure.

2. Ho-Synthesis: Once the interconnection structure has been defined, we design an
Ha-optimal controller for the structure. This involves solving two Riccati equations
[Doyle 1989] that are iterated over a scalar parameter - in a one-dimensional search.
This step results in a control compensator K. The closed-loop system is then
formed by connecting the sensors and actuators of P to K to produce the closed-
loop interconnection structure, M. (Section 11.4.)
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3. i-Analysis: In the next step, we apply pL-analysis to the closed-loop system, M.
This involves calculation of the structured singular value, p[M], and its associated
frequency-dependent D-scales. The structured singular value provides a measure of
how close the compensator from Step 2 is to meeting its robust performance goals.
Small values are good, large values are bad, and p[M] = 1 means that the goals
are just barely satisfied. (Section 11.5.)

4. Rational Approximation of D-Scales: In this step, the D-scales from p-
analysis are approximated by frequency-response magnitudes of rational transfer
functions. (Section 11.5.)

5. D-K Iteration: Next, the rational-transfer-function approximations from Step
4 are incorporated into the interconnection structure P and the Ho-synthesis, U-
analysis, and D-scale approximation steps (Steps 2-4) are repeated until D and K
no longer change. (Section 11.6.)

6. Changing Weights: If D and K have converged, but the compensator does not
meet its goals (i.e., p > 1), then the weights in Step 1 must be changed, trading
off some goals against others the D-K iteration repeated. M-analysis is used to
determine which input/output paths are driving the problem. (Section 11.6.3.)

7. Compensator Model Reduction: Once the design is complete, the controller
is simplified using model reduction. The p-analysis step is then repeated with the
simplified controller to ensure that design goals are still satisfied. (Section 11.7.)

11.2 Interconnection Structures

The interconnection structure, P, has inputs and outputs arranged as follows:

e = P d ( 11

where z and v denote signals associated with model uncertainty or perturbations; e gener-
alized tracking errors; d external commands, disturbances, and sensor noise; y available
measurements for control; and u control actuator inputs. Thus, P is just a (large)
transfer-function matrix with associated state-space matrices [A, B, C, D] such that

P = C(sI - A)-'B + D (11.2)

P plays a central role in the general feedback diagram shown in Figure 11.1. As shown
in this diagram, P is connected to two other system components: The first component
is A, which is another transfer-function matrix used to define the model set over which
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Figure 11.1: General Feedback-Loop Block Diagram.

performance must be achieved. A is completely unknown, except for its fixed block-
diagonal structure and magnitude bound IJAII _< 1. That is, if

v- Az then jjvjj _ 1lzl4 (11.3)

The second component is the control law to be synthesized, K, which is a transfer function
that connects y and u:

u = Ky (11.4)

The final product of p-synthesis is a realization for K given in terms of its state-space
matrices.

Within this general framework, K contains both the feedback and precompensation por-
tions of the control law. Precompensation is that portion of the control law that acts
on measured generalized disturbances (e.g., pilot commands), whereas feedback is that
portion of the control law that acts on the sensed motion of the aircraft. We include both
of these signals in measurement vector y; therefore, K includes both control functions.
This form of K is often called a two-degree-of-freedom controller.

Various software tools exist that facilitate setting up state-space matrices for the in-
terconnection structure. Some work with algebraic system descriptions, whereas others
work with graphical ones. In either case, the basic operations involved are addition,

multiplication, and loop closures of state-space realizations.

Subsections 11.2.1 through 11.2.5 describe intermediate steps that are used to construct
the interconnection structure. Subsection 11.2.6 then collects the results of these inter-
mediate steps to generate the full P. Sections 11.8 and 11.9 contain detailed examples
for longitudinal and lateral-directional aircraft flight control design.

11.2.1 Aircraft Model

The first, and most obvious, part of P is the aircraft model with actuator commands
as inputs (e.g., elevator, aileron, rudder actuators; etc.) and measured dynamic signals
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as outputs (e.g., accelerations, angular rates, attitudes, airspeed, etc.). As appropriate,
some of the dynamics included in the aircraft model may be omitted. For example,
low-frequency states that are not important to the design may be truncated. High-
frequency states, whose frequencies exceed intended bandwidth of the control loops, may
be residualized.

As discussed previously, the choice of control effectors to be used is part of this model
definition step, as was discussed Section 6. Often, a first-order model is adequate for
actuator dynamics.

The choice of sensed quantities and appropriate sensor models is also part of this step.
Rate gyros and accelerometers are usually high-bandwidth devices so that their dynamics
can often be neglected. Likewise, inertial navigation systems are high-bandwidth and
no dynamic models need be incorporated into P, although we may include a time delay
(Pade-approximated) for specific systems. We may also require air-data system dynamics
for some applications. This involves air-data cor.iputers with relatively slow dynamics
caused by signal conditioning and smoothing of the sensed data itself.

In any case, the start of the interconnection structure is shown in Figure 11.2, and this
part of the structure defines control signals u and most of the measurement signals y
defined in the lower part of the general feedback diagram in Figure 11.1.

_U Actuator Aircraft[ [ Sensor y-

Figure 11.2: Aircraft Model: Start of the Interconnection Structure.

11.2.2 Performance Model

The second portion of P to be specified is the performance model. This model defines
generalized errors e and generalized disturbances d in the middle part of Figure 11.1.
These are the signals that the designer uses to judge the quality of closed-loop perfor-
mance.

Because the design method is optimization-based, ,eneralized errors must be defined such
that small magnitudes represent good performance, whereas large magnitudes represent
poor performance. Sometimes, the signals are just simple errors in the feedback loop, but
they can also be complex dynamically shaped signals that describe desired closed-loop
behavior. The most common generalized errors are:

* Tracking errors

e Actuator deflections

e Actuator rates
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11.2.2.1 Tracking Errors

In the classical SISO feedback loop of Figure 11.3, tracking errors correspond to the
error signals going into controller K. We also use these error signals for ys-synthesis.

tracking
errors

K 0

Figure 11.3: Tracking Errors in Classical SISO Feedback Loop.

As already discussed, however, the general feedback block diagram in Figure 11.1 has
the two-degree-of-freedom structure of Figure 11.4: For this case, we must separately

pilot [K
commands

Figure 11.4: Alternate Two-Degree-of-Freedom Structure.

form tracking errors between pilot commands and desired closed-loop responses. This is
done by feeding the pilot commands through a dynamic model with desired closed-loop
characteristics and subtracting the actual responses from the desired responses, as shown
in Figure 11.5. The performance model is typically a first- or second-order filter.

Performance tracking

pilot K G./M•-err

commands

Figure 11.5: Adding an Explicit Modei to Form Tracking Errors.

11.2.2.2 Actuator Deflections

All practical control systems must keep actuator deflections below a maximum hardware-
imposed bound. We address this aspect of performance by including actuator deflections
as error signals in the definition of P. Figure 11.6 shows a model for these signals.
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As described in Section 11.4, certain rank conditions for well-posedness of Ho synthesis
require that control signals u be penalized at high frequency. For this reason, it is often
easier to use actuator position commands as performance signals rather than actuator
positions themselves.

actuator deflections

pilot I--- -- ---- --- --- --- --- ---

Figure 11.6: Pulling Off Actuator-Deflection Signals.

11.2.2.3 Actuator Rates

Similarly, all practical controllers must keep actuator rates below a maximum hardware
bound. We address this aspect of performance by including actuation rates as error sig-
nals in the definition of P, as shown in Figure 11.7. As we will show later in the examples,
weights on actuator rate signals provide effective "knobs" to tune final bandwidth of the
control system.

actuator rates

piot l~ o

Figure 11.7: Pulling Off Actuator-Deflection-Rate Signals.

11.2.2.4 Generalized Disturbances

The second category of performance signals are the various external inputs that excite
the feedback loop and drive errors to potentially large magnitudes. Most commonly,
these signals include:
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"* Sensor noise

"* External disturbances (gusts, store drops, gun fire transients, etc.)

"* Commands from pilots or outer loops

Sensor noises are typically represented by wide-band disturbances added directly to mea-
sured signals. Often they are not optional, but are required to meet the rank conditions
described in Section 11.4. External disturbances typically enter the aircraft model di-
rectly, whereas pilot or outer-loop commands pass directly through to measurements y
to be used as inputs of controller K, as illustrated in Figure 11.8.

disturbance

'modelcommndsilo• •disturba~nces

x sensor noises

Figure 11.8: Disturbance and Noise Inputs.

11.2.3 Uncertainty Models

The third partition of P to be specified is the unce rtainty model. This model defines the
set of plants over which performance objectives must be satisfied. It is represented by
signals v and z in the top part of Figure 11.1, which connect uncertain components A
into the feedback loop.

Sections 2.5 and 2.6 have already discussed uncertainty, its characterization, and its
importance in control design, whereas Appendix ?? describes methods for bounding
it. In this section we describe how the characterizations from those sections are used
to incorporate uncertainty into P. We treat both complex-valued perturbations (e.g.,
perturbations of transfer functions) and real-valued perturbations (e.g., mass and inertia
variations) as well as their interactions. Together, these factors define the final structure
of A.

11.2.3.1 Uncertainty at the Input

Design models used for flight control typically exhibit good fidelity at lower frequen-
cies, say w < 10-20 rad/sec, but they degrade rapidly at higher frequencies due to such
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poorly modeled or neglected effects as aeroelasticity, actuator compliance, servo dynam-
ics, computational/digital effects, and so on. Such modeling errors are well-represented
by complex-valued, unstructured, multiplicative perturbations located at plant input, as
illustrated in Figure 11.9 for which

b1l 812 -" 1,
621 -- "2 115

A,, b22 . . .1.

b tnl 6.2 b.m]

pilot

commands F

Figure 11.9: Unstructured Uncertainty at the Plant Input.

A complex-valued unstructured representation is appropriate here because magnitude
and phase errors and cross-channel-coupling errors are all prominent at higher frequen-
cies. The multiplicative form is chosen for convenience because it permits the intuitive
interpretation of uncertainty magnitudes in terms of percent errors relative to the design
model.

To incorporate this uncertainty representation into interconnection structure P, we in-
clude the outputs of K (i.e., signals u) in the signal set z. Thus, a subset of z is
zi,,t= u. We also include a summing junction that adds the corresponding signals
vinput = Aiptzipt to the nominal u's before passing them to the aircraft. P does not
explicitly incorporate the uncertainty block AinpWt itself, which we assume to be unit-size.
Its actual size is determined in the weight-selection step described later.

11.2.3.2 Uncertainty at the Output

Similar high-frequency uncertainties are also associated with sensor hardware for various
measured aircraft outputs. It is again reasonable to represent these sensor uncertainties
as complex-valued perturbations in multiplicative form. In addition, we often also assume
that these perturbations are diagonally structured, as shown in Figure 11.10 where

611 0 ... 0

0 622 .. m 0 (11.6)Aotpt .. "

0 0 ... brn•n
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This implies that errors in one sensor signal will not effect sensed quantities in other
channels.

Figure 11.10: Structured Uncertainty at the Plant Output.

To incorporate this output uncertainty representation into interconnection structure P
we include aircraft measured outputs as another subset of signal set z and add another
summing junction that adds corresponding signals Vo,,tp,,t = :Aotptzotpt to the aircraft
outputs to produce the final measured signals y. As in the input uncertainty case, P does
not explicitly include the output uncertainty block itself, which is taken to be unit-size,
with actual size determined in the weight selectio.i step.

11.2.3.3 Real-Parameter Uncertainty

Another important type of uncertainty is internal to the design model and, as the name
implies, is characterized by errors in real-valued parameters. Real-parameter uncertainty
includes uncertainty associated with such things as mass, inertia and/or aerodynamic
coefficients. The incorporation of such uncertainty into P involves modification of the
aircraft model itself. As was true for input and output uncertainty descriptions, the net
effect of real-parameter uncertainty is to create additional inputs v and outputs z in the
upper partition of P.

The method for doing this is well-documented [Morton 1985], but will be described by
way of a simple example here.

Roll-Rate Example: Suppose we wish to describe uncertainty in Cl,, which for the
sake of this example, is bounded by C7 < C_ < C1 .

This term appears in the linearized aircraft dynamics as

-Sb qSbP = cz, IPP + c-T .C6.

or in state-space form
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The uncertain roll damping coefficient can be parameterized, as discussed in Section
2.5, with a center or nominal value given by C"°'m and a bound for a perturbation that
corresponds to the range of possible values between C- and C•:

S= -Sb,(Cnom p + kiv) + Cz ,.8 (11.7)

z = p + k2v (11.8)

It can be verified that if v = Az, then
q~ qs%,b

CL P y+ Ci " 8 119

where
C= -0 + kjA(1 - k2A)- 1  (11.10)

with
_ 2(C+ - C[0m)(Cnom - C

(C+j - C)

(Cj+ CT)- 2Cnk2 = xc+ o C+ c)- C_ ,

Simple substitution shows that C1 P = CT, CQT -m , C+ for A = --1, 0, 1, respectively.

The perturbed state-space, which has the necessary additional input and output corre-
sponding to the uncertainty, is:

no m 41sb ki 'Ts-C 1,.

with the block diagram representation shown in Figure 11.11 where

G 1 k2 0
Z. 1 0 0 .

1 0 0

Closing the A-loop in Figure 11.11 with A = 1 and A = -1 gives

LSbC qSb G°6
1P = +ci cl ++.

and
jSb0._ qSb

respectively, which is what was desired.
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Figure 11.11: Perturbed System.

Note that the nominal C1, is often at the center of the range of variation: that is,
Cn"o° = 0.5(C- + C11). In this case, k = 0 and ki = 0.5(Cfj - C1 P). This special case

was called a multiplicative perturbation in Section 2.5.
2C+ C- 2(C+ -c, )c+ c-

Another special case of interest is when the nominal CP°o I k= (C +p "+Cl
C; +(CF +CP)2C+ -c7

and k2  I 'V. This special case was called a divisive perturbation in Section 2.5.

Similarly, we can modify the state space to allow for variations in Cl6a. The state-space
for this case is the following:

[-h] = [ 4bll LSbCnom][

with
2(Cj+ -Cn m )(C"°" C1 )

(C,+6 - C-;)

(C"+ + Cjo) - 2CQ,,
12= c6a aj+ - c_,

Note that this specific uncertainty (i.e., an uncertain element in the B matrix) is a subset
of the complex-valued input uncertainties described earlier. Thus, if complex-valued
input uncertainties are already included in P, there is no need to include additional
uncertainty in the interconnection structure.

Finally, these two real-parameter uncertainties can be included together by adding an
input and output for each parameter. For this case, the state space is[s-] = CS~nom Tsb~ ki sb1, Ls-b Qom ] [ -1- P. I., I. I-."~

ZI 1 k2 0 0 V1
Z20 0 12 1 V2
p1 0 0 0 ba

As mentioned earlier, multivariable generalizations of the ideas detailed in this example
can be found in the literature [Morton 1985].
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11.2.4 Performance Weights

The fourth and final portion of P to be specified is a set of weighting functions for the
various signals in P. These functions are transfer functions, whose state-space realizations
are embedded in P, with specified frequency response shapes and magnitudes. The
functions associated with signals d and e are called performance weights, whereas those
associated with v and z are called uncertainty weights.

The role of weights is to scale the interconnection structure (i.e, normalize it) such that
control objectives in the unscaled structure are satisfied whenever the closed-loop gain
from d to e in the scaled structure is less than unity for all unit-size perturbations A
with the requisite block-structured form. The rt-synthesis design tools then work with the
scaled structure to find a controller K that achieves this unit-norm robust performance
goal.

The weights are the specifications that drive the control design. As is true with classi-
cal SISO design specifications, they can be used in two ways: to determine achievable
performance against fixed specifications (an analysis question) or to trade off some speci-
fications against others. The difference is subtle, but important. For example, a designer
may know that 10 dB gain margin is required, that 5-rad/sec bandwidth is desired for
performance reasons, and that there is 50% model uncertainty below 20 rad/sec. Incor-
porating these design objectives into the interconnection structure and completing the
D-K iterations, we may find that the final M-analysis gives y values larger than unity.
Hence, we know that desired performance cannot be achieved in the presence of the ex-
pected uncertainty. The achievable performance question is thus resolved: "No, it can't
be done." Of course, the follow-up question, "Ok, what can be done?," is even more
compelling. To answer this question, the designer must alter the weights in a series of
trials to effect suitable compromises. For instance, he may find that robust performance
can be guaranteed if the bandwidth goal is dropped to 4 rad/sec and model uncertainty
level is dropped to 40%. In this manner, all of the classical control design "knobs" are
embodied in the size and shape of the weights.

The remainder of this subsection examines typical weight selections for each of the per-
formance and uncertainty signals described above.

11.2.4.1 Tracking-Error Weights

The weights chosen for the tracking errors can be thought of as penalty functions. That
is, weights should be large in frequency ranges where small errors are desired and small
where larger errors can be tolerated. Another way to think about these weights is that
their frequency responses should be chosen so that acceptable unnormalized error signals
excited by disturbances d when passed through the weighting transfer function have
normalized-error frequency responses that are approximately flat and unit-size. (Note
that for classical SISO loops with d entering at he output, this interpretation means
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that these weights correspond to the desired frequency-response magnitude of the return
difference I + GK.)

In terms of the performance model in Figure 11.5, we incorporate the weight We as shown
in Figure 11.12. The signal, el is the normalized error signal.

I-"- -- tracking

Figure 11.12: Weighted Tracking Errors.

The size and frequency-response shapes of tracking-error weights depend upon several

considerations. First, we should recognize that errors at frequencies well beyond feedback
loop bandwidth will necessarily be open-loop size. This means that the weights should
roll off toward zero magnitude or level off to values less than the inverse of the open-loop
d-to-e gain. Second, to achieve integral action (i.e., zero steady-state errors), weights
should be large at very low frequency. We caution, however, that most software packages
for p-synthesis do not tolerate pure integrations in the weights, so a 1/(s + •) weight
with c sufficiently small must suffice. We can specify similar near-zero error performance
for other narrow frequency ranges by including oscillators in the weights, again with a
small amount of damping added to satisfy the software. Finally, it is critical to choose
appropriate relative sizes for multiple signals within e. The rules for sizing are simple:
each weight should be chosen such that the product of acceptable unnormalized signals
multiplied by the weight is approximately fiat and unit-size. In this way, all performance
signals receive comparable emphasis in p-synthesis optimization. Note that units are very
important in this context. For example, weighting two angular signals, one measured in
degrees and the other in radians, with identically sized weights implicitly favors the
signal measured in degrees by a factor of 18O/•'. By the same reasoning, a means of
design tradeoffs is also apparent. If the performance of one error needs to be improved
relative to another error, one need only change the relative weighting of the two.

When choosing performance weights for design tradeoffs, it is also important to keep
in mind the range of validity of the design model. For instance, there is nothing to
be gained by requiring integral action for an error signal when the design model does
not correctly represent low-frequency characteristics. The short-period approximation of
longitudinal aircraft dynamics, which neglects phugoid modes, is a case in point. Because
low-frequency behavior is not correctly represented in such approximations, weights can
be rolled off in that frequency range without compromising the (short-period) design.
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Figure 11.13 shows a number of typical shapes for error weighting functions.

IWI IWI

IWI IWI

Figure 11.13: Typical Weighting Shapes for Tracking Errors.

11.2.4.2 Actuator-Deflection Weights

By weighting actuator deflections or deflection commands, the designer can penalize
larger deflections and thereby minimize control activity. Note that we can again interpret
these weights as penalties. We can also apply the notion that their size should be chosen
to make the product of acceptable unnormalized deflections multiplied by the weight
nearly flat and unit-size. Figure 11.14 illustrates how these weights are incorporated into
the interconnection structure.

Following these interpretations, the simplest weight on actuator deflections is constant
across frequency and has magnitude equal to the inverse of the deflection limit. For
example, if aileron limits are -50 degrees to +50 degrees in a lateral-directional design
problem, a suitable weight for their deflections would be 1/50. A recommended alterna-
tive is to make the weight equal to the inverse of the size of the deflection range. In the
previous instance the weight would become 1/100. This choice eliminates ambiguities
that arise from asymmetric limits.

11.2.4.3 Actuator-Rate Weights

Similarly, weights on actuator rates also minimize control activity. Figure 11.15 shows
how they are incorporated into P.
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Figure 11.14: Weighted Acti.ator Deflections.

Figure 11.15: Weighted Actuator Rates.
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Suitable choices for these weights are again the inverse of maximum acceptable signal
values (i.e., the rate limits, held constant for all frequency). In special cases, a frequency-
dependent weight may be justified by hinge moment considerations but is usually not
necessary.

Because system bandwidth is directly related to system response speed and actuator
response rate can limit system response, weights on actuator rates can be used as effective
"knobs" to modulate final bandwidth of the closed-loop system: larger weights decrease
bandwidth whereas smaller ones increase it.

11.2.4.4 Commands, Disturbances, and Noise Input Weights

We now turn to weight selection for external distu bance signals d in the interconnection
structure. Recall that these signals include sensor noise, external disturbances (e.g., gust,
transients, etc.), and pilot commands. The role of weights for these signals is basically
the opposite of the role of weights for e discussed so far. Rather than taking unscaled
signals and normalizing them, the disturbance weights take flat unit-size signals and scale
them to produce a specified range of magnitudes and frequencies for d over which the
design must insure good performance.

Figure 11.16 illustrates this role of disturbance weights. Inputs to the weights are signals
whose frequency responses are flat and unit-size. The weights themselves contain scale
factors and frequency shaping that match the size, units and frequency content of the
true inputs that the system is expected to see. Typically we have only two categories
of disturbance weights. The first category consists of simple constants that are used to
model wide-band signals such as sensor noise. The constants simply scale the noise to
its correct magnitude. In most flight control designs, sensor noises are small and do not
impact performance significantly. Thus, it is tempting to set their weights to zero or omit
them from the interconnection structure entirely. However, certain technical conditions
of the H, solution usually make small nonzero weights mandatory.

The second category of disturbance weights consists of low-pass filters that are used
to model band-limited signals such as wind gusts and pilot or outer-loop commands.
Typically these weights are first-order transfer fuiýctions with gains selected to produce
the correct signal-levels and time constants selected to match the bandwidth of the signals
in question. For example, we might scale a wind gust model to produce 6 ft/sec gusts
over a bandwidth of V/L rad/sec, where V is airspeed and L is the gust scale length
at the current altitude. (This mimics the popular Dryden gust spectrum.) Similarly,
we might scale pilot commands to produce full-stick commands over a bandwidth of 1-2
rad/sec.
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Figure 11.16: Weighted Input Signals.

11.2.5 Uncertainty Weights

The final set of weighting functions to be specified are uncertainty weights. These trans-
form the normalized unit-size perturbations described earlier into perturbations whose
magnitudes and frequency content match uncertainty levels in the design model. Recall
that perturbations consist of several elements: input uncertainty, output uncertainty, and
various real-parameter errors. We must specify weights for each one.

11.2.5.1 Weights for Uncertainty at the Input

As shown earlier in Figure 11.9, uncertainties at the plant inputs are represented by a
complex-valued multiplicative perturbation block, Ainput. With the block itself taken to
be flat over frequency and unit-size, we specify the actual size of the perturbations by
scaling the signals going into the block, as shown in Figure 11.17. As with the other
weights discussed above, the weight here is a diagonal transfer-function matrix with one
scalar weighting function for each signal.

Z' 821i822" 8 2m v

0 W
&. &2 . .&m

pilot
coman~dsL K +G

Figure 11.17: Weighted Uncertainty at Input.

The size and shapes of scalar weights across frequency are dictated by the relative level of
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uncertainty in the plant model. Weights are large in frequency ranges where the model
is very uncertain and are smaller where the model is well known. For most aircraft
flight control design work, models are reasonably well known out to the short-period and
dutch-roll frequencies. Beyond that, they become progressively less reliable. Uncertainty
weights must reflect this, specifying perhaps 50% uncertainty in the short-period range
and rising well above 100% at higher frequencies. Many longitudinal designs begin with
the short-period approximation, neglecting phugoid and spiral dynamics. In these cases,
the weights should also reflect increasing uncertainty at low frequencies. Typical shapes
for the resulting uncertainty weights are shown in Figure 11.18. The plot on the the left is
representative of models with small low-frequency uncertainty and increasing uncertainty
at high frequency, whereas the plot on the right is representative of models based on
short-period approximations.

IWl IWI •

Figure 11.18: Example Input Uncertainty Weights.

Because input uncertainties use multiplicative representations, actual magnitudes of the
weights are easily determined. The magnitude at any frequency corresponds to the frac-
tion (relative to the nominal model) of possible model error at that frequency: 0.50
corresponds to errors as large as 50%, 1.00 corresponds to 100%, 2.00 to 200%, and
so on. Because perturbations are complex-valued, each level describes possible errors
in gain, phase, or both simultaneously. In addition, because the perturbations are un-
structured, possible errors also include cross-coupling between channels and various other
multivariable interactions.

As a rule of thumb, it is common to assume 50% uncertainty throughout the control
bandwidth and to let this level rise with a +1 slope (on a log-log scale) outside that region.
This ensures reasonable classical stability margins (6 dB, 30 deg for SISO loops) and
adequate rolloff beyond crossover. It is also common to use low-order transfer functions
with simple poles and zeros to achieve the frequency-domain shaping of the uncertainty
weights. Higher order transfer functions are not usually necessary and lead to higher
order final compensators.

It should be pointed out that the weights shown in Figure 11.18 are unrealizable as
state-space systems in P because each has an excess of zeros over poles (i.e., their trans-
fer functions are improper). Practical implementations require additional poles at high
frequencies to make the transfer functions proper or, alternatively, must utilize existing
dynamics already in P to achieve the same end. As an example of the latter approach to
weight realization, the following "trick" shows how existing actuator models can be used
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to accommodate a zero-pole excess.

Trick: Suppose the desired uncertainty weight ramps up with a +1 slope, and a first-
order actuator already exists in the design model. Then, an uncertainty block can
be placed around the actuator, rather than ahead of it, to realize the weight. Figure
11.19 illustrates this using two equivalent block diagrams. Note that W in these
diagrams can be as simple as a constant, if the uncertainty zero happens to be the
same as the actuator pole, or a (proper) lead-lag, W = (s + z)/(s + a), that places
the zero at any desired location.

Actuator
Dynamics

a .a Airrafto
w Wa •2Dynamics

Figure 11.19: Using Actuator Model to Realize Improper Weights.

11.2.5.2 Weights for Uncertainty at the Output

Uncertainty at the output is used to model uncertain gain and phase characteristics of
sensors. Again, the magnitudes and frequency response shapes of these weights should
express the relative size of possible errors to the nominal sensor model. Usually, constant
weights suffice here, but we can sometimes justify frequency-dependent ones to represent
specific known sensor errors. The weights then look very similar to those shown in Figure
11.18.

11.2.5.3 Real-Parameter Uncertainty Weighting

Because true uncertainty levels for real parameters were already incorporated as scale
factors in the design model when we added additional inputs and outputs in Section
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11.2.3, additional weights are usually unnecessary here. Unsteady aerodynamic effects
can, in theory, motivate additional frequency-dependent shaping. But these effects usu-
ally occur well outside the control bandwidth and are, if necessary, better handled as
additional dynamics in the nominal model (e.g., Kussner/Wagner lags, as discussed in
Section 4.1.2.2).

11.2.6 Full Interconnection Structure

Figure 11.20 shows an interconnection structure that combines all of the intermediate
steps described in the previous subsections. Note that this figure is just one instance of
the general feedback diagram in Figure 11.1. The large perturbation block A in Figure
11.1 consists of all the individual A, blocks of Figure 11.20 arranged in block-diagonal
fashion; that is,

Ain[ 0 0
A = 0 Aotpu, 0 (11.11)

Aarm

Correspondingly, A's inputs z are all individual block inputs collected as a single vector,
and outputs v are all individual block outputs collected similarly. Control compensator
K in Figure 11.1 corresponds to the linear controller block in 11.20, with inputs collected
as y and outputs collected as u. The rest of Figure 11.20 corresponds to P, with all inputs
collected as d and all outputs collected as e.

Fu 1. Aircraft Structur E

ualy Actuator Dynamics eU17
Model Modelard~n

Controller
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11.3 Closed-Loop Response

Given a (normalized) interconnection structure such as that in Figure 11.20, our design
problem is to find a stabilizing compensator K that makes the maximum singular value of
the closed-loop frequency-response matrix from d to e less than unity for all possible unit-
size perturbations A with the defined block structure. Such a compensator guarantees
that performance specifications are robustly satisfied for all models in the uncertainty
set. The theory of /j-analysis tells us that this problem has an equivalent alternative
interpretation, namely to find a stabilizing K that makes the structured singular value of
a larger matrix less than unity. The larger matrix is the closed-loop frequency response
from (v, d) to (z, e) with A removed. To date, closed-form solutions do not exist for
either interpretation of this synthesis problem. However, the second interpretation leads
to an approximate iterative solution that works quite effectively. This iterative scheme
uses repeated H,,-solutions with rescalings of all signal sets after each iteration. Details
of these steps will be described shortly. For each step, we require the closed-loop version
of the interconnection structure, which we describe next.

Consider the general feedback diagram from Figure 11.1 with A removed. Then the
closed-loop response from (v, d) to (z, e) can be written as

= M (1 1.12 )
I = d

where M is the transfer function consisting of the K feedback loop closed around P, as
shown in Figure 11.21. Note that M depends on both P and K.

d P e

dM e

Figure 11.21: General Feedback-.,oop Block Diagram.

In terms of block-partitioned transfer functions, we next derive the functional form for
M. Let

P.,,P. Pzu,1
P- Pm Ped P•., (11.13)[Pr., Py d P3,u j

where the partitions divide P into two signal sets at both the input and output such that

[][PZV Pd - (11.14)
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y =[/ [ If] +P (11.15)

Substituting u = Ky into these expressions and eliminating y gives the closed-loop
response:

M M Med Pep Ped P1

11.4 H. Synthesis

As mentioned above, the problem of finding compensators that make the structured
singular value of M less than unity can be solved by repeated H.-solutions alternated
with rescalings of the signal sets. The Hoo part of !hese iterations use the well-developed
theory of Ho-optimal control (e.g., [Doyle 1989]). This theory provides compensators
that minimize the HO•-norm of M (i.e., minimize the maximum singular value, rather than
the structured singular value, of M over frequency). The required calculations consist of
two Riccati equations solved iteratively in a one-dimensional search over a parameter -y
that corresponds to the currently achieved value of the H. -norm. The objective of the
search is to make 7 as small as possible. The Riccati equation solutions as well as the
"-y-search can be accomplished using any of several available software packages.

The input data required for HO, synthesis is a state-space representation of P correspond-
ing to the transfer function above:

-]A Bv Bd B.Ac I J _ z z z (11-17)
S D]= Ce Dev Ded Deu

Cv Dyv Dyd DuJ

where the partitions separate states x from the input signal set (v, d, u) and state deriva-
tives • from the output signal set (z, e, y).

Special rank conditions on the state space D matrix must be satisfied for solutions to
exist. These conditions can be interpreted as follows:

1. Full rankD TD,, + DTDeu means that control actuation at high frequencies is
penalized in either z or e.

2. Full rank DYD,, + DydDyd means that sensors see high-frequency disturbances due
to either v or d.

It is also necessary to provide an admissible starting value for the search parameter -y
such that

yopt = inf IIMI[[o < 'y (11.18)
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where yopt is the (initially unknown) smallest achievable value for the Hoo norm of M
over all possible stabilizing K's. For starting values of -y greater than yopt, we know
that the first K from Hoo-synthesis will produce an M with IIMIIoo <5 7 [Doyle 1989].
We can then select progressively smaller values and repeat the synthesis until no further
reductions are possible. If our starting value or any of the intermediate search values
fall below -y•t, the H,,-solution fails to satisfy certain additional eigenvalue conditions
[Doyle 1989]. Most software packages test these conditions, report the failure, and accept
larger 7y values to try again. Some software products even automate the search entirely,
usually with bisection methods, requiring only stopping tolerances and (perhaps) search
intervals as user input.

After the -y-search is completed, the final compensator K is supplied in state-space form
with [A, B, C, D] matrices calculated directly from the last Riccati solutions. These ma-
trices are then used to construct the closed-loop system M and to compute its frequency-
response matrix over a frequency range of interest for subsequent p-analysis. Although
the theory guarantees that M is stable and that its maximum singular value is less than
or equal to the final -, subtle numerical difficulties sometimes arise. Therefore, it is a
good idea to verify both properties.

11.5 p-Analysis and D-Scales

The next step in i-synthesis is a complete point-by-point P-analysis of closed-loop fre-
quency response M(jw). As described in Section 11.5, this involves calculating M's
structured singular values at each frequency poiLt and comparing those values against
unity. Recall that structured singular values are always defined with respect to a specific
uncertainty structure. The structure in this case is given by

Am [ = J°Ap - 0 0 Aparao 0 (11.19)
0 0 0 AP

The first block is the plant's original uncertainty set A (itself block-structured), with
input-output signals z and v. The second block. AP, is the so-called "fictitious" per-
turbation representing our performance requirements, with input/output signals e and
d.

For this uncertainty structure, the condition, u[M] < 1 V w, guarantees that closed-loop
system M remains stable when A is connected from z to v and AP is connected from e to
d, simultaneously. The latter condition means precisely that the d-to-e gain is less than
unity for the entire model set, which ensures that performance is robust.

As discussed in Section A.2, the exact value of Y at each frequency is not, in general, easy
to calculate. Instead, upper and lower bounds are used to bracket the true value. The
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upper bound, in particular, is based on a computationally tractable search over the class
of scaling matrices D that commute with perturb:.tion AM. Matrices that commute are
matched to the structure of the perturbation in the following manner:

dinptlinprt 0 0 0

0 Doutput 0 0 (11.20)D= 0 0 Dparam 0

oo o

Here dipt is a scalar multiplying an identity matrix with the same dimension as Aipt,
and Doutput and Dparam are diagonal matrices with the same dimensions as Aoutpt and
Aparam, respectively. In all, there are 1 + noutput + nparam individual scalar parameters in
D.

Because these D's commute with the perturbation, any one of them provides an upper
bound for the structured singular value, namely 3[DMD-1]. Taking the smallest of these
bounds gives

p[M] < inf3[DMD-1] (11.21)
D

The specific D's that achieve the infimum in this equation are called D-scales. They are
computed automatically as part of p-analysis calculations.

11.6 D-K Iteration

Once the p-analysis calculations are complete, we examine test condition i[M] < 1 V w. If
this condition is satisfied, the current H -compensator, K, meets all robust performance
goals. Two options to proceed are possible:

1. Accept the compensator and move to the simplification step of p-synthesis, or

2. Execute another design iteration. We can repeat this option until one or both of
the convergence conditions discussed below are satisfied. Each iteration reduces
p further below unity. This means that the design satisfies tighter performance
specifications, 1lell -< i, over larger uncertainty sets, 11A11 < -.

If the test condition fails, on the other hand, two other options are possible:

1. The iteration process has converged, which is indicated by an approximately flat
p-function across frequency and/or by current D-scales that differ insignificantly
from the previous iteration. No further improvement can then be expected. Rather,
design tradeoffs that relax some specifications in favor of others are necessary, as
guided by features of the current M. We discuss such tradeoffs further under the
title M-Analysis below.
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2. The process is not converged. Execute another design iteration

If another iteration is appropriate, it differs from the current one only in the sense that
a modified optimization problem is solved in the H,, step. This modified problem is a
rescaled version of the original one, using the current D-scales as scaling factors.

11.6.1 Rational D-Approximations

Unfortunately, current D-scales are available only pointwise across frequency, so they
cannot be used directly to scale the state-space realization of P. Rather, rational ap-
proximations, D, for D must be found, with state-space realizations of their own. These
approximations can then be appended to the original interconnection structure to pro-
duce the modified form illustrated in Figure 11.22.

U7 Y

Figure 11.22: Interconnection Structure With Appended D-Scales.

To find the necessary rational approximations, individual diagonal elements of D are
interpreted as transfer functions whose Bode magnitude diagrams are given by the com-
puted D-scale values. These transfer functions are further constrained to be stable,
minimum phase, and have no singularities on the jw-axis (including none at w = oo).
Under these conditions, both D and b-' can be realized as stable state-space systems.

For simple functions, this constrained-transfer-function approximation step can often be
done manually with just a few trial-and-error iterations. Classical designers are partic-
ularly skilled at this. Software tools are necessary for more complex functions. These
tools use the pointwise computed D-scales as input data as well as information about
the desired approximation order and (sometimes) fit accuracy as a function of frequency.
The latter is useful if the upper bound is very sensitive to D-scales in certain frequency
ranges and less sensitive in others.
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11.6.2 Properties of D-K Iteration

From a theoretical perspective, the iteration process described above is only an approxi-
mate method for solving the true p-minimization problem that exploits the upper bound:

inf p[M(P, K)] < inf 7[DM(P, K)D-1] (11.22)
K K,D

D-K iterations solve the right-hand optimization problem sequentially by first minimizing
over K with D fixed, then minimizing over D with K fixed, and so on. It can be shown
that this process improves performance monotonically with each iteration, assuming that
the rational D-scales are approximated perfectly. Beyond that, few "nice" properties
apply. In particular, the process is not guaranteed to find global optimal solutions because
the function jr[DM(P, K)D-'] is not jointly convex in D and K. Thus, it can get stuck
at local minima.

It addition, the iterations become progressively less well-conditioned numerically as they
converge because the final y-optimal solution, which is fiat across frequency, requires
proper compensators (with non-zero state-space D matrices). The Riccati solvers at each
iteration, however, produce strictly proper compensators. The necessary D matrices
are approximated by wide-band components in K, whose poles tend toward infinity as
the iterations proceed. Eventually, the growing pole spread overpowers the numerical
capabilities of the Riccati solvers, and we must ultimately terminate the iterations before
convergence is complete.

Despite these limitations, however, design experiences with aircraft flight control and
other applications show that the process is effective in synthesizing control laws for dif-
ficult design situations with tight robust performance requirements.

11.6.3 M-Analysis

Even though the test condition, I[M] < 1 V w, is the principal property of interest for
the closed-loop frequency response, M(jw), much additional is information embedded in
this matrix. This information helps in understanding the current design and is essential
in directing performance tradeoffs and compromises in cases where the converged test
condition fails.

Further information can be extracted by decomposing M into various constituents to de-
termine why it is large in certain frequency ranges. One of the most basic decompositions
looks at the contributions of robust stability and nominal performance requirements on
the overall robust performance goal. We accomplish this by comparing plots of /[M..]
and a[Med] with that of 1[M], which bounds both of these functions. In frequency ranges
where A[M2 .] -ýZ [M], the robust stability requirement is the main contributor to the
overall goal and, if u[M] > 1, the uncertainty set must be made smaller. On the other
hand, in frequency ranges where P[M~d] ýZ [M], nominal performance is the main con-
tributor and, if y[M] > 1, performance requirements must be relaxed (i.e., accept larger
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e). At some frequencies, of course, both constituents may contribute significantly to p[M]
and relaxation of either one will effect the design.

Other contributions to y[M] can be assessed with other plots. For example, the contribu-
tion of a particular disturbance or group of disturbances can be assessed by selecting out
the appropriate columns of M and plotting the maximum singular value of the matrix
formed from these columns. Likewise the contribution of a particular tracking error or
group of errors can be assessed by selecting out the appropriate rows of M and plotting
the maximum singular value of the matrix formed from these rows.

One of the rank conditions on D discussed in Section 11.4 is sometimes satisfied by
introducing sensor noise into d. It is then desirable to know whether this noise is in
fact negligible in its contributions to the overall design goal. This can be verified by
comparing a plot of the maximum singular value of the columns of M corresponding to
the sensor noise elements of d with that for y[M]. If 5ý[Msensor noise] <« 1[M], then the
noise makes no significant contribution to the ovei all design.

These same types of comparisons can be made for other rows or columns of M. For
example, the penalty associated with control actuation can be assessed by comparing
a plot of the maximum singular value of the rows of M corresponding to the control
penalty elements of e with that for that for /[M]. If '[Mcn,.ot pw,•,,t] <« [M], then the
control penalty makes insignificant contributions to the overall design. In many cases,
the contribution of the control penalty will be frequency dependent (e.g., actuation rate
penalties may be significant at high frequencies but not at low frequencies).

In yet other analyses, subsets of input/output signals can be deleted from M and the
p-function of the resulting smaller matrix can be compared to the original p[M]. This
shows whether the deleted element (i.e., a specific model perturbation or performance
signal) is significant to the overall design. In this way, for example, the effects of un-
certain stability derivatives can be studied separately from the effects of high-frequency
unmodeled dynamics. Again, the idea is to find a smaller problem where P for the smaller
problem agrees closely with A[M].

11.7 Compensator-Order Reduction

As noted above, as D-K-iterations converge, the maximum singular value of M(jw) tends
toward a function that is flat across frequency, and some poles of the compensator tend
toward infinity. These poles prove troublesome in eventual digital implementations of the
compensator, so is desirable to remove them. The residualization procedures of Section
B.1.2.2 applied to a block-diagonal realization of the compensator, as discussed in Section
B.1.3, usually work well for this purpose.

Still further order reduction is often possible because the compensators also include
many near pole-zero cancellations. Truncated frequency-weighted balanced realizations
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[Enns 1984], Hankel model reduction [Glover 1984], or frequency-weighted Hankel model
reduction [Latham 1986, Anderson 1986, Khou 1993] are useful in removing these dy-
namics.

Of course, after all such simplification steps, the closed-loop system M should be recon-
structed using the simplified K, and robust performance reverified.

11.8 Longitudinal Example

11.8.1 Short-Period Design

Very often, longitudinal control designs begin with a two-state aircraft model that rep-
resents short-period dynamics. For symmetric a~rcraft, if a control variable has been
chosen and control effectors slaved together, as suggested in earlier sections, the control
design problem is essentially single-input/single-output. For the sake of this example, we
did not select a controlled variable a priori, but rather discuss the mu-synthesis method-
ology using pitch-rate and normal-accelerometer measurements. However, the multiple
controls are slaved together. The aircraft is a version of the F-16 and is briefly discussed
below.

11.8.1.1 Interconnection Structure

The interconnection structure for this example appears in Figure 11.23 and is very similar
to the generic interconnection structure of Figure 11.20. Three exceptions are the omis-
sion of actuator command/rate penalties, noise inputs, and real-parameter uncertainty.

11.8.1.2 Aircraft Model

The aircraft model is for an F-16 modified to add thrust vectoring and vertical canards.
The thrust vectoring, along with the existing horizontal tails, make up the pitch-axis
control effectors. The flight condition for this example is straight and level at Mach 0.8
and 10,000 ft altitude, with a trim angle of attack of 1.6 deg. At this flight condition,
the short-period dynamics are unstable with the unstable pole at 1.25 rad/sec.

The two control effectors are slaved together using the pseudo-inverse method described
earlier. A pitch-rate (q) gyro and normal accelerometer (nz) provide sensed quantities
used by the controller.
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Figure 11.23: Interconnection Structure for Short-Period Design.

11.8.1.3 Performance Model

For this example, optimal performance is measured in terms of model tracking errors
shown in Figure 11.5. The pilot input is longitudinal stick and the two signals that make
up the error vector are pitch rate and normal acceleration.

11.8.1.4 Weights

W•-,d: This weight takces a unit-norm signal as input and produces a signal with size and
frequency content consistent with pilot commands.

For the closed-loop system, we chose a normal-acceleration command system, as discussed
in Section 11.8.1.3. That is, the pilot stick commands nz at low frequency, and we select
the weight

Wa=0.0018 + 100

Because the DC gain of W~d is unity, unit-sized s:gnals are translated into unit-sized nz
commands, which gives reasonable 1-g load-factor commands. The pole at 0.1 rad/sec
indicates that pilot inputs diminish at frequencies above 0.1 rad/sec. Above 100 rad/sec,
an acceptable 0.001-g nz command results from our choice of poles, zeros, and DC gain.

WTE: This function weights errors formed by subtraction of the outputs of the closed-
loop system from those of the performance model. In our case, the two outputs are q and
nz so that WFEre is a 2-by-2 diagonal matrix transfer function. Whenever there is more
than one performance signal, we must take care to ensure that the relative weighting
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functions are appropriate. The selected weights are
= 300s

WTE-nz 
300

(s + 0.1)(s + 10)

V z
WTE-q ( + z)WTE-nz

The weight for the nz error has a magnitude of 30 between 0.1 and 10 rad/sec. This
frequency range is commensurate with the MIL-STD-1797 short-period specification. The
magnitude of 30 implies that errors as large as 1/30 = 0.033 g axe acceptable in that
frequency range. Letting magnitude roll off at high and low frequencies indicates that
larger errors are acceptable in those frequency ranges.

We express the weight for q error relative to that for nz error and include the factor V/g
to make the low-frequency scaling between q and nz similar because nz = qV/g (for nz
in g's) at low frequencies. The lag at z rad/sec is included to negate the effects of the
open-loop zero in the pitch-rate transfer function. If only the V/g scaling were included,
then, in the frequency range above the pitch-rate zero, pitch-rate errors would be more
heavily penalized than the nz errors. This is due to the magnitude rise associated with
the open-loop pitch-rate zero.

Wd•.t: This weight scales unit-norm signals to have proper size and frequency content for
disturbance inputs. For this example, the disturbance is a normal gust, with a weight of

4
W dist ="-

s+0.2

This transfer function is a crude first-order approximation to the second-order filter
associated with the Dryden gust model (see Section 4.4.1) using L. = 1750 ft, V = 400
ft/sec, o-,,, = 10 ft/sec.

W.,,: This weight describes model uncertainty at the design model input (i.e., controller
output). For this example, the single input is the composite pitch effector (slaved elevator
and thrust vectoring), with a weight of

W~ni 2s+2
s + 20

This choice indicates that at frequencies below 2 rad/sec, we expect at most 4/20 = 0.2
or 20% model error. For frequencies above 2 rad/sec, the model uncertainty grows until
the pole at 20 rad/sec, which is needed to make the weighting function realizable. It also
sets the expected uncertainty level at high frequency to be 2.

Short-period models are generally reliable out to between 5 and 10 rad/sec. But, we chose
our weighting to indicate that the model loses fidelity beyond 2 rad/sec because we use
this same weight to modulate closed-loop bandwidth. By increasing model uncertainty
beyond 2 rad/sec, the optimization keeps bandwidth roughly between 2 and 10 rad/sec.
Note that 10 rad/sec is the frequency at which model uncertainty exceeds unity.
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W•,co: This weight describes model uncertainty at the design model output (i.e., con-
troller input). We use these functions to guide blending of the two sensed quantities.
The two outputs for this example are q and nz, and the associated weights are

s+2
Uflco-lz ":-j- s 20

W.nco.q = 0.00001

The nz weight indicates that the accelerometer is good to within 2/20 = 0.1 (or 10%)
at frequencies below 2 rad/sec. Allowable accelerometer errors grow to 1 (or 100%)
beyond 20 rad/sec. Actual accelerometer bandwidth is greater than 2 rad/sec. By
increasing model error beyond 2 rad/sec, we are requiring the p-synthesis design to
avoid using accelerometer beyond 2 rad/sec. (It is, of course, common practice to rolloff
accelerometers at 2-4 rad/sec.)

The weight on the pitch-rate gyro indicates that iL is accurate to 0.001% for all frequen-
cies. The actual sensor has limited bandwidth, albeit high, and its accuracy is somewhat
better than the modeled 0.001%.

11.8.1.5 D-K Iteration

We obtain the first Hoo controller K with all D-scales set equal to unity. The maximum
singular value of the frequency response of the resulting closed-loop system, 5[M], is
about 43, whereas the maximum value of u[M], assuming diagonal uncertainties and a
full AP block for performance, is about 14. This indicates that D-scales should be useful
in further optimizing the design. Figure 11.24 shows &[M] along with upper and lower
bounds for p[M]. M-analysis shows that at very low frequencies and frequencies beyond
10 rad/sec, robust stability (M,,) is large and hence is the dominant factor that keeps
the design from achieving desired robust performance. Figure 11.25 shows the same C[M]
plot as in Figure 11.24, as well as the robust stability plot, M,,, (dashed), and the nominal
performance plot, Med (dash-dot).

One output of current p-analysis software is a frequency response plot for D-scales, which
must be fit with low-order approximations. State-space approximations for D and D 1

are then appended to the interconnection structu:e and another H,,-optimal controller
computed. For this example, D-scales corresponding to the three uncertainties (one
at the input and two at the output) are each fit with (at most) fourth-degree transfer
functions.

Once the D-scale approximations and their inverses have been determined, we form
a new weighted design model by multiplying each of the uncertainty inputs (to the
interconnection structure, P), by the appropriate D-1 -scaling. Similarly, each of the
uncertainty outputs is also multiplied by the appropriate D-scaling. This new weighted
design model is then used to compute the next Hoo-optimal controller.
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Figure 11.24: Maximum Singular Value and tz Bounds for First Iteration.
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Figure 11.25: M-analysis for First Iteration.
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For this example, three iterations were completed before reduction of &[M] stopped. At
this step, &[M] is greater than 2.5, as illustrated in Figure 11.26. This figure also shows
bounds for p[M]. Note that in the frequency range around 1 rad/sec, bounds for y are
nearly identical to the largest singular value (magnitude of about 2.3). This implies that
D-scales have accomplished as much as is possible in this region. In fact, further D-scale
optimization is unwarranted throughout the entire frequency range. Because we have
not yet achieved guaranteed robust performance (i.e., f[M] > 1), a design trade must be
made.

M-analysis shown in Figure 11.27 for this third iteration shows a typical result. At
low and high frequencies, model uncertainty errors dominate the problem because the
robust stability curve (dashed) is near the r[M] curve (solid). In the control bandwidth,
nominal performance (dash-dot) requirements drive the problem. Further examination
of rows and columns of the frequency response of the nominal performance block, Med,

show that gust input requirements cause nominal performance to be large (which, in
turn, causes yt to be large).

At this point, we must relax our gust input specification by changing the weight Wdist to

Wdist
s + 0.05

This maintains the steady-state size of the gust description but lowers the frequency
content between 0.05 and 0.2 rad/sec.

Now we design another Hoo-optimal controller, including the D-scales from the previous
iteration in our interconnection structure. We do four more D-K-iterations (again, using
at most fourth-order approximations for the D-scales) to arrive at a final design. Figure
11.28 shows &[M] and the y bounds for the last iteration. Note that the g bounds are
now close to &[M] for all frequency indicating that further D-K iteration is unnecessary.
Also, because y is less than 1 for all frequency, we guarantee robust performance for those
inputs and uncertainties characterized by the weighting functions in the interconnection
structure. Finally, Figure 11.29 shows the robust stability and nominal performance parts
of M. Note that, although nominal performance still dominates in the control bandwidth
frequency region, the peak is much lower than before the design tradeoff.

11.8.1.6 Model Reduction

The controller resulting from the final iteration has 38 states. In light of the original
two-state design model, this is clearly impractical.

The method we used to reduce compensator order is as follows. First, the states beyond
100 rad/sec were residualized (see Section B.1.2.2). This removed eight states. We then
identified appropriate high-frequency states for residualization by performing a similarity
transformation to an eigenvalue form. Figure 11.30 presents frequency-domain compar-
isons for the three controller inputs (pilot command, q, and nz) to the slaved pitch control
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Figure 11.26: Maximum Singular Value and 1 Bounds for Third Iteration.
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Figure 11.27: M-Analysis for Third Iteration.
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Figure 11.28: Maximum Singular Value and ja Bounds for Final Iteration.
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Figure 11.29: M-Analysis for Final Iteration.
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for the full-order and residualized controller.

Next, the 30-state controller was transformed to a balanced realization, and we reduced
state dimension to 6 by truncating the least significant states. We used no frequency-
dependent weighting in computing this realization. This is the final reduced-order con-
troller. Figure 11.31 compares frequency responses for the final 6-state controller with
those for the original 38-state controller.

As an aside, we note that balancing the original 38-state model and then truncating did
not yield a reasonable model. Presumably, the very high-frequency dynamics cause nu-
merical difficulties. It is generally a good practice to residualize high-frequency modes in
a working model before proceeding to the task at hand, be it synthesis, model reduction,
or simulation.

11.8.1.7 Analysis

All closed-loop poles that result from using the 6-state controller with the 2-state short-
period model were stable and well damped. Conventional single-loop-at-a-time analysis
showed nearly 20 dB of gain margin and 70 deg of phase margin in all channels. Finally,
we performed linear simulation with a longitudinal-stick step input. Figure 11.32 shows
incremental changes from trim for a 1-g commanded step. Shown are q, a, nz at the cg
and at the accelerometer and the slaved pitch-effector command. (Ultimately, this slaved
effector would be split in some proportion among he three effectors.) All responses look
reasonable, although an argument could be made that the response speed is a little slow
(by a couple tenths of a second or so).

When the 6-state model was connected to the 4-state longitudinal model (i.e., short-
period plus phugoid dynamics), the closed-loop exhibits an unstable root. The time to
double for the unstable pole is 12.2 sec, which, according to the MIL-STD-1797, is Level
3 flying qualities. This motivated a full 4-state longitudinal design, which is described
next.

11.8.2 Short-Period-Plus-Phugoid Design

In this design, we seek control in the short-period frequency range, as in Section 11.8.1,
and closed-loop stability of both short-period and phugoid modes. We include the
phugoid in the design phase with the knowledge that H,, produces stable closed-loop
systems.

11.8.2.1 Interconnection Structure

The interconnection structure for this example appears in Figure 11.33. Note that only
the pieces of the problem pertinent to demonstrating phugoid stabilization are included.
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Figure 11.30: Comparison of Full-Order and Residualized Controllers.
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Figure 11.33: Interconnection Structure for Seort-Period-Plus-Phugoid Design.

11.8.2.2 Aircraft Model

The aircraft model short-period dynamics are unchanged, but the phugoid (Wph = 0S16,
(ph = 0.13) is added. In addition, we define an additional output for this design: a lon-

gitudinal controlled variable, MCV. The new design using MCV will now be consistent
with the other designs in these guidelines in that an MCV is defined prior to application

of the design methodology. For this example,
MCV= -wq+s-nz

where KW = 300 ft/sec, and nz is measured in g's. Note that this controlled variable is
similar to the pitch controlled variable defined in Section 5.3. Obvious differences axe the

use of nz rather than a and the explicit filtering of nz. Recall from the previous example
that we used output uncertainty weights to affect a rolled-off nz.

11.8.2.3 Weights

W•nci: This weight is defined as in the previous short-period design presented in Section

11.8.1.4.

WTE: This weight penalizes errors between pilot stick command and the MCV response

and is given by

WTE = 71.9 [S2IS2 + 1.4(0.05)s +- 0.052](S + 5)

[s2 + 1.4(0.2)s + 0.22](s + 0.2)(s + 100)
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Above 0.2 rad/sec (i.e., above the phugoid frequency) errors are penalized in the usual
fashion: that is, high gain at 0.2 rad/sec that rolls off between 0.2 rad/sec and the desired
crossover of 5 rad/sec. The pole at 100 rad/sec decreases the penalty for very high
frequencies. Below 0.2 rad/sec the weighting function also rolls off to deemphasize the
impact of phugoid dynamics on the MCV response, while still allowing H~o to stabilize
the closed loop.

11.8.2.4 D-K Iteration

Just a couple D-K iterations were necessary to lower I to an acceptable level. Figure
11.34 shows the y plot along with the nominal performance (Med) and robust stability
(M,,) plots. Note again the typical behavior in that nominal performance dominates
p below crossover and robust stability dominates above crossover. Guaranteed robust
performance is not achieved here (pu > 1), but adequate robustness is achieved (M,, < 1).

4tMI
1 2I A l e e g lossas' I I II asl me|1i

S1.o" low

0 .8 ;md

.0.01 0.i 1. 0 10 100
log frequency

Figure 11.34: M-Analysis for Final Iteration.

11.8.2.5 Analysis

We were primarily concerned in this example with stabilizing the phugoid, and a check
of the closed-loop poles reveals this was accomplished.
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11.8.3 Short-Period Design with Real-Parameter Variation

This design example repeats the short-period design with the inclusion of real-parameter
uncertainties in Cm,,a and C0 m6.

11.8.3.1 Interconnection Structure

Figure 11.35 shows the interconnection structure for this case. It is identical to Figure
11.23, except for the addition of a block for real-parameter uncertainty.

Ththp ri Aircraft mn

Penalty

exp fr a UncfiptUn- ongnc

at the rl pUncertainty baatl

Controller

Figure 11.35: Interconnection Structure for Short-Period Design With Real Parameter
Variations.

The short-period aircraft model is unchanged from the previous short-period design,
except for addition of inputs and outputs associated with modeling uncertainty in C,,,
and C,•,. See Section 11.2.3 for details of how to add these types of inputs and outputs.

All other weights and models in Figure 11.35 are as for the previous short-period design.
Note that the real parameter uncertainty block has no associated weights because: (1)

the normalization scaling is handled with the method for setting up the additional inputs
and outputs described in Section 11.2.3, and (2) any frequency dependence associated
with these uncertainties is related to unsteady-aerodynamics effects, which generally have
very high bandwidth (proportional to velocity) and can be ignored.
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11.8.3.2 Design and Analysis

The design proceeds much like the previous short-period design presented in Section
11.8.1. The same design trade regarding gust disturbance is made, and the D-K iteration
is stopped when a[M] and 1 [M] bounds reach those shown in Figure 11.36. Figure 11.37
shows the M-analysis: The solid line is a repeat of a[M], the dashed line is robust stability
due to the complex uncertainties, the dotted line is robust stability due to the two real-
parameter uncertainties, and the dash-dot line is nominal performance. The resulting
compensator has 52 states, but is reduced to eight in the same manner described for the
previous short-period design. The resulting analysis is also similar.

11.9 Lateral-Directional Example

In this section, we describe a p-synthesis design for lateral-directional control of a linear
model of the F-117 stealth fighter. Additional examples of p-synthesis designs for lateral-
directional flight control are given in the references [Enns 1990a, Jackson 1990].

11.9.1 Problem Description

The F-117 stealth fighter lateral-directional dynamics differ slightly from more conven-
tional aircraft in that the stability derivative for side force due to sideslip angle (Cy) is
small. For this reason, a lateral accelerometer is not as useful as a control sensor, and a
sideslip-angle measurement is assumed for this example.

The linear model has three inputs: effective aileron (6k), effective rudder (4,), and sideslip-
angle gust (P.g). There are four measured variables: stability-axis roll and yaw rates
(p., r,), sideslip angle (p) and bank angle about the velocity vector (y).

The control objectives are to track lateral stick and rudder pedal commands with little
coupling, while rejecting side wind gusts, and perform well under model uncertainty. The
lateral-tracking objectives are to provide quick response from lateral stick to stability-axis
roll rate for commands of 4 rad/sec. The directional-tracking objectives are to provide
quick response from rudder pedals to NCV response for commands of 0.5 g. NCV is a
blend of stability-axis yaw rate and sideslip angle with an additional term to deal with
trim. (See Section 5.4 for a detailed description of NCV.)

The two types of model uncertainty considered for this example are sensor uncertainty
and unstructured (coupled) input uncertainty. We assume that the four measurements
are accurate to some percentage of their nominal values (3% for / and F sensors, and 1.5%
for rate gyros). We assume aileron and rudder effectiveness are uncertain and allowed to
couple together to 30% of their nominal effectiveness.
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Figure 11.36: Maximum Singular Value and Bounds for Final Iteration.
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Figure 11.37: M-Analysis for Final Iteration.
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11.9.2 Interconnection Structure

Figure 11.38 shows the interconnection structure, which is similar to Figure 11.20, but
with no performance model and no parametric uncertainty. The interconnection P is
built from the block diagram. The lower loop of P is closed with controller K to form

closed-loop system M.
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Figure 11.38: Lateral-Directional Interconnection Structure Example.

11.9.3 Performance Weights

Note that the primary performance inputs and outputs are pilot inputs and tracking
errors, which gives a 2-input/2-output system. Figure 11.39 provides the context for
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discussion of command and tracking error weights, which can be interpreted in several
ways: One is described in Section 11.2.4, where each weight is considered separately.
Another is how these weights act in combinations.

PilMot 
T aiz

NCVEq _p NCV Ncr

System C

Figure 11.39: Command and Tracking Performance Weights.

For example, we expect response from NCV~d to NCV,.,. to look like a classical sensitiv-
ity function plot: low at low frequency, peaking above 1 near crossover, and equal to 1 at
high frequency. The Hoo design method attempts to make the response from normalized
inputs to outputs flat across frequency and as small as possible. Thus, we chose weights
so that the product of weights on NCV input and output approximate the sensitivity
function we desire for NCV response. Although there appears to be some freedom in
how we allocate weights between input and output, this choice does impact the response
from LCVcd to NCV,,., as well as actuation, sensing, and disturbances responses.

LCV response dynamics are limited by a zero at the origin in the linear system, so we
cannot expect good tracking at low frequency. Thus, the weighting on LCV response is
chosen to allow low-frequency errors. However, we do want small LCV tracking errors
throughout the frequency range of about 0.1 to 2 rad/sec. The following two weights axe
candidates for achieving these goals:

WLcv, = 0.08 (s .06) (~ s+3 (s + 60

WLCVcr,. = 6.25

The inverse of the product of these two weights (1/WLCVrWLCVc,,d) defines the bound
for the actual sensitivity response (LCVe,,/LCVcd), as illustrated in the plot labeled
LCVerr/LCVcmd in Figure 11.40. The solid lines in this figure are the weights; the
dotted lines are the achieved transfer functions. If the H" norm from normalized pilot
input to normalized error is less than 1 across all frequencies, the actual response will be
less than the bound, as it is for this example. These weights define a reasonable upper
bound for sensitivity: They allow errors to be as large as 200% below 0.001 rad/sec,
under 10% near 0.1 rad/sec, cross 1 near 2 rad/s c, and flatten out at 200% error until
60 rad/sec, where they ramp back up.
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Figure 11.40: Performance Weights.

We chose NCV weights in a manner similar to the choice of LCV weights. Unlike the
LCV response, NCV response is not limited by a zero at the origin. Nevertheless, it
is still difficult to control NCV response at low frequency with sensor and actuator
uncertainty. Thus, errors are allowed to be large at low frequency:

WNCVmd = 0.028 ( s ( ( ++0 60)

WNcverr = 17.7

We scaled the weights - the first upward and the second downward - to change relative
weights of the cross terms. This scaling does not change the NCVerr/NCVcmd weight,
shown in the lower right plot of Figure 11.40, but does change gains of the cross terms.
Without this scaling, the coupling from a LCV command to a NCV error is higher than
desired.

The cross-coupling weights shown in Figure 11.40 are (1/WLcveWNCV md) in the lower
left and (1IWNcvC,,WLcvm,) in the upper right.

We chose the weight on disturbance to reflect the expected size and frequency content of
side wind gusts:

0.1W = 0 .2 1 --+0.S+0.1

The maximum expected wind gust is 0.21 radians at relatively low frequency.
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We did not use noise inputs as a driving requirement for this design, but we did include
them to meet the rank requirements for Hoo design when model uncertainty is absent
for the first iteration. We chose a constant weight for all of the noise inputs with a
value of 0.0005, which is small enough to not drive the design, but large enough to avoid
numerical problems.

We also require a penalty on actuator command to meet the rank requirements for H,,
design. The weight chosen was a constant value of 0.01 for each actuator command:

0 0.01]wc[0.01 0]

11.9.4 Limiting Bandwidth

Two primary methods are available for limiting bandwidth of the closed-loop system:
(1) adding model uncertainty that increases with frequency, or (2) adding a penalty on
actuator rates. The first method is physically motivated, but requires the addition of
frequency-dependant weights. The second method is just as effective, but it is not obvious
how the weight should be chosen to achieve the desired bandwidth. We used the second
method for this example. We chose weight on actuator rate to be very small initially
and iteratively increased it until crossover occurred at the desired frequency (about 3-5
rad/sec).

Wi 0.5 01
6- 0 0.5

11.9.5 Uncertainty Model

We modeled sensor uncertainty with a separate multiplicative uncertainty for each sensor,
weighted by the percentage error that the sensor is rated for. In the context of Figure
11.38, we chose uncertainty weight as follows:

0.015 0 0 0
0 0.015 0 0

0 0 0.03 0

0 0 0 0.03

where the sensors are in the order: ps, r, /3, p. We define uncertainty Aoutput as a 4-by-4
matrix consisting of four scalar complex uncertainty blocks.

We defined the actuator uncertainty model to allow 20% uncertainty in aileron and rudder
effectiveness and to allow coupling between the two:

2 [ 0.3 0]
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The uncertainty Aip, is defined as a 2-by-2 complex uncertainty block. Note that
actuator uncertainty is wrapped around the actuator model, which allows uncertainty
to ramp up from the given 20% error at the actuator break frequency, even though the
weight is frequency independent. This trick was described in Section 11.2.5.

11.9.6 Computation of Controller (D-K Iteration)

We removed the uncertainty model inputs and outputs of the interconnection structure P
for the first iteration of the H. design. It is usually impractical to include the uncertainty
model until an initial controller is designed and ai.alyzed using P to get a reasonable set
of D-scales. An alternative to removing uncertainty connections is to set uncertainty
weights to zero, but this may lead to numerical difficulties. We first perform an Ho,

design to generate a controller for the nominal system. The value of -Y, the achieved H..
norm of the closed-loop weighted system M, should be small (less than 1). If -Y is not
small, performance weights are unreasonable. It is often desirable to do some iteration
on performance weights until a satisfactory nominal performance controller is achieved,
without the complication of uncertainty weights and i-analysis. For this example, the
value of -f for the first iteration was 0.75.

We then use the full interconnection structure, including uncertainty, to analyze robust
performance of the controller with p-analysis. Robust performance is usually very poor
because the controller was designed with no knowledge of the uncertainty. However, we
can fit the D-scales computed from /-analysis with rational transfer functions and incor-
porate them into the interconnection structure to scale uncertainty inputs and outputs
for the H,, design.

We next perform D-K iteration until the p plot is relatively flat and the pt-optimal
controller is nearly reached. It is usually not desirable to proceed until full convergence
is reached because at least one closed-loop pole tends toward infinity and numerical
problems result. Figure 11.41 shows a plot of the maximum singular value of the weighted
closed-loop system ("[DMD-']) for each iteration, and Figure 11.42 shows the same plot
for the final iteration along with the p[M] bounds. Here, & is nearly equal to the bounds.

For this example, we fit D-scales after each iteration with first- to fourth-order transfer
functions. Because there are five uncertainty blocks, there are five D-scales, and the full
D-scale state-space matrix was usually between about 15-th and 25-th order. Figure
11.43 shows a plot of the D-scales for the final iteration. The solid lines are the actual
D-scales and the dotted lines are the curve fits from pL analysis.
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4 sigmamax(DMDi) for ea--h DK iteration
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Figure 11.41: Change in a[DMD-1']During D-K Iteration.
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Figure 11.42: d.[DMD-1 I and yu[M] Upper and Lower Bounds for Final Iteration.
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11.9.7 M-Analysis

The p-optimal system should achieve y[M] < 1. When we are unable to achieve this, we
often must determine which inputs and outputs of M are the primary contributors to the
value of p[M]. This process, called M-analysis, consists of plotting the transfer function
M for various sets of inputs and outputs. However, it is usually impractical to look at
all inputs and outputs on an individual basis. For this example, there are 17 inputs and
13 outputs. These inputs and outputs can be divided into groups and the matrix M
similarly partitioned. We can then plot the maximum singular values of elements of M
corresponding to these groups of inputs and outputs. Those elements whose maximum
singular values are close to y define the particular groups of inputs and outputs that are
causing difficulties in meeting objectives. We can then "zoom in" on these troublesome
cases and look at individual elements of these grou,)s, or at least make the groups smaller.

102 1,2 10

10 0

102 4 -2 0 2 10 01 -4 -2

10102 100 102 10 10 10 105
104' 10 - M

102 0. ................

S: .................. 10 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!':!!!

2............-....... .O____ [2 _............__ ___
10_4 10 0 1 "4 -

10 102 6 100 102 10 102 10 10l

10, 1
0 ....... . 0..........rrim rr10 10!flTx~T~..................

_ _ _ __ _ ....................
10.14 -20 2 .0-4 .-2 02

10 102 10 10 10 10 10 10

Figure 11.43: D-Scales (Solid), D-Scale Rational Fits (Dashed).

Figure 11.38 earlier showed the inputs and outputs of the closed-loop system M. The
first step in M-analysis is usually to look at maximum singular value plots of the gains of
the four main transfer functions: (1) v to z, (2) v to e, (3) d to z, and (4) d to e. These
four plots appear in Figure 11.44. The upper curve in each plot is "[DMD-'], which is
approximately equal to 1 for all frequencies, and the lower curve is the maximum singular
value of the subset of DMD-1 in question. (Note that & is approximately 1 in each of
the four plots.) It is important to note the separat :on between curves, as this determines
how significant the contribution this subset of M makes to the maximum singular value
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of M. We offer the following observations from looking at these plots:

"* Interaction between model uncertainty and performance (d to z and v to e) drives
the problem at low frequency.

"* Nominal performance (d to e) drives the problem at high frequency.

"* Stability robustness (v to z) does not seem to be a problem.

Mzv (Robust Stability) Mzd (Commands -> Uncertainty)

10-1 10"

1 . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 10 °. ...

. . . . . . . . . . . .% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . ~ o . . . . . . . o o

10-14 2 2 -4 -2 0 2
10 10 10o 10 10 10 10 10

Figure 11.44: M-Analysis -- First Step.

The next step taken in the M-analysis is to look at all 25 transfer functions from the
five groups of inputs to the five groups of outputs, as defined in the lower right of Figure
11.38. Figure 11.45 shows four of the 25 plots that have the most significant contribution
to M, and we offer the following observations:

* Interaction between model uncertainty and performance noted above is due to

sensor uncertainty and controlled variable commands and errors.

* Tracking performance (CV commands to CV errors) is the dominant path in the
frequency range from about 0.5 to 5 rad/sec.

* Actuator rate penalty is dominant above about 5 rad/sec.

It is evident from the dominance of actuator rate outputs at high frequency that this
penalty is forcing the system to roll off.
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Figure 11.46: M-Analysis -- Performance Inputs/Outputs.

11.9.10 Lateral-Directional Example Summary

This example showed how to build the interconnection structure and weight performance

and uncertainty of the lateral-directional dynamics for a linear model of the F-il7. The
weights used provide a good starting point for designing a controller for another aircraft.
The process of M-analysis was discussed in detall to illustrate how one assesses which
inputs and outputs are driving the problem.

11.10 General Observations

In this subsection, we offer some general observations on the p synthesis design method-
ology in light of the designs performed at the Lockheed facility.

11.10.1 Design Problem Formulation Issues

Time-domain simulation, for specified maneuvers, is an important part of assessing the
quality of a given design. The Hoo/p synthesis approach involves using frequency de-
pendent weighting functions to specify performance. It is recommended that a nominal
design (without the inclusion of perturbations in the interconnection structure) be run,
and simulated, to determine whether or not the selected weighting functions result in a
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Figure 11.47: Time Response to LCV Step Input.
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Figure 11.48: Time Response to NCV Step Input.
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suitable design.

The weighting functions should be modified such that the nominal design results in
satisfactory time-domain performance (as assessed via simulation), and the Y value in
the H,. optimization is less than one. The resulting nominal controller may be a good
initial controller for the D-K iteration.

In general, as the D-K iteration proceeds, nominal performance is traded off to give
additional robustness. The value of -y achieved for the nominal problem is a lower bound
for the value of -y (and for it) that can be achieved for the full robust-performance problem.

The interconnection structure used influences the D-K iteration, and, as the iteration is
not convex, can influence the final result. For example, weighting functions can commute
with the perturbations. From a robust performance/stability point of view, this has no
effect. However the minimum 7 in the first iteration can differ by orders of magnitude,
and the problems can have different iteration characteristics. In the problems studied
here, this was not an issue.

It is possible that for a specified interconnection structure, the final value of p is signif-
icantly greater than one. In such cases it may not be possible to achieve the requested
robust performance, and the designer may have to select different weighting functions
to trade between performance and robustness requirements. Examining nominal perfor-
mance, robust stability, and robust performance as a function of frequency, can give some
idea of what is the limiting factor. Note that robust stability and robust performance
axe, in general, both p tests. The M-analysis discussed in the guidelines provides greater
detail on how individual perturbations or performance inputs/outputs can be studied to
determine the limiting issues. After changing the weights, the designer should redesign
and simulate a new purely nominal performance controller to reassess suitability of the
specified nominal performance.

11.10.2 D-K Iteration Issues

The objective with pt-synthesis is to improve closed-loop robust performance (i.e., reduce
ip(FI(P, K)), where F1(P, K) denotes the interconnection structure, P, with the lower
loop closed around the controller, K).

The D-scales, calculated via p(Fj(P, K)), are such that &(D F1(P, K) D-1 ) is a close
upper bound to p(Fi(P, K)). Here & denotes the maximum singular value, and this is
strongly affected by the inclusion of D-scales. However, pt is invariant under the D-scaling
operation, and the iteration proceeds by using rational approximations to the D-scales
as scalings for the next Ho, design step.

At each step, p(FI(P, K)) is guaranteed to be less than the - value obtained in the H.o
calculation of K. This does not mean that y is necessarily reduced at each step. Do not
use the achieved -f levels as a measure of the D-K-iteration performance at each step;
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the calculated value of y is the correct measure. In most problems, -y is actually reduced
at each step.

The D-K iteration is not always convex, and (irrespective of the fitting method, or its
accuracy) is not guaranteed to decrease y on the next step, although it often does.

The D-scales are fit over a finite frequency range, and the H,, design can be viewed as
being applied over all frequencies. If the problem exhibits dynamics outside the specified
frequency range, these will not be captured by the D-K iteration. Prior experience has
shown this to be a potential consequence of selecting high-order D-scale fits. High-order
fits often result in near pole/zero cancellations, and these may occur outside the frequency
range considered. This issue did not arise in any of the problems studied here. To ensure
that this is not a problem, the designer should select a frequency range that captures all
the dynamics of the weighted interconnection structure.

Several choices of weighting functions for D-scale fitting are possible. The default choice
is the sensitivity of y with respect to the D-scale value. The heuristic here is that this

choice will produce D-scale fits that give closer approximations to the Y bound. An
alternative choice is the.value of y itself. The heuristic in this case is that this choice
will emphasize frequencies where p is largest, and this may help reduce Y on the next
iteration. In the problems studied here, we used D-scale sensitivity and found it to give
good results.

When p is approximately constant over the desired controller bandwidth, subsequent D-
K iterations often affect only the higher frequency behavior, which is a useful stopping
criteria for the D-K iteration.

11.10.3 Numerical Considerations

Prior experience with flexible-structure vibration-suppression problems has indicated that
lightly damped modes may cause numerical difficulties in the H,, design phase and may
limit the number of D-K iterations that can be p, rformed. This was not an issue in the
problems studied here. As many as eight iterations were performed on some problems
with no indication of excessive numerical sensitivity. Numerical sensitivity is often due
in part to the rational D-scale fits having dynamics outside the frequency range over
which p is calculated. Selecting a wider frequency range usually alleviates some of these
problems.

Several machine specific considerations are noted. The VAX/VMS version of Xmath does
not support IEEE standard arithmetic. Divide by zero operations cause an arithmetic
trap and termination of the Xmath/Xmu function. This can cause a problem in the
existing Xmu D-scale fitting function, fitsys . msf, for fit orders greater than three or
four. An algorithmic modification has been made that alleviates this problem. Initial
indications suggest that this has resolved the problem, although additional testing on
VMS versions of Xmath is recommended.
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A similar problem was noted in the function that displays system pole and zero locations,
rifd.msf, and has been fixed.

11.10.4 Potential Enhancements

The following should be considered for future efforts.

The A software can calculate the worst-case dynamic perturbation (or a random pertur-
bation) for a given robust performance/stability A analysis. Time-domain simulations
should include, in addition to the nominal response, the effects of several perturbations.
The perturbations can be chosen to reflect expected flight condition variations and/or
worst case effects. The A-synthesis procedure trades off nominal performance against ro-
bustness to such perturbations, and it is often instructive to use simulation to assess the
value of this tradeoff. Note that for comparison purposes, a purely nominal performance
design should be simulated on a perturbed plant.
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Appendix A

.Mathematical Details

A.1 Singular Value Decomposition

It is a fact [Stewart 1973] that any complex n x m matrix can be decomposed via

A = UVY* (A.1)

where

E,0] if n <m
S= if n = m (A.2)

[E1] if n>m

with

El diaglal, U2,...,} (A.3)

r = min(n,m) (A.4)

j_[A] = a, >_ 2 _>... _> a, = _[A] > 0 (A.5)

and U and V are unitary matrices. That is

UU = U*U = I (A.6)
VV* = V*V= I

The columns of U and V are right eigenvectors of AA* and A*A, respectively, and axe
known as the right and left singular vectors of the matrix A. They describe the directions
of the gains of A. The eigenvalues of AA* and A*A, denoted by A[AA*] and A[A*A],
respectively are nonnegative, and

au[A] = A'12 [AA*] = A1/2[A'A] for i = 1, 2, ... ,r (A.7)

Several standard equalities, inequalities, and theorems involving singular values are stated
in Table A.1.
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Table A.1: Some Singular Value Equalities, Inequalities, and Theorems.
Equalities

Inverse Relationship g[A] =

a[aA] = "aI&[A] for any complex scalar a
Inequalities

Triangle Inequality a[A + B] < a[A] + a[B]
Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality 5JAB] •_ [A]&[B]

jz[A] - 1 < a[I + A] <5 g[A] + 1
o[A]•< IA[A]I•< a[A]

Theorems
a[A], a[B] #0 0 £[AB] Ž: g[A]I[B]

&[E] < a[A] => g[A + E] > 0
&[A] < 1 =ý-r[I + A] > 1 -&[A]

A, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A 00. ~ AZ0 dl

4L2 0 2Uk 0 A2  --Vdk JO 0 d 2 l 0 A&2  0 d2 1

M 
-1

0 U2  Q d 2 1 0 L d 2 I

Figure A.1: Manipulations of Perturbations That Preserve Size.

A.2 Bounds for y

For general structures, it is not always possible to numerically quantify the value of y. But
it is always possible to bound it between the values for the two extreme cases discussed
in Sections 2.6.3.1 and 2.6.3.2. Furthermore, we can perform other manipulations to
tighten the bounds. Often the bounds can be tightened to the point where upper and
lower bounds are equal, in which case y is known exactly. In other cases, the upper and
lower bounds may be sufficiently close to obtain an adequate approximation of y.

Consider the diagram shown in Figure A.1. These three diagrams are all equivalent, but
the stability robustness analyses conducted (after the manipulations introduced on the
left and right of Figure A.1) for the two extreme cases discussed in Sections 2.6.3.1 and
2.6.3.2 lead to lower and upper bounds for /z.

The manipulations on the left involve unitary matrices, U where

UvU = UU* = I (A.8)

In addition, these matrices have structure (with blocks indexed by k) that is consistent
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with the A structure. The size of the uncertainty set is unchanged by these manipulations,
which can be shown as follows:

a[AkUk] = A2 [AkUkU*Ak] = A2[AA*] = a[Ak] (A.9)

Because the size of the uncertainty set is unchanged, gI[M] < 1 for the problem in the
center of Figure A.1 is equivalent to p[MUJ < 1 for the problem on the left of Figure
A.1. But p[MtJ] < p[MU] for any U = diag{Uk}, so steps can be taken to tighten the
bound. In summary, for the lower bound

sup p[uM] • 14M] (A.10)
Uk

and further details can be found in the literature [Doyle 1982a, Doyle 1982b].

The manipulations on the right involve scaling matrices, D, that have structure (with
blocks indexed by k) that is consistent with the A structure. Figure A.1 assumes full A
blocks. Thus, dkI can be replaced with a full Dk if the blocks are repeated scalars. The
size of the uncertainty set is unchanged by these manipulations which can be shown as
follows

a[dkAkd'1] = &[Ak] (A.11)

Because the size of the uncertainty set is unchanged, M[M] < 1 for the problem in the
center of Figure A.1 is equivalent to p[DMD-1] < 1 for the problem on the right of
Figure A.1. Because y[DMD-'] < a[DMD-'] for any D = diag{dk}, steps can be taken
to tighten the bound. In summary, for the upper bound,

,u[M] < inf5[DMD-1] (A.12)
dk

Further details can be found elsewhere [Doyle 1982a, Doyle 1982b].

In conclusion, both lower and upper bounds can be computed for p[M]. These bounds
depend on the structure of the uncertainty set for A. There are a variety of possible
structures that can occur in real applications and software exists to give fast and accurate
bounds for most cases of interest.

A.2.1 Real vs. Complex Structure

Clearly if the perturbations A are real, the corresponding 1i is different than if the
perturbations are complex. Consider the comple... plane. Then, the set of all complex
perturbations is a disk that extends over the real and imaginary portions of the complex
plane. Contrast this with the set of real numbers subject to the same bound. Here, the
set of bounded real perturbations is just a line segment that is the intersection of the
disk and the real line, which is a much different set.

Currently software is available for either case. Only bounds are computed in general.
Improved bounds, both in the sense of tighter bounds and faster algorithms, are the
subject of current research (e.g., [Young 1992b]).
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A.2.2 Constant But Unknown vs. Arbitrary Time-Varying Struc-
ture

Clearly there is a difference between modeling perturbations A that are constant but
unknown and perturbations that are varying in some arbitrary manner. In the case of
constant but unknown perturbations, the perturbed closed-loop system remains time
invariant. But when A varies with time, the system becomes time varying. It follows
that stability analyses for these two cases will be different.

Recall that D-scales in Section A.2 were arranged such that the size of the set of possible
D- 1 AD was the same as the size of the set of possible A. In the case of constant A,
a frequency dependent D-scale commutes with A, and thereby cancels the D 1 because
the composition of time invariant operators corresponds to multiplication of transfer
functions and the D-scales are just scalars for each individual structural block of A.
But if the A is a time-varying operator, D-AD implies the composition of these three
operators, so that the D scales only cancel in this case for a constant operator D (i.e.,
non frequency dependent). To see this, consider a signal passing through a filter D and
then being altered in some time varying (but bounded) manner by the operator A. It
is not possible to undo the frequency response of D by filtering the output of AD with
D-1 unless D is constant in frequency.

As a consequence of this, y will be larger for time varying A because there are not
as many degrees-of-freedom available for minimization of the upper bound for pa given
by a-DMD-'. The D-scales can be frequency dependent for constant A but must be
independent of frequency for the case of time varying perturbations.

Technical details are discussed further in the references [Doyle 1987, Krause 1988].

A.3 Desensitization

Recall that in Section 2.4.1 we showed that the closed-loop response was given by equation
(2.25). Now assuming a divisive representation for plant uncertainty given by equation
(2.41), we show below that the sensitivity, S, provides a useful measure of feedback
control robustness. Substituting Gactua, from (2.41) for G in equation (2.25), with d = 0
and n = 0, gives

y = [+(I + A)-'GK]- (I + A)-'GKy
= [(I + A)-'(I + A + GK)]-' (I + A)-'GKyc
= (I + A + GK)-'GKyc (A.13)
= {(I + GK) [I + (I + GK)-1A]}-' GKy(
= [I+ (I + GK)-1A]-I(I + GK)-1GKy;
= (I + Aci)->(I + GK)-'GKyc
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where
A,, = (I + GK)-'A (A.14)

This says that for the output response to commands to be insensitive to the model error,
A,, must be small. And for A,, to be small, (I + GK)-I must be small.
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Appendix B

Practical Considerations

B.1 Model Simplification

In some cases, it is desirable to find a mathematical model that is a simplified version of
a higher fidelity model. Such model reduction and can be performed on both linear and
nonlinear models. In the early stages of control law development, it is typically used for
model-order reduction of aircraft dynamics, whereas in the latter stages, it is often used
for reducing the order of the resulting control laws.

The early part of this subsection deals with simplification of aircraft models, while the
latter addresses model simplification in general.

B.1.1 Nonlinear Model Reduction

Nonlinear model reduction in aircraft applications is commonly used for two purposes:
to separate longitudinal and lateral-directional motions into two sets and to approximate
aircraft motion as motion of a point mass instead of a rigid body.

B.1.1.1 Separation of Longitudinal and Lateral-Directional Motions

Most aircraft have a plane of symmetry that separates the left and right halves of the air-
craft. Thus, aircraft motion can be represented using two independent sets of equations:
one for longitudinal motion and another for lateral-directional motion. Longitudinal
motion occurs within the plane of symmetry of the aircraft, whereas lateral-directional
motion occurs outside of this plane of symmetry.

Longitudinal motion involves the state variables u, w, q, 0 for body components or V, a,
q, y for flight path components. The longitudinal forces and moments are L, D, ml, m'

Lateral-directional motion involves the state variables v, p, r, 0 for body components or
P8, p, r, y for flight path components. The lateral-directional forces and moments are Y,
la, ,c I , nc.

It is a consequence of the aircraft's plane of symmetry that longitudinal motions do not
create lateral-directional forces or moments. Thus pure longitudinal motion is possible.
In this case, the equations of motion are equations 4.36, 4.38, 4.40, 4.42, 4.44, and 4.46
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for body components, and equations 4.50, 4.52, 4.54, 4.56, 4.58, and 4.60 for flight path
components.

To a good approximation, lateral-directional motions do not create longitudinal forces
or moments (e.g., neglect the drag produced by sideslip, aileron, or rudder). Thus pure
lateral-directional motion is often assumed. In this case, the equations of motion are
equations 4.35, 4.37, 4.39, 4.41, 4.43, and 4.45 for body components and equations 4.49,
4.51, 4.55, 4.57, 4.53, and 4.59 for flight path components.

B.1.1.2 Point-Mass Approximation

A common nonlinear model reduction approach in aircraft applications is to use a point-
mass model in place of a rigid-body model, with the degrees of freedom associated with
the body rotations in equilibrium. Moment equilibrium is accomplished by control surface
or thrust vector trim settings.

In flight path components, a reduced-order model results from using equations 4.49, 4.50,
and 4.51 to compute the trim settings of the controls, neglecting equations 4.55, 4.56,
and 4.57 but retaining equations 4.52, 4.53, 4.54, 4.58, 4.59, and 4.60 and regarding T,
IL, a, 6 as the inputs. This approximation is useful in trajectory control applications.

B.1.2 Linear Model Reduction

Many techniques exist for reducing the order of linear models. Assuming the model to
be reduced is in first-order state-space form, as in equation 4.3, model order refers to the
number of differential equations, the number of state variables, or the dimension of the
square A matrix, all of which are identical.

The model reduction techniques to be discussed here start with some original state-space
description given by

io = Aoxo + Bou (B.1)
y = Cox° + Du

A similarity transformation, T, is introduced to define a new state variable x such that

Xo = Tx (B.2)

Thus, the new state-space description in transformed coordinates becomes

x = Ax+Bu
y = Cx+Du (B.3)

where the state-space matrices are related by

A = T-hAT (B.4)
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B = T-'Bo (B.5)

C = CT (B.6)

Note that the direct feedthrough term, D, remains unchanged under a similarity trans-
formation.

Many choices are possible for the similarity transformation, two of which will be discussed
in Subsections B.1.3 and B.1.5. Most model reduction methods involve partitioning the
state space as follows:

il AllA 12 ] [,I+[B ] ur(B.7
2 A21 A22 X2 B(B.7)

y=[ C1 C2 1[ ] + Du (B.8)

where x, are the states to be retained in the model and x2 are the states to be discarded
through either truncation or residualization.

B.1.2.1 Truncation

The basic assumptions employed for model truncation are that either the x2 states have
negligible contribution to the original model response or the x2 states axe much slower in
responding to commands and disturbances than the x, states. In the latter case, the x2
states contribute only an offset (i.e., trim) to the x, states and responses that we neglect
in the development below.

In any case, the reduced-order model that results from truncation is

:i = Alix1 + Blu (B.9)
y = Cixi +Du

where x2 has been truncated.

In aircraft applications, this approximation can be used to find short-period, roll-subsidence,
and dutch-roll approximations by truncating the V, 7, X, IL ý, 7, h states and retaining
the p, q, r, a, P states for flight path components.

B.1.2.2 Residualization

The fundamental assumptions employed for model residualization are that the x2 states
are much faster in reaching their equilibrium than the x, states and these faster states can
be approximated by their steady-state contribution. This implies that the eigenvalues of
A 22 are large compared to those for Al and are in the left half plane (i.e., stable).
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Thus, the reduced-order model that results from residualization is

il= (All - A12Aý2A 21 ) X, + (B1 - A12Aj2 B2 ) (13.10)
C -CA I - A2 22+B

y = (C - C2A A 22 ) x, + (D - C2A'B 2 )u

where x2 has been residualized.

Residualization produces a reduced-order model that has the same steady-state gain for
y/u as the original model, but the high-frequency gain is usually quite different.

In aircraft applications, residualization is often used to eliminate or reduce the number
of the elastic modes. With rigid-body models and flight path components, this approx-
imation can be used to find phugoid- and spiral-mode approximations by residualizing
the p, q, r, a, / states after first truncating the X, ý, 77, h states and retaining the V, 7,
p states.

Residualization is also often used for eliminating high-frequency dynamics of control
compensators arising from H• or p-Synthesis designs described in Section 11.

B.1.3 Eigenvalue Realizations

From linear algebra theory, we know that we can quasi-diagonalize the original A matrix
using a similarity transformation. This results in the so called Jordan form discussed in
many textbooks [Stewart 1973, Strang 1976, Kailath 1980]). In practice, obtaining this
particular similarity transformation can be difficult due to numerical roundoff problems.

Fortunately, in most model reduction applications, it is not necessary to find the similarity
transformation that reduces A to Jordan form. Rather, it suffices to find a similarity
transformation that block diagonalizes the A matrix.

B.1.4 Block-Diagonal Realizations

Sometimes it is desirable to separate the state space into slow and fast modes. This
can be accomplished using a Schur decomposition, which is well conditioned numeri-
cally. The Schur decomposition produces an upper triangular A matrix with different
options for state ordering. Next, a Sylvester equation is solved to find another similarity
transformation to zero out the off-diagonal block, leaving a block-diagonal matrix.

The objective here is to decompose a given transfer-function matrix

G(s) = C(sI - A)-'B + D = GI(s) + G 2 (s) (B.11)

where
G,(s) = C1(sI - A 1)-'B, + D1  (B.12)

G2 (s) = C2(sI - A2)-1B 2 + D2  (B.13)
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A[A 1] e S = Subset of the complex plane (B.14)

A[A 2] E S = Complement of S (B.15)

An approach to performing this decomposition is to first obtain a Schur vector matrix
for A with the Schur vector ordering consistent with the desired set S. This ordering can
be accomplished for either S = left half plane or S = inside the unit disk. These subsets
are shown in Figure B.1. The Schur decomposition of A is given by

U-'AU = A (B.16)

where U is the (unitary) Schur vector matrix and A is an upper triangular matrix.

Im[s]

S
S left half

plane Re [s] Re [s]

Figure B.1: Sets for Schur Vector Ordering.

More general decompositions of the complex plane can be obtained by making use of two
facts from linear algebra:

U-'(aI + A)U = al + A (B.17)
1 1

U-l( A)U = -A (B.18)

where a and P3 are scalars.

By exploiting these equalities, the decompositions of the complex plane shown in Figure
B.2 can be accomplished. The appropriate Schur vector ordering (for the decompositions
shown in Figure B.2) is obtained by finding the Schur vectors of either aI + A for the
half-plane set S or !A for the disk set S and noting that the Schur vectors obtained are
also Schur vectors of A (but with the desired ordering).

We next perform the similarity transformation,

A BIf3 U-lAU ITT1D1 [ All A12 B1

.CID =J CU D = A22  B2  (B.19)
229 02 D
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Figure B.2: Modified Sets for Schur Vector Ordering.

where the new A matrix is upper triangular since U is a Schur vector matrix. Here the

partitions are assumed consistent with the set S.

The next step is to eliminate the off-diagonal block, A12. To do so, we now consider a
second similarity transformation matrix

T I ]I (B.20)

where the submatrix T12 will be derived next. The second similarity transformation
results in

T_'AT TTB All AlIT12 - T12A22 + A12  -T2
O D 0 A22  B 2  (B.21)

C1 C1T12 + C2  D

The upper-right block of the new A matrix can be zeroed by solving the Sylvester equation

A11 T12 - T12A22 + A12 = 0 (B.22)

which is a linear equation for T12 that always has a solution whenever the eigenvalues of
All and A 22 are distinct.

In conclusion, transforming the original state-space matrices with the product of the two
similarity transformations, UT, gives the desired decomposition:

(UT)-_A(UT) (UT)-'B 1 A1  0 B 1 1
C(UT) 0 A2 B 2  (B.23)

C, C2 D

Note that the advantage of this approach is that U is a unitary matrix and hence poses
fewer numerical problems than an eigenvector matrix, which in general is not unitary.
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B.1.5 Balanced Realizations

Balanced realizations [Moore 1981] provide a powerful method for reducing the order of
a model. A balancing transformation results from solving two Lyapunov equations and
then finding the eigenvector matrix for the product of the two solutions. The method
also provides a bound for the error obtained by truncation of the balanced realization
[Enns 1984, Glover 1984]. A refinement to the method exists that allows manipulation of
this error bound with respect to frequency, which is often useful in control applications
[Enns 1984].

It has often been said that one drawback of the balanced realization method is that the
"balanced states" no longer have any physical meaning, which is in contrast to truncation
or residualization of physical states discussed in Subsections B.1.2.1 and B.1.2.2. This
drawback can actually be removed as follows.

After finding the reduced-order model via "balancing," all of the original states can be
approximated in terms of the truncated "balanced" states; that is, the states of the
original model, xo, (those with physical meaning), are related to the balanced states, xj,
through a similarity transformation. Since the reduced-order model truncates some of
the balanced states, the original states are given approximately by

X = Tx=[T, T 2 ][X1In-Tlx 1  (B.24)

Furthermore, if r is the order of the reduced-order model, then some set of the r original
states can be in the reduced-order model. This is accomplished by first defining another
similarity transformation, Tl,, that selects the r rows of T1 corresponding to the r original
states of interest (i.e., x,. = T1,x 1). Provided these states are selected such that T1, is
nonsingular, the resulting reduced-order model can be expressed in terms of the r original
states of interest, Xo, by

Xo = Tj-1 AjiT•rXo + T• 1B1u (B.25)

y = C1 Tix,.o + Du (B.26)

where

All A 1 2 B 1 1
A21 A22 B 2  (B.27)
C1  C2  D

is a balanced realization of the original model. It should be noted that such transfor-
mations from balanced coordinates back to original coordinates may degrade numerical
conditioning of the well-conditioned balanced model.
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B.2 Gain Scheduling

In many design methodologies, control laws are designed for each flight condition; that
is, there is a distinct set of "gains" (compensators or state-space matrices) that define
control laws for each flight condition. In such cases, these control laws must be scheduled
for operation throughout the flight envelope.

It is common to schedule these gains with variables that define the flight condition. For
example, if flight conditions are defined in terms of altitude and velocity, then it is natural
to think of the gains as functions of altitude and velocity. However, gains also depend on
requirements; that is, a higher bandwidth control system (with improved tracking and
disturbance rejection) implies larger gains, independent of flight condition.

When requirements are constant across flight condition, it is possible to draw some con-
clusions about how proportional-plus-integral gains vary with flight condition for special
cases of aerodynamic control surfaces and thrust vectoring.

To facilitate the discussion that follows, we refer to the generic control block diagram
shown in Figure B.3. This control law assumes both an aerodynamic surface (ul) and
thrust vectoring (u2 ), and includes proportional (ki, k2) and integral (k3) gains, a lead-lag
compensator (k4 , k5), and a low-pass filter (k6, k7). There are two sensor measurements
(yI, y2) and one command (y,).

yci

k6 Y1

s + k7

Y2

Figure B.3: Generic Control Law Gains.

If the control effector is an aerodynamic control surface (e.g., ul), it is reasonable (based
on aerodynamics) to assume that proportional gain (k1) will vary inversely with dynamic
pressure. Because aerodynamics vary with Mach number (other than for low subsonic
conditions), it is also reasonable to expect that gains will vary with Mach number. On
the other hand, if the control effector is thrust vectoring (e.g., u2 ), it is reasonable to
expect that proportional gain (k2) will vary inversely with thrust or power setting for
small deflection angles. The integral gain can often be mechanized or implemented in
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such a way that it is independent of flight condition (i.e., k3 = constant). Interpretations
are less clear, however, when gains correspond to compensator poles and zeros (e.g., k4,
k5, k6, k7).

In any case, gain scheduling has historically been posed as a correlation problem; that
is, find the correlation between gains (or dependent variables) in the control law and
measured (independent) variables that correspond to the flight condition. The correlation
problem can be approached with either a formal regression/curve-fitting approach or an
informal "seat of the pants" approximation that fits the data. A formal correlation
approach to gain scheduling was employed for the F-8 Oblique Wing Research Aircraft
[Enns 1987c]. Here 22 gains were scheduled, of wlich 15 could be correlated with seven
independent gains that were fit to straight lines (either linear or logarithmic) as a function
of impact pressure and wing sweep angle.

The worst fear for the gain scheduler is that plots of gains versus independent scheduling
variables have the look of a "shotgun blast." This may result if the underlying aircraft
dynamics vary significantly with flight condition in ways uncorrelated with the scheduling
variables. But the design technique together with the requirements used can also lead
to scheduling difficulties. In particular, if requirements are changed as part of the design
process, discontinuously from one flight condition to the next, there is no reason to expect
gain scheduling to be continuous.

The gain scheduling process usually works quite well in practice, despite its ad hoc flavor.
Some of the reasons it works so well include:

"* the feedback aspects of control make it more tolerant of compensator inaccuracies,

"* the independent variables used for correlation with control system gains vary slowly
relative to the primary flight control variables,

"* the independent variables and the form of the gain schedules used in practice are
really just an approximation to a more formal dynamic inversion control design
approach.

B.2.1 Gain Scheduling Examples

In addition to the correlation example discussed above, three other examples are pre-
sented below.

B.2.1.1 Example 1: Averaged State-Space Models

One approach to gain scheduling that has been applied successfully with with many
techniques, including s-Synthesis, is to utilize an averaged or mean flight condition with
provisions for the dependence of aerodynamic effectiveness on dynamic pressure. In
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particular, this approach has been employed in a study of localizer capture and track
using lateral directional models of the B-737 aircraft.

Here it was assumed that flight conditions are all low subsonic, with aerodynamic control
surfaces, and that only dynamic pressure variations are to be considered as the indepen-
dent variable for gain scheduling; that is, the dependence of gains on weight, cg position,
flap setting, and anything else are neglected.

Aircraft state-space matrices Ai, Bi, Ci, Di for each flight condition (i) were averaged
over all n = 14 flight conditions after first scaling the Bi and Di matrices by inverse
dynamic pressure ('tref/ 1). This averaged model

[Aa,,g Bay2  1 n~ Ai Bi 1
[Cavgq Day 4 [C (B.28)av9 .g =nj=1 Ci Dj!;-4

was used for a single-point i-Synthesis control design. The resulting control law (Kag)
was then scheduled for each flight condition by reintroducing dynamic pressure via

K,=K g q=ef-- (B.29)
qi

This approach worked quite well for dynamic pressures between 44 and 153 lbs/ft2,
even with different flap and gear settings. The scheduled design was later evaluated
for all 14 flight conditions. Both time and frequency responses showed compliance with
requirements, and in many cases the curves all fell within a small band of one another.
Figure B.4 shows roll-rate error response to a step lateral stick input. Note how the gain
schedule produces a similar transient for all 14 flight conditions.

B.2.1.2 Example 2: Averaged Short-Period Model

Another approach to autoland flare control for the MD-11 aircraft used average short-
period stability derivatives across 18 flight conditions on a glide slope 50 ft above the
ground, with different weights, cg, and flap settings. In this case, constant gains were
utilized and bandwidth was allowed to vary with flight condition.

B.2.1.3 Example 3: Explicit Gain Derivation

Yet another approach to gain scheduling is to derive control gains directly from aircraft
data and control system requirements. This is appropriate if a simple design rule can
accommodate the requirements.

For the special case of short-period stabilization and normal acceleration and/or pitch-
rate control (actually MCV; see Section 5.3), such a design rule has been used effectively
for a homing missile, a hypersonic vehicle during ascent to orbit [Enns 1990b], and a
supersonic high-dynamic-pressure condition for the F-15 aircraft.
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Figure B.4: Roll-Rate-Error Responses for 14 Different Flight Conditions.
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In this case, it is a SISO algebraic design rule that relates control system requirements and
short-period stability derivatives. The requirements are Bode loop crossover frequency,
phase margin, and crossover velocity in the definition of MCV of Section 5.3. Crossover
frequency and phase margin are robust stability requirements, whereas crossover velocity
is a handling qualities requirement related to speed of normal acceleration response versus
pitch rate overshoot.

In another study [Nesline 1984], a homing missile was successfully stabilized using a
short-period design rule that scheduled short-period stability derivatives and in turn
control gains with estimated cg position. In this study, the airframe open-loop stability
varied from stable (short-period frequency of 30 rad/sec) to unstable (unstable pole at
+20 rad/sec) and pitch control power varied by a factor of 2 over the 10-second boost
portion of the trajectory.

As part of the National Aerospace Plane (NASP) program, 16 ascent and 14 reentry
flight conditions were examined with this design rule. The parameters for requirements
were held constant, and raw short-period stability derivatives, rather than gains, were
scheduled as a function of flight condition. This approach produced satisfactory stabil-
ity and handling quality results for an extensive range of Mach numbers and dynamic
pressure.

B.2.2 Dynamic Inversion and Gain Schedules

Most of the need for gain schedules is eliminated with the dynamic inversion design
technique. However, like the design rule approach discussed above, there is still a need to
schedule or store raw aircraft modeling data. Although the raw data may well consume
as much flight control computer memory as conventional gain schedules, the data stored
is directly related to aircraft open-loop dynamics, as opposed to a combination of aircraft
dynamics, control design technique, and control system requirements. The dynamic
inversion approach can be viewed as a systematic approach to gain scheduling.

B.2.3 Alternate Approaches

Other systematic approaches to gain scheduling are discussed-in the literature.

For example, one approach is based on structured singular value theory with repeated
blocks [Packard 1994, Becker 1994]. In this approach, one block is associated with the
aircraft dynamics and another is associated with a gain schedule in the control law. The
schedule compensates for the change associated with the aircraft dynamics, so that the
two blocks are equal but time varying.

A formal approach for gain scheduling is to develop a nonlinear control law such that
the closed-loop linearization has specified properties at equilibrium points [Rugh 1991a,
Rugh 1991b]. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a nonlinear con-
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troller with required operating point family and linearization family is that there exists
a solution to a certain linear partial differential equation [Rugh 1991b]. This approach
has been applied to short-period control of a missile where the aerodynamic coefficients
are nonlinear functions of angle of attack and Mach number.

Another approach is based on the structure of the H, optimal controller [Reichert 1992].
This structure is defined in terms of state-space matrices A, B, C, D for the aircraft
linearized model at an operating point, two Riccati equation solutions (X,, Y•), and
the optimal H•, norm (y). The basic idea is to use this structure to define the control law
at any design point. To simplify the real-time implementation, the design synthesis steps
are performed off line and Xc,, Yo, - are recorded for a few design points, which are
then interpolated for the implementation. This approach has been applied to a missile
short-period control law design with nonlinearities in angle of attack and Mach number.

B.3 Nonlinearities and Limits

All real-world systems are nonlinear. Aircraft equations of motion include nonlinearities
both in their kinematics (i.e., rotating coordinate systems) and in their dynamics (i.e.,
aerodynamics). Aerodynamic nonlinearities can usually be linearized about a particu-
lar flight condition, whereas those due to rotating coordinate systems are negligible for
straight-and-level flight. Even for highly dynamic maneuvers, these kinematic nonlin-
earities can often still be linearized about a "nominal" maneuver trajectory. But other
nonlinearities are associated with aircraft controls (e.g., aircraft control surface limits)
that cannot be linearized in the usual static sense.

B.3.1 SISO Examples Motivate MIMO Discussion

Recall that Section 3 presented a simple short-period example that demonstrated the
potential pitfalls associated with control effector limits. As that example showed, a
simple saturation or clipping of each control is often a convenient design approach. When
this does not work well, the problem becomes more difficult. This is especially true in
the multivariable case, where there can be nonnegligible coupling between controls and
performance objectives. It can even be nontrivial in the SISO case, as the next few
examples will illustrate.

B.3.1.1 Example 1

Consider the design for a low-pass model of the aircraft dynamics that might correspond
to a roll command augmentation system. The objective is to implement a proportional-
plus-integral compensation with antiwindup prevention as the lagged, limited, positive
feedback shown in Figure B.5. This is a proven practical implementation.
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Figure B.5: Lagged, Limited, Positive Feedback Implementation of P+I.

It is of interest to observe that this block diagram is equivalent to the diagram in Fig-
ure B.6, which is from a theoretical formulation called Internal Model Control (IMC)
[Moraxi 1989]. In general, G is the plant operator and Q the control law operator. In

particular, if G = ; and Q(s) = H P, then the IMC diagram of Figure B.6 is equiv-
alent to the proportional-plus-integral diagram of Figure B.5. Note that the control law
utilizes a model of the plant. With this formulation, it can be shown that the control

system is stable in the presence of limits for any stable Q if the open-loop system, G, is
stable. This theoretical formulation is of particular interest because it is applicable to
the multivariable case as well as SISO.

A multivariable implementation of the proportional-plus-integral compensation shown in
Figure B.5 was also developed for a helicopter flight-test experiment [Enns 1987a]. The
helicopter was the AH-64A, and there were four loops - pitch, roll, yaw and vertical
translation motion.

We now consider the case where there is a dead zone in the actuation of the control
surface, as Figure B.7 illustrates. Two approaches to implementation of the proportional-
plus-integral compensation are shown. Both are equivalent for the case of no limiting or
dead zone (h = 0), The first implementation without feedback of the actuation achieves
zero steady-state error, even in the presence of the dead zone. However, the lagged,
limited, positive feedback implementation does not achieve zero steady-state error due
to the dead zone.
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Figure B.6: Internal Model Control (IMC).
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Figure B.7: Implementations of P+I With Actuator Deadhand.
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B.3.1.2 Example 2

We next consider a double-integrator plant with limited input, as shown in Figure B.8,
where feedback of position and velocity are employed. In this case, the timing of control
reversals is significant for large amplitude behavior. In this case, simple limiting of a
standard second-order feedback law produces many overshoots for large step changes
(see solid lines in Figure B.9).

yc

position

Figure B.8: Standard Linear Control Law for Double-Integrator Plant.

An alternative double-integrator design shown in Figure B.10 employs a bang-bang,
minimum-time solution whenever tracking errors in position and velocity lie outside of
an elliptical region centered about the current position command and zero velocity. The
minimum time solution is developed in textbooks [Athans 1966, Ogata 1970]) and in-
volves a parabolic switch curve in the phase plane. Linear control is used within the
elliptical region. Results of a time history using this control strategy are shown with the
dashed lines in Figure B.9.

Smooth blending between time-optimal control and linear control has been applied in a
directed energy weapon [Harvey 1992] and other applications.

B.3.1.3 Example 3

Phase-plane-based time-optimal control has been applied to aircraft short-period response
[Buffington 1996]. The theory for an unstable case with two real roots (documented in
the text [Athans 1966]) was combined with the switch from time-optimal control to linear
control upon entering a time-invariant set [Buffington 1996]. The time-invariant set just
described is analogous to the ellipse in Figure B.10, where any initial condition inside the
set remains within the set as the error decays to zero for a fixed command or set point.
Introduction of a ramp command change can be accommodated with a similar control
structure by defining tracking-error rate in terms of commanded (ramp) rate and actual
rate. A constant acceleration can also be included, but the formal assumptions do not
hold for arbitrary time-varying commands. This approach was applied to full longitudinal
motion with scheduling based on short-period stability derivatives. It worked quite well,
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Figure B.9: Time Histories From a Double-Integrator Simulation With Saturation.
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despite violating the assumptions of linear equations with constant stability derivatives
subject to deflection limits on the single longitudinal control.

B.3.2 MIMO Discussion

B.3.2.1 Phase-Plane-Based Switch Between Time-Optimal/Linear Control

The phase-plane-based approach has been applied to aircraft trajectory control of trans-
lational acceleration for both vertical and horizontal (normal to velocity) motion. The
equations of motion for these two accelerations were inverted algebraically according to a
phase-plane-based time-optimal (linear) control switch for outside (inside) a prescribed,
and possibly invariant, set. There were two position errors, two rate errors, and two
acceleration commands - one each for vertical and horizontal degrees of freedom. Some
interesting issues arise since acceleration limits are not independent but can be traded
off one for another. This is illustrated in Figure B.11, where the controls are angle of
attack and bank angle. The boundary also depends on airspeed and flight path and is not
constant. The boundary shown is for a particular flight condition with angle of attack
and bank angle limits. This shows that it is possible to sacrifice horizontal acceleration
for vertical acceleration, depending on relative priority.

B.3.2.2 Axis Prioritization

One important observation that can be drawn from the previous illustration is that
whenever multiple control effectors are available but limited, they can be better used to
accomplish a single objective than two or more control objectives. Whenever a control
system is intended to operate at its limits, this issue must be considered in the synthesis
process. In the case of angular-rate flight control, this principle is termed axis priori-
tization. There are multiple approaches, depending on the strategy. One approach is
to minimize a quadratic function of the unsatisfied angular acceleration whenever the
controls are position or rate limited [Bugajski 1992a]. The relative weighting between
roll rate and yaw rate (i.e., turn coordination) is adjusted with a design parameter and
proved quite effective.

For general three-axis motion of an airplane, all three axes are coupled together, and
the strategy requires computing lateral-directional differential tail limits as a result
of the higher-priority pitch commands. One approach to axis prioritization for three
axes is to give pitch highest priority, followed by turn coordination, and finally roll
[Bugajski 1992a]. The control laws are implemented separately for longitudinal and
lateral-directional axes. In the digital implementation, the longitudinal calculations are
performed first. Then, the remaining differential tail available for lateral-directional con-
trol is evaluated and lateral-directional calculations are performed.

The coupling between lateral-directional control effector limits is illustrated graphically
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in Figures B.12 and B.13. Here we represent roll acceleration, yi, and yaw acceleration,

Y2, as mappings of the limited controls - aileron, ul, and rudder, u 2 , for the former, with
the addition of differential tail, u 3 , as a third control for the latter. Angular accelerations
are achievable if they lie inside the boundary, and are not if they lie outside the boundary.

u2 y = B u Y2

Possible u Achieable y

U Yl

Figure B.12: Mapping by B of Two Inputs to Two Outputs.

u 2 y y=B u Y2

IPosib

Z

U3

Figure B.13: Mapping by B of Three Inputs to Two Outputs.

Similar pictures can be developed for limits of quantities other than angular acceleration;
for example, turn coordination requires inclusion of sideslip angular rate. For other
applications, translational accelerations may be limited, such as in short-takeoff-and-
vertical-landing aircraft configurations. In general, these accelerations are referred to as
desired accelerations. Many of these ideas can be generalized to multiple dimensions, but
it becomes much more difficult to illustrate them graphically. Theory and approaches for
computing the boundaries, as well as three-dimensional illustrations, have been developed
[Durham 1994].

B.3.2.3 Projections and Constrained Optimization

These types of illustrations motivate the use of projections. The simplest approach
for equal priority among axes is illustrated as Projection 1 in Figure B.14. Here we
scale the unachievable control back to the origin until we reach the boundary and then
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issue that desired acceleration, rather than the unachievable acceleration (i.e., desired y).
Algorithms for performing this projection to the boundary are available [Durham 1994].

Y 2

Projection 2
Achievable- y tDesired y

Q Pzjectio

Projection 3

Figure B.14: Three Examples of Projections From Desired to Achievable.

Other projections are also possible, such as Projections 2 and 3 in Figure B.14 that
satisfy one control objective exactly at the expense of the other. The choice of possible
projections are many, and axis prioritization requirements can also be addressed with
projections derived from constrained optimizatiori algorithms. One approach is to min-
imize the sum of weighted absolute values of unsatisfied desired accelerations. Linear
programming can be utilized to minimize this sum subject to specified control effector
bounds.

A weighted sum can also be formed by using the square of the unsatisfied desired acceler-
ations in place of the absolute value employed in Subsection 10.3.2. Additional quadratic
terms can also be included to incorporate strategies that utilize redundancy in controls
when limiting is not the issue.

B.3.2.4 Other Issues

Additional issues arise with respect to computational complexity. Timing estimates (in
terms of number of floating-point operations) are available for linear programming and
quadratic optimization based on the number of desired accelerations and control effectors.
Actual computation times depend on the particular processor used, the details of the
software implementation, and the programming language. This is an area of active
research, and there is insufficient evidence to date to favor one algorithm over another.

Some complications associated with multivariable extensions of these ideas for general
aircraft applications are that assumptions are oftern violated and requirements are difficult
to precisely state. An example of the former concerns the assumption of linear equations
with constant bounded inputs. In actuality, these equations are often nonlinear and the
bounds are not constant but vary with state. Moreover, often commands are not constant,
but time varying, and do not satisfy constant rate or acceleration requirements. This
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violates assumptions for the phase-plane-based switch between time-optimal and linear
control. An example of the latter concerns axis prioritization, where it is often not clear
whether the requirement should be posed in terms of the one- or two-norm of some signal,
or something entirely different.

B.4 Describing Function Analysis

One of the characteristics of nonlinear system behavior that cannot be explained by
linear theory is the potential for a self-excited oscillation called a limit cycle. The pri-
mary mathematical theory used for assessing the potential for such behavior is describing
function analysis [Gelb 1968, Graham 1961].

The describing function method assumes that in a nonlinear SISO feedback loop, we can
isolate the nonlinear element from the linear element, as shown in Figure B.15. The
method is a frequency domain technique that approximates the transfer function of the
nonlinear element by its gain and phase with respect to a sinusoidal input, as a function
of the amplitude (and sometimes frequency) of the input. Classical application of the
method is restricted to nonlinearities that are amplitude dependent but insensitive to
frequency. In such cases, we can represent the nonlinearity via an amplitude-dependent
function, N(a). Assuming a sinusoidal input to the nonlinearity, u = a sinwt, with
amplitude a and frequency w, we can express the output of the nonlinearity as a Fourier
series

v = f(u)=f(asinO), O= wt
00

= c+o-(ansin0+bn cos0) (B.30)
nt=1

where the Fourier coefficients for the fundamental component are given by

a, = " f(a sin 0) sin OdO (B.31)

b = f (a sin 0) cos OdO (B.32)

and the dc component is given by

c= 7 f(asinO)dO (B.33)

The describing function of the nonlinear element then is defined as the ratio of the
fundamental response to the input

N(a) = a, + jbi (B.34)

a
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Figure B.15: Nonlinear Feedback Control System With Isolated Nonlinearity.

where N(a) is a complex number corresponding to the equivalent gain (real and imagi-

nary) of the nonlinearity. Typically N(a) is expressed as an equivalent magnitude and
phase

IN(a)] = - /al + bj (B.35)
a

ZN(a) = arctan(b,/al) (B.36)

Stability of the nonlinear feedback loop in Figure B.15 can be assessed (approximately)
with a Nyquist like criterion that counts encirclements of a critical "point."' Here the
usual critical point 1 +jO must, however, be replaced by the line segment -1/N(a), 0 <
a < oo; that is, we look for intersections where G(jw) = -1/N(a) for some frequency w
and amplitude a. Such crossings indicate only the potential for a limit cycle. Depending
on the direction of the crossing, the potential limit cycle may be either stable, in which
case it persists, or unstable, in which case it dies out. If stable, the theory predicts that
a limit cycle will occur at the fundamental frequency w with an amplitude (at the input
to the nonlinearity) of a. The rule of the thumb for limit cycle stability is illustrated for
a memoryless nonlinearity, which has amplitude but no phase, in Figure B.16. Basically,
the limit cycle is stable if in traveling along the curve of increasing G(jw) on a Nyquist
plot, the curve for -1/N(a) crosses from right to left with increasing amplitude a.

Describing function analysis is, of course, only approximate. Its validity is critically de-
pendent upon the amount of attenuation in the magnitude of the transfer function G(jw)

for frequencies around any potential limit cycle frequencies (i.e., frequencies where G(jw)
and -1/N(a) cross). This attenuation, coupled with the fact that most nonlinearities

also attenuate higher order harmonics, is necessary to ensure that higher order harmonics
fed back around to the input of the nonlinearity are significantly attenuated. If not, these
higher order harmonics will in turn generate new fundamental frequencies at the output
of the nonlinearity, with their own higher order harmonics ad infinitum. This invalidates
the assumption of a dominant fundamental frequency and brings validity of the limit
cycle analysis into question. A common cause for inadequate attenuation in G(jw) is

structural flexibility.

This issue of flexibility was particularly troublesome in limit cycle analyses conducted

1A more rigorous assessment of stability is possible using the circle criterion [Safonov 1978], but this
method is very conservative.
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Figure B.16: Limit Cycle Stability With Describing Function Analysis.

for the Space Shuttle's reaction control system during entry [Barrett 1982]. That paper
also deals with a minimum on-time constraint for the reaction jets, which produces a
frequency-dependent nonlinearity N(a,w), for which it is no longer possible to separate
the frequency dependence of G(jw) from the amplitude dependence of -1/N(a). Here
we must deal with the product N(a, w)G(jw) as an overall frequency response, param-
eterized by limit cycle amplitude a. Alternatively, we may continue to treat the linear
and nonlinear elements as separate entities by plotting G(jw) as a function of w versus
-1/N(a, w), plotted as a function of a but parameterized by w, as was done in the paper.
In either case, limit cycle analysis is very tedious z.nd would be totally impractical with-
out a computer. The paper also examines a more sophisticated method for limit cycle
analysis in the absence of higher-order harmonic attenuation. It is known as Tsypkin's
method [Gelb 1968], and we will address it next.

B.4.1 Tsypkin's Method

This method is an exact stability analysis procedure that is applicable only to very simple
nonlinearities such as relays. It requires no assumptions regarding linear loop attenuation
because it carries along all significant terms in the Fourier series expansions of all signals.
It begins by assuming an explicit periodic waveform for a potential limit cycle that might
be generated by the nonlinearity in question, as illustrated in Figure B.17 for the case
of a relay with deadband d and hysteresis h. This waveform is then represented as the
infinite Fourier series expansion

v(t;w,p) = 4D E sin(np7r/ 2 )Re{e i(w±it/2)} (B.37)
7r n odd n
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where D is the output level of the relay output, w =_ 2ir/T is the frequency, and p for
0 < p < 1 is the duty cycle of the periodic waveform. Because the waveform is 7r-
symmetric, the expansion contains only odd terms and no dc term. The relay output,
when passed through the linear system G(jw), in turn generates the input to relay with
the (exact) Fourier expansion

u(t; w, p) 4-D sin(np7r/2) Re{ G(jnw)ejn(wt-ir/2)} (B.38)
7r nodd

For a limit cycle to exist, it is apparent from the figure that the following conditions must
hold at and between switching times2:

(1) U(ton) = d, it(ton) > 0
(2) u(toff) = d - hi(toff) > 0 (B.39)(3) u(t) > d- h, tE(totoff)

(3) u(t) < d, te[0, ton) U (tojf, T/2]

for somew > 0 and 0 < p < 1.

The equality parts of conditions (1) and (2) are verified by evaluating the Fourier expan-
sion for u(t; w, p) for t = ton and t = toff and comparing them against the trip levels d and
d - h, respectively. This is easily done by plotting y(to,) versus y(toff) as a function of p
and parameterized by discrete values of w. The critical point (d, d- h) is also displayed on
the same plot to facilitate locating intersections. Fxact intersections will likely not occur
for discrete values of w, so a finer sweep in frequency w may be necessary for frequencies
where potential intersections occur. This graphical solution only identifies potential limit
cycles. To determine if a potential limit cycle is real, we must verify that the inequalities
in conditions (1) and (2) also hold at the on and off times, respectively. In addition, we
must do a sweep through time for one limit cycle to ensure that u(t) does not violate the
trip levels of conditions (3) and (4). If all of these conditions are satisfied, a limit cycle
is unavoidable. The advantage of Tsypkin's method over describing function analysis is
that it is exact, subject, of course, to the reliability of all models. The disadvantage is
that it lacks the intuitive feel associated with describing function analysis.

2For simplicity, we have omitted the minimum on-time constraint.
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